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title. .
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fanny HtUe poem, “My Valentine,” by J.
M. Anderson.
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with the attractive title,

“A New Winter'sSport,” which is writby HJalmar H. Boyesen, who intro-
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duces our American boys to the tkee or

Norwegian snow-shoe, which he claims
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that night. Truly, as brother Nelson says, there
are greater arils than

might supersede the one less worthy; if

drawn her sable mantle a
star.' So let me draw

D. E.

good habit could be formed, it might
crowd out the bad one. No ouecsu tell
how much of his ewn virtue and good
conduct is due

Mormoniam.
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Holland City Lodge, No. 108, IndependentOrderetc. Keep a box of them in the house at
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ounce of preventive is
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mlcb. , on Tuesday Evening
of each week
worth a pound of core.
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Thi Ijlufir Library.
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States Series of School Books, and
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a fact; also Assistant Slate 8upt.
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by 8. P. Scott, which it well writ-

$nd attractively illustrated. “HomeLife 1q Bombay” is graphic sad lively, but
ten

does not present a seductive picture of the

Indian city •• a residence for Europeans
and Americana.Dr. WistePe account of
lA Cruise

Among

the

Windward Islands,”

concluded in this number, conveys, on
the other hand, so fascinating an Idea of

most of
he visited as to excite
envy and longty in the mind of the
Northern reader. Bdward O. Bruce
wrltee of “Our Native Fauna” in a very
the scenery sod winter climate of
the places which

pleasant semi-scientific
strain. “This
Brother,” by Louise

Oar

Seymour Houghton,

depicts the condition and character of the
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author
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and English language, neatly and promptly

Lippincott’s MaqaziAr for Febraary
opens with a descriptive paper on “Sara-

from the errors

Ofi-U

sandPer-

what is bad. The

you by

pay you to

read their advertisementto be found else-

All -kinds of Job Work,

good, they hare no time

Is

inclination for

Township of Holland,where be repre- imaginings;the hands that are assiduous

under this title bss began publicationIn of Schools, which representation le not a
7. 9 A. X.
ARiooLaaCommuiricationofUmv Lonex, New York. Each number is to contain a fact and proves him on the start, to be a
610 No. 191 F. A A. M will be held at Maronle HaU
fraud, and not worthy of the oonfideoce
Holland, Mich., oa Wednesdayevening,Feb. empieU library gem, a characteristicspeci466
of any one; and for this reason 1 take np
men of the best productionof the brain of
416 D. L. Boto. Sec'v.
the gauntlet for the people of Zeeland aad
the author- who Is represented. The num-

S^SKgS!

nor

sented to some of the school officers, that in work have no time for mischief.

Mi

.

pied with what

Swellings,Costivenessor Constipation of excuoe for a man who signs himself D. heart that is full of lore has no room for
the Hovels, Liver Complaint, Bilious And
E . McClure. I have heard of him before. impure desires;the bead that is busy with
Sick Headache, Bilious Ferers, Jaundice,
Last week he wai in the weetern part of intelligent thought has oo place for foolish

a beautiful vicinity.
p.m. p.m.
a. m. p.m.
Old Berkshire Mills, • )
No one American knows the people of
little cyclopediaof the world* choicest
• Mixed trains.
Dalton, Mms., April 27, 1882. f
literature. Price only two cents a number ibis colony better than myself, having
Mr* Peter Lewler bss been • resident of or $2 a year. Number one contains within the last five years bad occasion to
this town for the pest seventeen jeers, end
WashingtonIrving’sdelightful story of live among them for days at a ttae, aad I
in oar employ for fifteen, and in ell theee
yeers he lisi been A good end respected Kip Yaa Winkle, Number two, Canon speak sdvisidtywhen I say, that as a
iuiiiwuf firertertj.
dUfeen of the town end community. He Farrar's graphic story of The Boning of people they are clean aad tidy, aad usually
has bed tome chronic disease to oar knowlRome, and the persecution oi the early they lire at well, or even better, than
edge for most of the time, bat now cleims
Christian under Men. Other numbers fol- post Americans ta the same walks of life;
to W, end is, ih apparent good bealth.
t, Attorney and
lowing are ’The 8ea-8erpeats of Science,” aad ae Cor the Zeeland hotel, I unhesiChas. O. Browns, Pres’t.
tatinglystate that I have eaten a number
[The wonderftil case referredto above by Dr. Wilton ; Tennyson’sEnoch Arden;”
of good meals there and not pm poor one.
Goldsmith’s
Deserted
Village,”
"The
is published in another column and will
Bulneae In dent. OUjjj and Afiegui ConnUee
Traveler,” eto. Speciment copy lent free He spoke of the “crumpledborder of hi»
prove of jraat value to thousands of our
mill be promptly
on request. JOHN B. ALDEN, Pub- imagination.” Judging by the mass of
readers.— Ed.]
and the miserable attempt at
lisher, 18 Yeiey Street, New York.
19 45
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From Holland to
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50 410 12

some piece of

rascalityon the Zeeland public.

Cigar.

0

Epilepsy or Fits,

416 12

hit attempts to perpetrate

&

teemed for Purifying the Blood,

...

tngi of a brainlessfool, or the mad ravings
of a scalawagwho had been beaded off in

Saw and Flour

18 IS ...West OliTe... 3 03 10 05

12 89

mass of

that the whole

rubbish was either the incoherentmatter-

V

Cedar streets,Holland.

600

once conclude

Mb. EprroB:— I with, through the and blessed with a happy home, they have
whitewash
does
not
strengthen
a
man’s
a.m.
tXTTKHUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
columns of your paper, to make a few but little temptation to degradingvices or
10 45 fiei
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and character. Swayne’s Pills are highly escommenti on the- above scurrilousar- sensual pleasures.If they are fully occu-

Holland.

m. a. m.

SIS 11

t5 80

•aa^kruat in one hand, and a dish-cloth In the
other; the dish-cloth being need for the double
purpose of keepingthe beauty’s worn In a proper
condition and wiping op sundry wet spots on the
table where the young prlAce Imperial tod beqi
momentouslyseated hr his proud and happy
nr hum. I excused myself after a few minutes
and went out to excuse the eaurkraut.My
troubles however, tod but begun; buslneM calling
me Into the country, 1 was obliged to Inquire mj
way to a certain individual whom I was desirous
of interviewing.
1 stopped at the Ant house 1
came to and asked the gentlemen if he would
kindly directme to Mr. B-— ’a. ‘Yah,’ he said;

being aoqoaloted^ with the

people of Zeeland sod vicinity, would at

whoee aggre-

gate weight Is 810 pounds. My fssllngs,gsntis
reader, eta be better ImaglMd than described,
when oa sseting wyeeif at the table, I saw one of
theee beauties roillagtowards ms with a dish of

and

FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint,you Just as I came la sight of ths house where the Rnbeos and his children,painted by the
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of man was to tell me* ‘ where I don’t want to go.'
great artist hlmaelf. Besides this, and a
Shiloh’s vltalixer. It never fails to cure. Sold by
XT’ AN RAALTB, B. dealer la Farm Implements
toeing quite a crowd of young people rurmlng
D. R. Meengs.
good deal more, are poems and stories by
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
around the yard, 1 hesitated about stopping, topCelia
Thsxter, Frank
Converse, PalA NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of poalog I would be Intruding upon some social
YT7ILMB, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, aid
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 00 cents. Sold
Tv Ison and Wood combination Pomps. Cor- by
mer
Cox,
Mary
Lowe
Dickson,
a play by
gathering; however I ventured In, Inquiring of the
D. R. Meehgs.
MUt and River streets.
young people If the head of the householdwas at Mary Cowden Clarke, and pictures by
Votary rukUN.
Smoke Improved Punch, a Five Gent home. By way of answer they formed a hollow Rosins Emmet, Elizabeth Thompson,
square about me and marched In solemn stats
DR. WM. VAN PUTTEN,
qTEQENGA, A Pm Justice of the Peace and
R. B. Birch Bollee, H. P. 8’jare, HopNotary Pnbllc. Conveyancing done at short
Local Ageot Into the presence of the ‘ Sublime Beard ' arriving
notice. Office at hla residenceNew Holland,
before whom I made what 1 suppoaodto be a kill- kins, Cox, Rote Mailer, end others.
9-ly
ing obeisance and Inquired If he could direct me
Highly Esteemed.
UprootingBad Habiti.
to Mr. 8 —
WlthaamllewhlolirtlllllnKenon
nyiWsas.
The youthful color and A rich lustre are the crumpled border of my Imagination, he InDEBT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
When bad habits are firmly rooted, it
J3 foandin hla offlee, on River street, nextdoor restored to faded or gray hair by the use formed me ’ Dot vas I,' and that my numerous
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.
of Parker’s Hair Balsam, a harmless dress- escort was Ms sons aad daughters.An Invitation seems Impossible to eradicatethem. Often
to spend the night with Mm was reluctantly ac- advice, commands, entreaties, are alike
ing highly esteemed for itl perfume tnd
FTREMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Reelcepted. Dear readers I’ll not pain yon with a
___
nseless.Even when the poor aioner himCV. donee on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mardescriptionof the sapper that followed; my
ketatreet. Offlee one door west of Yin Raalte’s
self
Is convioed of hit fault and anxious
stomach has not quite regained Itself since, but
boot and shoe store. Offlee boors from 8 a. m. to
Entirely Batiifsotory.
19 m., aad from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
bed -time had come and ’ mins boat ’ nformedme to rid himself of it, his will is not strong
Ladies wishing a perfume that combines
that owing to the substantial blessings providence enough. Now, if some of this power
OCHIPHOR8T, L. Physician and Surgeon; novelty delicacy and richness,find Florethad bestowed upon Mm, we would have to
offlee at the drug store of Scbepers A Hchipneed to repress the evil were tamed rather
horst^ ts prepared at all timet, d^jr or night, to ton Cologne entirely satisfactory.
’handle;’that la, ell sleep together.X politely
to instill the good, it might be feore effecMnted that I had better occupy the outer edge of
the bed which was spread on tbs floor, ss my horse tive. If an Interest In something higher
A Good Thing.
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcber.
Office over the boot and shoe store of W.
sometimes
got loose, bnt extreme solldtodefor could be awakened, it might dismiss the
“I sometimes wish I could tske hold of
Klaaaen, on River
40-ly.
my health on the part of my bosteeaprevented lewer; if an Innocent pleasure could he
the sale of Thomas’ Eclectrio Oil for I tell
Vf ANTING, A G., Physician and Surgeon;
this, and I was placed In the middle the fkmUy
ivl offlee at tiraafrehap Village.Allegan county, you it is s grand thing, end t am cousci- falling into line on either aide of me, and we were presented It might take the place of the
Mich. Offleeboors from 19 to 2 r.
96-ly. _
entiohs in saying I could do a good work.” thus ’ bundled.' How can 1 describe that bundle. impure one; If a worthy aim could Inspire,

Ik

Prom Muikegon

Muskegen.
e.

the frthsr of three tsmala daugbtara

dash,

,

Whitewash.
Holland to

90016 sick a pteostMdtonWntsd toa dish of
trckrast; qaits mrtala am 1 that At. Fetar B«vv
would have smarted to the Saviour, as patient
and uBoomplainlogm. Ha woo, tbs ptoprlaty of
staying In otoh S piaea longar than stooluMy
naeaaaaiyto nuka n M-it sxM, Ha total is
kapt hy a frt HeUandw whan sWm is importai
la mainly das to his avoMipots, his weight bsUg
875 pounds, and ha la now In thin condition, hating exerted himself beyond the proper limit in
the auction of the prsaautgovernor of Michigan.
Thla distinguished individual is Nasssdby being

one reeding his conglomerationof balder-

corners rich run dls vay nod dat vay; veil you one of vivid interest, describing a Journey
If AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Balt,
'* HACKMETACK."n lastingand fragrant perand Smoked Meats and Vegetables ; paper fume. Price 85 and CO cents. Sold by D. R, don'd turn him round but straighton Mm keep to to Paris and an enooanter'with robbers.
Mesngs.
and twine; 8th street.
der next hooee, vere der Ufa a man who rill UU Mre. Clement has an “Art and Artists”
SHILOH’S CURB WILL immediately relieve you van von don’t vant to go, may be.' With this
Kaaufortwtt.Mllli, Shopi, Ito.
Croup,^Fhooping cough and Bronchitia.Sold by ‘ valuable ’ piece of Informatioa In my poseesaion, paper on the Flemish painters, with two
beantifnl reproductionsof portraits of
1 kept on till the shadows of night overtook me,
PAU1L8, YAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors

K^reM^JeaTes

MUSKEGON BRAl^CH.
From

^

mm

(Wpart la pnoot’wast have rtoppsd ever night at

'

SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY— a

7 10 • 06

685 10 80 4 80 ..Grand Rapid*" 14 46 • 85 845
*.m. a.m.|p.m.
a. m. a.m. p.m.

pGn Bundy mortal

Lancaster Red, Y bushel

IMitumat ^tal.

TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
IJ. stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-

ways be relied on. On

think that ancient worthy of theblbls who li
this

V

Taking Bfdct, Bandog N*.
Fran Holland
ta Chicago.
HVt Mix- Men.

‘S
«

Uvsrvssllsliftsblst.

CL

Wirt

.........

red “

I

.

Mich.

YTUITE, J..

PI

Exp.

J.

convenient to both depots. Tsrmi,
il .00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland,
S-ly

paper AdvertlalngBnrean (10 Spruce Bt.), where
advertUng oontracta nay be aaoe for it in NEW

OUoAgo *

50

itrs.,

00 66 00

Oorde In City Directory, not orer three
UnMi $100 per ammm,

i

Soott, proprietor.
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. oTNintii and

Yearly odTtrtben toft the privilege of thloo

UP

86

•

fool

liar and a

saur-kraut was evidentlytoo sour

for him, and the people of Zcefand mast
"I have tssehsA ffis lead, sot of ’son aad
have been too sharp, and failed, to snap at
wins,* bat ol hogB aai swiaa. OMto^laS woU
’
bis bait, therefore hie wrath, lo fact anybaootsf America eeea for afl as to to la fsalai

Lord tot now thy
}} rsprmraUdMiajlac,*
wpi*

i
V

571.

hit best one) has no point,

and makes him both a

The
PtJBLIiHSD

It la

NO.

\

the signature of President Arthun

rand Jury returned an

a number of
Legislature
votes each.
t tor 8eP^
gave
jm
the
der.

inilict-

ugainHt Frank H. Fall, charging

him

W;

t imptlng to corTOpt^yconteoltihe voje

BOLLgroCTTT, MlOglfl,

from the
Lake Shore road because

sa Stone, of Cleveland, resigned

flllKV! NEWS REVIEW.

directory of the

THE EAST.
TwkqdlEjHall. ftt Albany, N.

<

Y., in
whfth were tie Opera Houee, Albany County
Bank and numerous retail stores and offices,
was totally destroyedby fire, The loss is
placed ar $3on,oub, a»d the Insurance
amounts to 1*10,000..., The principal street
of Plainville, Ot, was almost destroyedby
lire, twp public balls and a number oi! stores

ruined The loss Is placed at |200,000l
Over $30,000 has been 8^b|8eribed at

bcin^

rrovidence for an equestrian statue of Gen.

United States Minister to Mexico, died lately, aged 7&

The Pennsylvania anthracite

coal

companies have decided to suspend operaations the last three days in each week
until further notice.... Harvey Taylor, of
Richfield Springs, N. Y., killed his wife anil
mother-indaw,and then committed suicide,
He was crazy.
Weeksville, Montana, says: Billy the Eld, the notorious
tough and robber, was apprehended by
vigilantes,and in attempting to escape was
fired at as he ran from his captors -to the
river. 1 another volley he sank from sight
The bouy was not recovered.Three others
of his stripe were taken a mile from

Senator Spencer

sailed from
Halifax for Europe in the Polynesian. Just
before embarking he gave an interviewer a
breezy story about his connection with the
star-routeoases, claming to have been .the
first to disco vor the frauds, which information he communicated in confidence ro the
Postmaster General, on condition that his
name should never be made public in connection with the trlala
Ex-

-

The

session in Washington,

.

.

.

was almost wiped out
by fire The Journal
Jounu office and its entire
that President Arthuf has decided to call an
contents were consumed.
Mb. Gkbhardt, of Langtry notoriety, extra session of Congress immediatelyafter
March -A to dispose of revenue questions,
made a scene in a^t Louis hotel with pre- believing
eving that no conclusion will be reach)
reached
porter who had burlesqued him In the col- on the pending bill

The Republican Senatorialcaucus of
the Colorado Legislatureballoted nine times
on the 10th Inst , Pitkin dosing with 19 votes,
Gebhardt. . .Zerelda Garrison,who figured
Tabor 15, Hamill 12 and Bowen 0. The Massin the abduction sensation at St
‘ Lo
“mis, has
achusetts Senate balloted five times for
been taken East by her uncle,
Senator on the 10th inst The fifth ballot
he treated at an asylum for nervous gave Long 22 votes. Hoar' 15 and Crdno
diseasea
physiciansof St Louis 2. The House balloted but once, the
publish a card stating that defects in the result being 108 for Hoar, 10 for Crapo, 27
development of her facultiesmake her at for Long. 79 for Bowennan, 1 for Adarasand
times irresponsiblefor her action* . .The 1 for Butler. A ballot fpr Senator in the Nesteamer Josephine, with twenty passengers braska Legislature gave Morton 18 votes,
and a full load of freight exploded her Saunders18, Thayer 10, Millard8, Connor 8
boiler in Port Susan bay, on the Pacific, and
and Manderson 7, the rest of 133 votes being
several lives were lost
scattered upon twenty-seven candidate*In
Col. A. B. Cunningham,the St. the Illinois Senate Cullotn received 80
votes for Senator and Palmer 2U. In the
Louis reporter who wrote up Freddie GebHouse each candidate had 75 votes, three
hardt and the Langtry in the Globe-Demo- Republicans refusing to name their choice.
crat, for which Freddie called him a liar and
In the Michigan Senate Ferry received
h scoundrel, sent a challenge toGebhardt
14 votes for Sehator and Stout 18, with 5
which the latter, it is alleged, was scattering. The House gave Ferry 45 and
.

Two

.

hut at

the

earnest pleadings of “the Lily,” wisely con-

cluded that discretionis the better part of
valor. CunninghamIs an ex-Confedernte
cavalry officer,is and refuted to be a dead

Stout 38, with 17 scattering. The
Senatorial ballot in the Minnesota
Senate
s gave Wisdom 28 votes, Wilson 9, Bunnell 4, Cole 5. scattering In the House Windom had 47 votes, Wilson 24, Bunnell 0,
scattering15k John E. Kenna>ho
Kenna.Vho repi
represents
in the House the Third district of West V rgima, received the Bemocraticcaucus nom-

During the performance in the Grand
Opera House at Milwaukee the other even- ination for Senator.

In resigningthe Secretaryship of the
W Dor„ ic-strlcken sey states that for three months he has been
for a moment hut regained confidence upon
seeing no traces of fire It is stated that one compelledto remain in a darkenedroom on
of the principal exitsof the house at the time account of his eyes.... The Senatorialelecof the accident was found to be locked.. . tion in the Arkansas General Assembly reFUhu Palmer, a 8t Louis printer, having sulted in the re-election of United States
Garland, who received
met his wife in Tenth street, in that city, Senator A.
dragged her into an allev, shot her in the every vote cast, except three Greenneck and then killed himself.He claimed backers, who voted for Rufus K.
Garland, a brother of the Senator. The
that she had become an inmate of a brothel
He was a nephew of Gen John M. Palmer. caucus of the Republican members had de.The prohibitory amendment to the con- cided to tender tne votes complimentary to
stitution of Iowa, adopted by the popular ex-Conjn-essman Logan H. Roots, but he
vote last June, has been declared to urged that they be given to Senator Garbe invalid by the Supreme Court Of the land, which was done. Hon. Wm. P. Frye
State, on the ground that the journal of the was chosen as bis own successor in the Senlower house of the Legislaturefails to show ate from Maine, and Senator Isham G. HarRepublican National Committee, &

.

H

.

.

.

any record of the passage of the amendment ris was re-electedby the Tennessee Legislaby that body; and, fuitherraore,that the ture.
amendment differed in form and substance
The Illinois Legislature, in joint
from the measure passed by the Senate.
.
The IllinoisCentral railroad* has declared a session, elected Gov. Shelby M. Cullom
semi-annual dividend of 4 per cent, payable United States Senator, to succeed David
.

March

.

1.

Davis, Culloim receiving 107 votes, and all
voting for John Ml
Palmer. The North Carolina Legislaturereelected Senator Mott W. Ransom; Senator
Plumb was chosen ‘Ofthis/own successor by
the Kansas LegiHlatur?rpund Senator Saulahitry was returned for another six years'

The weather throughout the West the Democrats (95;
and Northwest on the 18th, 19th
January was intenselycold, the mercufy
in some sections ranging between twenty
and thirty below. At Omaha some of the
public schools were closed. Railway traffic
was much impeded by snow accumulating
in the cuts, in some instances trains being
abandoned. A great snow-stormprevailed
in Ontario during the same time.
of

The

(Juincy House, one of the larg-

term by the Delaware Legislature....''
A second ballot for Senator in the Massachusetts Legislature, oh Jan* 17, gave Senator
Hour 181 votes, Bowennan 81, and Long 49,
the former falling 8 votes short of an election. ...Ten ballots were taken in the RepuliUoan Senatorial caucus at Denver, the

was almost entire*4’, T^°r
morning. AL
though there were nearly 100 people In the lott < L.jil.The Minnesota Legislature
building when the fire was discovered, there indulged in two ballots for Senator, without
was no loss of life, owing to the promptness a result, Windom's strength falling off sevand rare presence of mind, bf the eral votes.....Inthe Michigan Legislature
clerk*, and employea
The loss is there was one ballot for Senator without
about 950,000. • Flaifaes swept away gny changes; Ferry’svote was the same as
a oiocjc
Minn , caus- oh the preceding day, 6ft
block oi
of stores at
at Moorhead, Minn.
ing a Idss of- 950,000. iiA
A loss of 9175,
9175,(100was
The Republican National CtimmifftM
entailed by the burning of Corbett *aud Mcrnet in Washington last week. John A.
A. HaiLeary's
wholesale house, Portland,
c..
Jand< Ore..
Seven lldings were burned at Abilene, tin, of Kansas, was elected Secretary in
Kan. , causl
ilig a loss of 980,000. . .The High
place of a W. Dorsey. After prolongeddeSchool at Marengo, HI, which cost 923, UtX), bate it was resolved that the basis of reprewas destroyed by tire.
sentation in national conventionsbe two
each Senator, the same Jtox
A Milwaukee dispatch of Jan. 20 delegates for ofCohgr
est hotels in Quincy, III,

bfn

ly destroyed by fire,the other

m

»

„

.

.

.

n* Kn

H&

i

_v
buildings

i

.

ler,

who,

it is alleged, .fired,the Newhall
The Senatorial contest wag settled in
It has fwten ascertained that he -the Massachusetts Legislature on fen. 18, by
secieiOd Soule of his stock df liquors and
removed seven sets of billiard halls the election o! Mr, Hoar. Mr. Crapo
.before the fire occurred The i.ri^onerwas
returned to the Milwaukee jail yesterday,
and no one is permittedto see him. An)tes to 88 for
other b'Hiv has
tin- Hre
erman, the Democraticcandidate.
nfliw, nndtfng a totofl of forty-six. The
lives lost
' figured at fifty-nine.*
lost three votes in.the Michigan Legislature;
" THE gftuira, |
Windom a like number in Minnesota, while

House.

hp*nt

'

The Attorney General of Tennessee
wiU brjug suit for 9200,000against certain
State Treasurer not countersigned for Hamill and A for

tnree_

Sena

[Fro

have

county

—

between Boston, New York and
Chicago,:;There was unexpectedqppotitiek
to the proposition to reduce portage to 2
cento on the pirfof bo„
•Edmunds
and Sheridan. Their p
did not
go so much to
fiction in
itself ns -to. tho principleoff the enactment of new legislation in appropriation
hills; but the reductio* was agreed to by the
large voted 40-to IS, The PreridentsenttQ:
the Senate the following: nominations:
Thomas M. Dawson, of Oblorodo,to' be
facilities

The

dead... walls

of

Paris were
decorated the other morning with a manifesto from Prince Napoleon,arraigningthe
Government,- declaring that religion was
being attacked, that the arm^ was decaying,
and claimingthe" jhrone of the empire
The document was tom down by the police,
and the Prince was -imprisoned. '{The
Chambers indorsed the action of the
authorities,and voted urgency for a motion

the

kweeki

the uuii

ce ver

such
one,

;

who

rto find

Two ballots were token for Unit
BflMhfr&tofby teeNebraska Legisli
‘SB,

doini

fly

the

on

ftithdut"any choice. Th<
ition

ballot rttfCd" as follows: Stickels, Anti-i
nopdllrt, It/a^er, !.?;' Millard, 15; ~

•

j

Saunders,13+ Brown, 9; Boj
pjority.
Manderson, 7; Morton, 5, and 18 st^w. led on;
tog. The second ballot differed but slight
be
tbe.flntl The. Mttnesota
•without a- choice: Wtod( luntaril
rtainly
, lC0to 16: Dunnell, 10; Hi,
prohibitingthe residence in France or Algeria United States Consul atBOranquilla; John O.
ared, '*; Farmer, 4; Davis,] ty. ‘O
of any scions of tho French dynasties.
dynasties.
Thomas, of Colorado,rto Be Register of the Wakefield, 2; scattering, 5 The Republl
a no
At a fire In a tenement house In Widegate Land-Office, and FrederickX Leonard,(St canons of the Colorado Legislaturetried
fp cauc
street, London, five persons were burned to
case
Colorado, to be Receiver of Publio Moneys
man fori
.

death and four wereiniured.

..

.

.

18;

.

i

.

.Bismarck Is

Gunnison. Col

at

;

George

D.

Perkins,of Iowa,

opposed to the return of Germans who have to be United States Marshal of the Northern
been naturalized in the United States, as District of Iowa; M. D. O’Connell, of
they thus become exempt from military
Iowa, to be United States Attorney of the
service. .
Northern District pf Iowa; J ohn
j Hoyt, of
Japan is about to adopt the American Washington ‘Territory,
Territory, to be AssociateJusJi
system of railroad building,and has organ- tice of the Territory of Washington. The
House, in committee of the whole, conized a union steamship company, with a sumed the day tn debate on the Naval Apcapital of 98,000, 000, 'to develop the trade of propriationBilL
the empire. ..Thomas Higgins and Michael
Mr. Bayard presenteda petition in the
Flhmwere hanged at Galway, Ireland,foj
Senate, Jan. 22, for a law to prevent discomplicity in the murder of the Huddys.
Public Executioner Marwood officiated. crimination by railway* Mr. Logan intro*
They both walked firmly to the gal- duced a bill requiring telegraph companies
lows, and died without a struggle.
to recoivo and transmit dispatches from any
Local workmen refused to erect a other line without favor. Mr. Platt submitted an act for the extension of the freoscaffold for the executionof Poff and Bardelivery system in postoffice* The Tariff
rett, who were hanged at Tralee, Ireland, bill consumed the remainderof the session,
for the murder of Thomas Brown. Mar- the chief debate being on the lumber duty.
wood, the executioner,took carpenters from In the House, Mr. Rosecrans Introduced a
Dublin to constmct the scaffold Upon the bill empowering journalisticWriters to proarrivalof Marwood at limerick,en route cure copyrights and receive protection aftto Tralee, the police had great difficulty in er the publicationof article*A Joint resoprotecting him from the crowd attherailway depot.... C.' Cooper Hall A Co.. London
grant
merchants and bankers, have failed for 92,children of Kit Carson, now living in pover000,000.
.

J?.

belli

the first

r*

and Bo
with 23

pei

Prince Kbapotkine was sentenced
at Lyons to five years.’ imprisonmentand
fined 2,000 francs for inciting to anarchy. A
number of others received very heavy penalties, the decision of the Judges causing a
tumult in the court-room
rt-room ... .In the Italian
Senate, Depretlssaid emigration to South

America hud proved very successful, as laborers found work there, but an exodus to North
America was not to be recomraeutled....
At Muidcn, Holland, three explosions oc-

ty at Los

Vega*

»

r_

I

HORRIBLE EXPLOSION.
A

California Po(wder

Manufactory

Bursts and Scatters Death and

,

‘

‘

Destruction.

'

rly so

the ninth, tenth
Hot* 3 The Democrats of
on,

Fen

insto
icus, 11
Iblicaun

New Jersey Legirtai
John B. McPherson for re-election on
first ballot The Republicancaucus
to compliment George A. Hobart by c
their votes for him.

81

A dispatch from

ive tl

Weeksville, M*

1

.

tana Territory,says that

a

then

band of vigilan [the

a

In

T
proceeded to thb settlement on the Tho
son river, and cleared the place of roi
om
They
forward , to Sand Pol
„ t then went
*
en taki
whpre they found two men, nicknami each 1
“Dick, the Barber," and . the ot
balk
“Ohio Sam." These ,they seized
ion ele

^ l
on

hanged

MPP

,

separate

tree&..,|

itor

Carson (Nev.y telegram states that a
of mounted and masked men rode

II

shot dead by the leader. Two Creek In
who were stan
standing near were also murdt
in cold blood. The road-agents theii rot
the store of everything valuable,and ro

to Silver Peak, where they
to the principal store and

we

ceeded to plunder r it The propl
etor and one of his clerks drew tnd
revolvers and opened fire on the highwa]
men, killing two of them. Tho fire was 1
turned, and the proprietor and his
fell dead with bullet-holes through the
heart* The toad-agents cleaned the
out and made their escape unrecognized. .1

A

San

Frapcisco dispatch says

rod
,

nogr

)kedf)

it

now ascertained that the numt
of Chinamen killed by the
powder explosion was ghirty.J

ice

1

ler, a
curred in the gunpowder manufactory,
At Montello Station, on tho Control Pac
as
wrecking most of the houses in the town About Fifty Chinamen and One Can-' road, 16ft miles west of Ogden, Utah, a
W, H(
aud damaging some in adjoining .village*
of mounted and masked men seized
iwlett
carian Sent Flying to Eternity.
The loss of life is placed at forty..,. The
section man, waited for the eartbound
!d Hal
Marquis of Hurtington, the BritishWar Secpress, and nnon ite arrival side-tracked
rich,
retary, in a speech iu (ondon, declared that
engine.meir
engine.
Their attack on tne
the expr
expressJaptn,
[Telegram from Berkeley,Call
home rule could never be permitted in Irewas frustratedby the agent, and afte
Lvo be
The mixing-house and six packing-houses thirty sfioto had been exchangedthe robt
land, and scouted the idea that the Government should find funds to establish a peas- of the giant-powder works at Point Clement, fled.' No one was killed or injured..
ant proprietary.
near Wert Berkeley, exploded at 4 this aft- The machine-shopand pattern-rooms of|
Ion
ernoon. The shocks of seven explosions Great Western ManufacturingCompan
Lsavenworthlyere burned, causing a 1c
XLYIITH CONGRESS.
5x-Ju
were felt in this towa One white man, the 975,000. The workmen thrown outof ex
tied 1
asm
The Tariff bill was consideredat great foreman, named Conk, and * between nloyment nnmbef 350 ... A Deputy Sht
has taken possessionof the wholei
ihlsi
length In the Senate on the 16th. Mr. Logan forty ahd fifty Chinese are known to grocery house of Fay A Conkey, of Chic
dist
reported favorably the bill to authorize the have been blown to atom* Nearly the against whom judgments have been
err
entire
plant
was
destroyed
by
fire,
which
tatoed for 9218,181. Their total liabilit
sole of the Baton Rouge arsenal and
Jud
are believed to be 9350,000.
iGov.
ground* Mr. Dawes reported a measure for began immediately after the explosion. The
superintendent was thrown a long distance,
on
One Farrell, an informer, baa give
the allotment of lands in severalty to the
bntwas not hurt Physicians went down
it syn
Ottawa, Indian* Mr. Hill made a favorable
evidence against several men at Dut
bmpof
report on the House bill to modify the from Berkeley and West Berkeley The fire charged with conspiracy to murder,
is still raging. A large magazine, containto wa)
postal money-order* system. The ing over 200 ton*ls still safe. About eight
roni
House of Representativespassed the tons exploded. The dwelling-houses on the stated that an inside ring IntheFe
till hi
Society was known as the Assassination
bill for the removal of causes fiom'State to easts!
oflici
loe of the hill are safe, but all the glass ciety, who took it upon themselves to
Federal court* A joint resolution was is shattered.
rowi
move obnoxious official* He detailed
tempts to murder ex-SecretaryFor
and pointed out the parties implicate!
pay the State of Massachusetts9230,100 for Not over thirty ore missing. The fire is still to the assault on Juror Reid..]
expenditures for coast defense during the raging, and more exploaons are expected A Paris dispatch says that great exciterac
war was defeated.Joseph E. Taylor was momentarily. The scene in the vicinityIs continues in France over the report
sworn in from the Sixteenthdistrict of terrible Bodies can *be seen lying near’the Legitimist rising in La Vendee. The Qo^
Ohio."9
hill was reported for the mine of fire, but tho men dare not rescue ernment will submit bills a
erection of a library building on any them for fear of their own live* The as- tenders to the throne, and modifying'thj
of the Government reservation* to sistant superintendent is missing,and press law, to the Chamber of Deputie* Thj
be selectedby a commission,the entire cost is supposed
killed. The names of the Orleans Princes have
not to exceed 91,500,0001Mr. Hammond, of superintendentwas not at the work* stricken from the army list. .Eight pe
Georgia^ from the Committee on Judiciary, A workman named Oscar Forgnffskywas were drowned by the foundering of the
submitted a report on the matter of the pulled from the ruins, soon after the ex- Forwarte off Ifebtoi
contingent member from Nebraska Prin
luted plosion, seriouslyhurt Seven Chinese have
and recommitted. The report states that been taken from the debris, all badly hurt
THE MARKETS.
Thomas J. Majors,
Majors the continge
con ingent member. All the houses in a radius of half a mile are
completely shattered. The doors and
is responsible for the misinformation which
NEW YORK.
induced the committee to make the windows of the dwelling -houses of the Bcttes ...........................
« 6.00 n 6 45
employes
on.
the
opposite
hill
were
report of April I, , 1882, in his favor;
Hoos.„ ..........................6.2) ® 6.70
blown
ip
and
jnost
of
the
occupants
cotton ................
10 64 .10)
that he was aided therein by 8. J. Alexander,
dashed to the flobr. Sheds aud barns were Flour— Suoerflna ............... 3.45 & 3.H5
Secretary of State, of Nebraska; Fat O.
Hawes, contingent member to the Forty- laid fiat The buildings of the Judson WHeat-No. 1 White. ............ 1.13 4* 1.14
works, on the side of tho hill where the
No. 2 Rea ............... 1.14 & u r
fourth Congress; Dr. p. Sohnenck, and blasting powder is manufactured, were Corn— Na 2.4 ..................... 68 & .69
George H. Roberts, the Attorney General o< thrown over, and the mill will probably Oats— No. .....
47 & .60
Nebraska; and the testimony of W. R. Davis, have to be xebuilt The cause of the first Pork— Mess...'...................18.50 @18.75
Lard
..........
.........
of Nebraska,Majors' private secretary, is explosion in the mixing house is yet un.10X0 <11
CHICAGO.
false. The report recommends the adoption known The other explosion followed to
Beevxs—
Good to Fancy Steers . 6.40 © 6.25
of a resolution requiring the Clerk of the the space of two minute* . c
4.25
Cows and Heifers ...... 3.00
printed)
House to furnishaaprintedcopy
of this report
Medium to Fair. .......4.75 & 5.25
and evidence to: each of "the following
Hoos ........ ................
4.50 & 6.80
The. Milwaukee Fhty
officers:The District Attorney of the Dial
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 6.25 & 5. W
A
Milwaukee
despatch
of
Jan.
17,
says,
5.00
trict of Columbia,,the Attorney General of
Good to Choice Spr'gEx. 4.75
<a 1.03
the United States, and the Governor of Ne- The fifth day’s seaioh through the ruins of Whkat-^No.2 Soring. .......... l.oo
No. 2 Red Winter...^...1-0' o i.o»
braska, “that they may take snob action os the burned Newhall House for the remains
Corn— No. 2 ......
»4 & .66
they may deem suitable to the gravity of the
04
>ATS-No.
..................... '• .»7 & .38
pf the victims of the mighty conflagration
wrong committed by the persons whose ended with the discovery of the fragmento RYE-No. 2........ ................. 66 M .67
conduct is in this conclusionset forth."
Al
of eleven bodies, making a total of Barley— No.' 2...,.; ..............
The report exonerates Representative Val- thirty-nine found singe the work Butter— Choice Creamery.. ..... 34 & .87
entine, of Nebraska;from any knowledge was begun. _ The hotel safe was dug Eoos— Frean ...................... 26. & .27
fyiuil
Pork— Mess.
or oompHattyin the fraud. ^
out and the doo s pried open, but neither
.1014® .i'-M|
........ MILWAUkEET
li'r
per of
Mr. Edmunds tntrodlioada bill in the Sen- the hotel register, nor any book
• 1.01 ^ 1.03 1 ilitf:
the slightest importance in
who WHEAT— Na ••••••••etstessees*
ate, on iaa. 17, to provtde>for a commission
Corn-No.
2..
wa* in the hotel when it was
was
oats-no. 2.....:;;:;;:;;::::::;; .37
to investigaterailroad transportation. The brought to light Some excitement was
Porto
)flice Appropriationbill .having been
Bn I
.74 (9) .75
17.15 @17.50 I
tokenMvp,
nn. Mr. PlmnJ explained how 9186,000
ASi 999 **
•lOHi® .1094 1
had been expended1 in fart-moil facilities.
'si' LOUIS.'
The Tariff bill consumed the remainder of terrible fire. He Wis jailed ahd a strong
1.04 & 1.05 I
the session. In .the, House, Mr. Bslford pre- guard placed over him, as ominous threat*
•4H @ .60 1
sented 'a' memorial tor the establishment of lynching were made by citizen*
H tl:
.39 @ .40 i
1
Soheller;
who
is
charged
with
Itrof railway communication with Central and
Ryb. ..........
.60 & .61
South America..GharioaT, Doxey was sworn ing the Newhall Hous^/Wasthe other night Pork— MjUtr,
17.00 (£17.25
In for the Nlhth Indiana district, and J. T.
MX® .10
removed from the jail to thh House of CorCaine as delegate from Utah. A joint resoRed. ......
1.04
lution was pmwd for a new mixed commi*. rection, and then token by special train to Wheat— Na
Waukesha, to avert » lynching. It Is now
ion on Venezuela claima,to sit at Washing©Art;
........
seetaeseesaees .41 @ .42
alleged that ScheUer attempted-the destructon; ’ A ‘memorial was presented for the reBye.. ........
.67 ® .68
tion of the house by a gas explosion some
tention of high dutiet bn tin plate.
Pork-Mcss
..........
17.50 @17.755
*•••••••
«
days before the fire. A Milwaukee ctopatoh
.10
jip amendment to the Portofflce Appropri- of Jan 18 says: “Five bodies were Recovered Lard ....... .............
TOLEDO.
ation bill, settingaside, 9185, (XX) fog fast-mail yesterday, making a total of forty-three, Wheat— Na 2 Rad.
sseee •••«••
service, wa&agreed to by the Senate Jan. 18 all beyond rbetomitiom Twenty-threewere
|
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itopna in the Tariff bill were considered.

reflation cOHIfigrorcertain Information

teen to twenty are

A

Milwaukee

“The remains of
>•

.
.

1

^Nebraska. Ih Some

Bowen

'

.

oauousat Denver,

banks which paid checks on the order of the
r

I

to provide by not yet reoo
and he asks contiquj
appropriate legislation for the legal enforce- how he came to bebruised. He is under!
ment of riip obligationof Vwnfcranta entered impression that his wife is in Louisville
into l«r any State in the Union. The'remain- iting her sister. Experts appointedby
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authorities
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Ferry had 40 votes and Stout
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rii^s up the litAlaska, a band of adventurous Thayer had 15 supporters each, and Cowin,
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National Board of Trade, at its
adopted a resolution
In favor of the abolition of all internalrevenue taxes, except those on tobaqcp and
spirituous and fermented liquore. The
board, after a lively discussion,adopted a
resolutiofa favoring the immediate abrogation of the Hawaiiantreaty.
.Arthur Prestown,
notified If they re- ton (colored), aged 21, was hhnged at Belair,
turned the same fate would await them .... M4, for muruerhig his mistress. Charles
Flames which broke out in the furniture Shaw, a colored boy, was executed at
..... agnissisl
ster, a year ago.
Washingtonfor killing

A dispatch from
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In the Senatorial ballot at. Lansing,

:ee dispatch says

Inf RdtuibUoahs if tie Moose held a caucus 'and,
to consider the Tariff bill Tuesday, ing that the
ans
e remains answer
for so
on river, in
This makes the loss of
Saunders and Ashby 18 each ... .A Boston disWlMLfiPventy-fc
miners has discovered rich, gravel deposits
patch says: The excitement in MaswuhnGovt
which yield 91.50 to the pan. . .Spencer,the setts continues over the means resorted to
The PortoffloeAppropriation ' bill pitted
much-wanted wlthess in the star-route oases, bv the friendsoD-tiefiator Hoar to secure his
lef Kingston,. •Opt. last week, for Halifax, re-i]«cth>it• Coifgrewdnan Crapo reiterates
bound for England.
his statement that fraud was employed,and the reduction of letter posl
Sioar> fr
friendshave beeu able to make but * and
Washington dispatch says that Hoaty
the appropriation of 91M(!
WBan thane
amedefcusej
continuance
nuance of the existing splecialrjnail «uy rtep8Apd4sraeslrta4 by Senator
the Rev. Dr. Htoks, spiritual adviser of the
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^Supreme
!0rip:
Conventionat Dos Moines Feb.
inent grant!:ng Congress power
to determineupon their future policy.

Vanderbilt forced the issue of about 17,000,- Mich., Jan
000 in bonds to pay for the Nickel-Plate

Burnside...,In the suit brought by Chief assassin Gaiteau^ has executed a legal inEnjrihect Melville for 'the custody of ills strument transferring to 'Surgeon General
children, a trial has for some days been in Crane all of his right and title to Gulteau's
body^ T^ ^errwltos^the^ause of the
progress at, Media, Penn. The Judge gave
ed his body
the two younger children to their mother
to Dt.' Hicks, and it bears evidence of an
and directed that the elder be sent to college
acknowledgmentbefore e Justice of the
at the cxpeiif c of the father. \
Peace. . Surgeon General Crane will not give
K. $. Newjiold, machine works pro^ any information of the. final dispositionof
prietor at Morristown, Pa, and formerly the assassin’s remains.
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for the man of his

choice,
therefore
tion
sidewalks
townships votetl for Willits. He Was the only man who
left Ferry. This withdrawal reduced Feny
Mr. White: Joint resolution relative to th
to SI votes Stout got his full fiu. and the
Governor’s salary. The Speaker announced
anti-Ferrvvotes were for different persons,
as the Committed on Labor Interests Reprehaving adhered to their originaldesentativesCook, Phlnney, Dunstan, Blacker
termination
scatter. Only two
and Brant The joirit resolutioninutrpcting
ballots were taken, and the result
the Michigan delegation in Congress to vote
was the same on the leading candidate*
against the rfepeal of the tint on whti^'and
tobacco passed. iMr. Hopkins vacated his The Governor sent to the Senate the foUowing appointments: John H. Bissell, of Deplace on the Committee on ElectionsIn favor
troit, Fish Commissioner;John Heffron, Inof Mr. Parker, taking the lattor's-plaoe upon
snector of State Hou«e of Correction; James
the Committee on State Library. The Blair, of Grand Rapids, Member of the Board
House, at 11 «WI«ok, prooe^ledto ballot for
of Control of the Boys’ Reform School vice
Edwin Fuhle, declined; Lyman D. Norris of
result: Ferry, 46; Stout, 87; scattering,!•».
Grand Rapids, Regent of tho University,vice
Several petitions were preeented in the, Congressman-elect Cutcheon, resigned
mate, Jan.
Senate,-,,
---17, asking the enactment of a
The session of the Legislature on Jan. 30,
law requiring- Instruction upon the effects was exceedinglyshort In the Senate only
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departmentos marketed by 'fanners since
AmT 1 is «, 585,837 bushel* but, as reports
have been received from only about one- Bemlnsoenceflof tba Author of the Wavetfy.
half the elevators and mills, It Is perhaiw
It is well remembered that the death
fair to assume that there has been twice
list of 1632 was one of the riohest And
this amount, or, ip round numl>ers, 13,000,most remarkable erer known, and Si*
000 bushel* marketed in toe State.
To recapitulate:
Walter’s name was entitled to stand at
Bushels. Bushel*.
the head of the dark column, though
Total wheat crop of 1881
Sl.Cifl.US
perhaps some will assert that Goethe
Amount used for seed ...... ... 3.IW' «
Amount, required to •uM,|y
was the greatest genius then called
farmers,etc.
Til, two
kwajM>ut the great German never
awaj
Amount marketed aim*
»
ipoke td the millions as Scott spoke to
*.«-» ................
;ucm. He was. too, a far older man

v
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Am:.
4,
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:"vr!a!2^ra

than Scott. Goethe was almost 83

jMWobw

to
years old when he left the earth,
Lansmo, Jan. 18,18SS.
wherers Scott departed when he had
\k the bnsineM transactedduring the
only readied to a Jittle more than a
Islatlve sesafon U. usually
^weeka of alegifilative
month bevond thb age of 61 years. He
ei* uuuua.
he unimportantkind, one who thinkB to
an intelligent estimate ds
as to what portion of became 0i on the 15th day of August,
of alcohol to be given in tire primary tko______________
bills were introduced These were ofte very full or even
this amount is marketable wheat The only
schools, BUls introduced: By Mr. Buttars, fered by Mr. Koon, and are intended to pro- figures obtainable bearing on the question 1682; and on the thirty-seventhday
such material as presents 1
I for the appointment of coramissioned sur- vide for the taking of the census and statia- are in the crop report for Au^t ljese thereafter he died. “Aboutr half-past
}ly doings of such
vivors; by Mr. Huerton, a Joint resolution, » of Michigan and to repeal all existing show that more than U\0(J0,0tobtfsheu one p. m., on the 21st of September
one, and it
asking the Michigan delegation In Congress
ivs on the subject and to authorise
wheat had been' badly dam [1832] Sir Walter breathed hia last, in
who try to
to oppose no tocroaseofttbe duty on quinine
idrew Howell’s ^General Laws of Michithe pretence of all his children. It was
and Peruvian bark* mlso;- a' bill reflating gan’’ to be received os evidence in
rts find the tas£
siderobleamount of this damaged wheat wfts a beautiful day— so wan* that every
tlie practiao of. medicine in* Michigan;bv
jurts
and
legal
proceeding*
In
the
KLECTIOS Qg
Mr. Pennington, for the protection of rail- jmse, petitions were received from dtizens doubtless used for seed, and much m«e pi window was wide-open, and nil so per[t^e one theme
wfat oooo^ed way employes at switches aud frogs; by Mr. of Jackson for an amendment to the tax it is likely to be placed on the market and fectly still, that the sound of all others
disposed of at some price thotighW po ‘value
McMahon, amending sections 8 and W, act 'M\
rs; of J. W- Donovan, a citisen of Wayne,
-a longer po
most deliciousto the ear, the ripple of
...... D to prepare a book on toe township
except for feed.
;
of 1881, relative to highways. Bills pissed:
ion of the Republican members of both
toe Tweed over its pebbles,was disIt is a matter of regret that we areooindonate
hi! 14, amending section ^734, cofn- laws, to consist of 800 page*, and {oseU.toe
‘•l"
j a-dtar
As the RepubUoaos
have
elled to
to,..estimate
estimate any portion of the
the tinctly audible as we knelt around the
iiiled laws, relative to marriage. Senate same at fl a volume, provided the Legis- celled
pjority of thirty on joint ballot, It ia-con. bill 6, amending sections 4788 and 47»'4, rewheat marketed. In the qffort to make bed, ’and his eldest son kissed and
lature would purchase 8, (XX) copies of toe
«
^ 1.411 ll wvtmlrvwnr oil
. a “'**
*“ IjfflSenator Jutive
to divorce. Senate bill #,< making an bdok. Bills were introduced: By Mr. Keith, this important factor in all estimates
led on all hands that
Republican
closed his eyes.” Thus wrote Mr. Lock-------be elected, upleag,the Republicans ^propriatlon for the care and preservation Incorporating New Buffalo; by Mr. Clark, of the quantity on hiarfd absolutely halt, who was Sir Walter’s son-in-law,
oi the soldiers' and sailors’ monument at amending seotion 1,671 compiled Jaws,
and an eye-witness of what he wrote,
Detroit Vuv;iiuw
Senate bill
amending
•jL/uisiyiu.
uu* 3, ----- „ section34, relative to the title to floating logs; by Mr.
act 1411 of 1800, relating to river improve- Palmer, for the protection of hotel- anu Mlttw lb UUB uuu uctu
and who himself died in 1864. All of
)•. ui mvc .VWWB h/u*b uwwu uvunmciwu
ment oompanie* In the
the House, petitions keepers; by Mr. Snyder amending large a number can be1 accounted for only Scott’s children, soon passed away. Hia
a nomination by a Republican Legislawere received and referred for instruction section 1, article 155, of 1873, relat- on toe supposition that they failed to underte caucus was equivalent to on election,
unmlanried daughter, Anne Scott, died
in
schools as to effects of alcohol, for the ing to services of process on insurance stand, and therefore to appreciate,the pur
case of Senator Chandler, eight years
----- that
-- this
in 1888; and his daughter Sophia, Mrs.
submission to people of a prohibitory con- companies. The Committee on Elections pose of the department Now
being the only exception lor many
made apparent, it is hoped that in the future Lockhart, in 1837. His eldest son, the
stitutional amendment The Judiciary Com- were authorfxed to send for persons and
This time the case is not mittee reported in favor of joint resolution
paper*- The concurrentresolutionoffered they will promptly, on the first of each second Sir Walter Scott, died in 1847,
ly so clear, and while Senator Thomas
relating to increaseof Governor’s salary to by Mr. Frendn for a committeeto investigate month, furnish accurate statementsof the
Ferry was, on the night of the
quantity purchased of farmers during the at sea, when on his way to England from
. instant nominated at a Republican $8, UK); against the bill to repeal sections18. toe charges against the Fish ComraiKsioners preceding month. If they will do this one
India. His other son, Charles Scott,
was
adop/ed.
The
balloting
for
Senator
at18 and 30 of the act for assessmentof
icus,
HI , av
It was
v» MW
not a canons of .all
"
the Be-pror>erty and collection of taxes; and tracted lefw, attentionthan toe previous day. of the chief elements of uncertainty will be was attached to the British special misIblicans, twenty-fivemembers of that party
eliminated from future estimate*
sion in Persia, and died at Teheran, in
fusing eitber to attend or take part in the against the bill for annual re- There were twenty-two absentees among
port
of
divorce
statistics
(tabled).
the
members,
judiciously
paired
so
as
not
ous, so that Mr. Ferry will not only not
1841. The second Sir Walter sleeps at
Bills
were
introduced
in
the
House
as
Health
In
Michigan.
to
jeopardize
the
result
..Only
one
five the solid vote of his own party, but
Dryburgh, his father’s buriabplaoe.
follows:
By
Mr.
Clark,
to
protect
and
prethe positive assurance of quite a number
Reports to the State Board of Health, With him expired the baronetet,conthe absentees that he can never have their serve State ditches; by Mr. Wright, to proThese facts make the situation a very vide for the appointment of a commissionto Han3t, d; JufflTC. Burrows, d; Edwin
Lansing, by observers of diseases in ferred by George IV., as no child ever
ur one, which can. only be untangled prepare and report bills for the repeal or for Willita5; Byron M. Cutcheon,2; Edward 8.
was born unto him. No descendant of
one and perhaps many ballots have the amendment of all obsolete, inoperative, Lacey, 2; John T. Rich, 2; Perry Hannah, 2; different parts of the State show causes
the Author of Waverly, of the name,
ambiguous,
contradictory
or
conflicting
James McMillan, 1; Austin Blair, 1; Thomas
en token. As the first ballot must be had
each house on the 10th lust , and as such public acts of the Legislatureof this State, W. Palmer, 1: Henry P. Baldwin, 1; James F. of sickness during the week ending Jan. has existed for almost 36 years. , When
Jsl ballot will not in all probabilityresult to prescribe their duties and provide for
Joy, 1; Francis B. Stockbridge, L
13, 1883, as follows. Number of observ- Scott died, he was the first novelist in
Ian election, balloting for United States their compensation; by Mr. Blacker, to prothe world and the position he then held
ers heard from 60
\
itor by the Michigan Legislature will tect the rights of laborers;by Mr. Black, to
MICHIGAN CROP REPORT FOR JANhas not been forfeited in fifty years. It
" likely be In full blast when
has more than once been said, by warm
aches your reader* If upon comparidg^W
“ , ~.l - —
•* ,
UARY.
amend toe law relative to disorderlyper_j a joint convention to be held on the
admirers of his, that lie should have
/the ballots taken by the two houses sons; bv Mr. Cook, to amend act 16 of 1881,
died ten years earlier— and the asserFor this report returns have been received DiseasesIn Order of Greatest
relative to subjects for dissection
irately on the 16th, no choice has been
Area of Prevalence.
tioitfis not without some show of reason ;
science; from 828 correspondents, representing 649
puc,
must therefore be for the advancement
ie, a joint w«.v*.ion
conventi
for though he published but one novel
by Mr. Cook, joint resolutioninstructingtoe township*! Five hundred and twenty of
Kid at 13 m. of each day until a choice is
*ied. From the present outlook It seems State Printer to send copies of all bills, eta, these returns are from 887 townships in the
in 1822, his fame was at the height at
that
-- ah election will hardly be to publishersof weekly paper* kBills
•that time, in consequence of his variety
44
82
1 Rheumatism.
lallotsoel
without at least several ballots
being passed: House bill 8, to provide punisnment southern four tiers of countie*
73
44
and number of novels published be2 Bronchitis...
The final estimates indicate that in 1883
Until this question is finallydisposed Jor aasault with deadly or dangerousweap70
42
tween the last days of 1819 and the
reat -----amount of legialation. teed be ons;
ona; House bill 24, to provide for toe
the estab- clover seed yielded slightly less than one 5i Neuralgia..
no great
88
63
Tonullitti.. ..............
:nr or expected.
st# wills
wrlllo during
AviT-ivicrthe
A lifAtifllA
of testifiKDkedfor
lishment of
lifetime of
88
63
close of May, 1822, namely, “Ivanhoe,”
C Consumption of lungs.,
and
one-half
bushels
per
acre.
Horses,
rasr HILL
8B
66
tators; House joint resolution 2, requesting
6 Intermittent fever ......
“The Monastery,” "The Abbot,” "Kenil62
HI
he first bill to be introduced in the 8en- Michigan Senators and Representatives in cattle, sheep and swine are evidently in fine
1 Pneumonia...
worth,” "The Pirate." and "The For30
60
was to amend the laws relative to mar- Congress to vote against the removal of the condition. In answer to the question, “Has 8 Innuenta ....
35
21
Diarrhea.
tunes of Nigel." With tho exceptions
ige. It is to fit the case of toe white wom- internal-revenue
tax on liquor and to- wheat, during December, suffered injury
3H
20
Dijihtluritt
. who recently married the colored barber
bacco.
two . houses met
of
"The Monastery,"— and that is a very
28
17
anv cause?" 098 correspondents answer, 11 tiryxipelaa____ Ji
[Detroit, about which so much was done
in joint convention and balloted from
37
16
good work— the novels named are of
Remittent fever
“Ye*"
The
price
of
all
grades
of
wheat
was
1 said, and similar cases.
for Senator. The roU of Senators was called
27
16
Hcarlet lever
the very highest rank; and how well
a trifle higher on the 1st of January than on
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23
first, and it was ascertainedthat every Sen14
Measles ...............
they were supported bfHheir predecesour lost the appointmentsof L M. ator was present Each Senator, upon hav- the fllfstof the previous month.
18
11
Typho-malarialfever,
In the southern four tiers of counties toe
15
9
icr, as Journal Clerk, and E G. Dmiald- ing his named called, rose in his place and
Typhoid fever (enteric)....
Bors, beginning with “Waver ley" and
ground was fairly well protected by snow
9
16
|a as Corresponding Clerk, of the House;
Me
._embranou$ croup
expressed the name of the candidatehe during most of the month of December, but
closing with the third series of "Tales
13
8
Whooping-cough
.....
.....
w, noiuen,
ntury iv.
W,
Holden, Harry
K. ucou
Read mm
and James P. voted for. The following• Is the result:
___ — «
s«/\T>4-v»n) nrw! anmA
13
8
of My Landlord," ("The Bride of Lamin
the
eastern,
some
of
toe
centnd
and
some
Intiammation
of
bowels....
jwlett, as Committee Clerks, in the Senate; Ferrv, 14; Byron ft Stout, 13: Cutcheon, 1;
8
S
Dysentery ......
of the southerncounties of these tiers it
mermoor,"and “The Legend of Mont-,
Id Hal Parker, William H. Miller, Fred DbOCKOnuge,
S
Stockbridge 1;
i; num-uoiiis
Hanchett, v,
2; Upson,
upov/u, L
3
was much better protected during the 21 Cholera morbus
|dricb, John A. Watson and Theodore R.
5
rose,") it is not necessary to enlarge
3
Representatives then balloted, with the folPuerperal
fever
earlier than daring the latter part of the
Upin, as Committee Clerks, in the House,
. 3
2
upon. "PeverU of the Peak” appeared
lowing
result: Ferry, 45; Stout, 87: Stock- month. On toe 1st of January the depth — Pharyngitis .......
3
Kve been made.
2
24 Choler 1 infantum.
bridge,
linage,
4;
Hannah,
nunimu,
1;
Moffat,
iauuut,
1^
1:
Willits,
num*,
1;
i,
ranged
from
a
hundredth
of
an
inch
to
more
hi 1823, and so did "Quentin Durward,"
ODDS AND END*
tot a single blH has yet passed either Herr, 2; Burrow* 1; Upson, 1; Hanchett, 3; than three inches in toe eastern,central mid
Beside those tabulated abovo the fol- and so did "St. Romman’s Well;” but
Joy, L
southern counties, and from four to five
atil toe Senatorial Cooley, ; Palmer,
and may not until
lowing-named diseases were reported only the second-namedis comniouly alPetitionswere presented in tjie Senate, on inches in the western counties— Kent, OtIon is over.
each by one regular observer : Inflam- lowed to rank with tho best novels,
Ex-Judge Reilly,of Detroit;who was de- Jan. 18, for the incorporation oLthe city of tawa, Allegan and Van Boren.
Reports have been received of tha quanti- mation of brain, cerebro-spinalmenin* though in pur opinion both the others
Bed for Circuit Judge at the late election
St Ignace; foiy instructionin schools os to fy of wheat marketed by fanners durfiig the
a small majority,has filed with toe Bengetis, smnll-gox, chicken-pox, sore- are tales of great excellence. Nor can
toe effects of alcohol The Pennington Frog month *of December tl 289 elevators and
his request for a recount of“ the votes
In
_
we see any falling qff in most of his
*
luthem four
are in the sou—-.
.--- throat and ftsflima.
d district,on the ground -of allegedfraud bill was reported without recommendation mill* Of these, 245
latest works— in “Bed gauntlet, or Tales
For
the
week
ending
Jan.
13,
1883,
tiers
of
counties,
which
is
about
one-hau
of
id error. The matter has been referred to
and ordered printed and recommittedto the
\e Judiciary Cdnmjfttea"
Committee on Railroad* The Committee the whole number of elevatorsand mills In .the reports indicate that diphtheria, neu- of Crusaders,” or in “Woodstock," or
______
_
but a pleasant on liquor Traffic reported favorably on the
egolehas
[Gov. Begole
has anytldng
leuipatismand scarlet fever bl- in "The Fair Maid of Perth," or in
on hand.
baud. Of course the Repubflcans
ou
— — do
— —
joint resolution requesting Michigan Senaand that consnniptioneonsider- "Anne of Geieratein.” Scott was by no
jit sympathize with him, while both parties tors and Representatives in Congress to vote
means a very old man at tho time of hia
Imposing the oppositionare displeased at against the removal of the internal-revenue southern tier of counties,400,990 btfflhtorte' Ably decreased in area of prevalence
death, and probably no one would have
ie way in which ne has divided his official taxes on liquor and tobacco. Bills were in-A‘ «“
Wonage, so all parties are finding fault troduced: To amend sections4,398, 4,399 and -T. . !..
thought of associating the decline in his
iV
rtf f.ho winds, during the week ending Jan. 13,
jto him before he has been half a month 4,400, comoiled laws of 1871, relating totitles coil bushels in the counties north of toe
writingswith the fact of a decline in hi»
were
southeast,
and,
compared
with
southern
four
tier*
At
thirty-five
elevators
[office. ‘•UneasyRes the head that wears to lands of the heirs of deceased persons;
and mills, or 11 per cent of the whole num- the preceding week, the temperature fortunes, had it not been the common
Observe*
to provide for the incorporationof 00 -operber from which reports have been received, was slightly lower, the absolute and notion that the one thing goes with the
ative and mutual benefit association* and to
there was no wheat marketed during toe
Legislative Proceedings.
relative humidity and the day ozone other.
repeal chapter 94, oompupd laws of 1871. In
.
. House, 'the
*
‘ iditor General
GCm
toe
Auditor
submitted
a
The total number of bushels reported less. There was no difference in the
__ Legislaturehad a brief and unprofitreport in reference'to advertisingtax sales, marketed in the five month* Augusfc-Decem1 The Reporter in Literature.
average night ozone.
ile session on the evening of Jan. 15. In
giving a list of the papers in toe various
ber. is 6,585,837.
,
Including
reports
by
regular
observMr.
Osgood, the Boston publisher,
Senate, bills were introduced to amend counties,and the amount paid them. He
The quantity of wheat remaining in farmers
and
by
others, diphtheria was re- said that when Mr. Dickens wanted to
hod
no
information
concerning
the
circulaion 1, acts of 1881, for toe protectionand
ers’ hands can be approximatedby deducttion of the papers mentioned. “He believes ing the amount of wheat used for seed and ported present during the week ending
come to read in America, a few years
ration of game; providing for toe aptoe method now practiced of adver- the amount marketed froifi tbo total prod- Jan. 13, and since, at twenty-one places, before his death, he was yery sensitive
Ilntment of receiver* in certain .chancy tising tax sales the best method"
uct plus the amount of did wheat brought
] foreclorares;to change NeWavgO doun
Bills were introdneed as follows: By over, a fair allowance being made for toe scarlet fever at seventeen places and about the reception he would have after
*
_____ to toe
pn%the Twenty-seventh
the Fourteei
Fan
Mr. Brant to regulate toe duties of steno- amount consumed by those supplied direct- measles at fourteen places. Small-pox lia lampooning the country in 1842. So
. Circuit; to provide for uni orm o__r ____
Harknes* amending sec- ly frota farmers’ bin* To approximatethe was reported at Detroit, Jan. 13.
graphers; by __
Mr. Harl
he sent
it his agent, nr.
Dr. Dolby,
noiny, ahead,
tot rates oa railroads in Michigan. In the
tion 172ft compiled laws, relating to the amount that may yet be offered on the
Heniiy
B.
Baker.
8ecfv.
who
calied
on
Fields
&
Osgood and
se bills were introduced os follow*: By support of the poor; J2y Mr. Dickson, to pun* market, which is perhaps of more importasked them to take the agent to the
ish the wrongful conversion of inonoy or ance, it is necessary to cemdder:
- uj, a***, v/y'
newspaper office^ in Boston and New
pidberty by wurchoiiHcincni by Mr* Bl&ckcr,
L The quantity of old wheat on hand at
Whore Wat the Politician?
-amending
amending 'act 250 of 1881, relatingto toe the time tne newerop was ready to be placed
York. Among other places he was
"Bt Lancaster, what on earth are
from Justices of the Peace;
liquor taraffio;by Mr. Howe, ' reneali
on toe market
carried to tlie office of James G.
relating to the property of 1
you wing?" said a reporter to thephyJI The total quantity of the new crop.
KWof 1879. relating to the punishment of
ileties and repealing
________
____ __iendlngslbtlo6r4570‘ A The quantity required for seed. T ridian at the citv almshouse, as that' Bqnnett, the founder of the Heraifl.
NbMVby
Mr. Snyder,
The old man listened to the questions
rates of
‘
t compiled law* relative to the sale of real
4/s The quantity that will be required dur-.
gentleman was found administeringa
Dr. Dolby put. When he was asked if
etitions were presented to the Senate oi* estate by adntodfeters; by Mr. Darragh, inp the 3'ear bv that portion of the populabig dose pf chloroform to an old barntion supjlied 'directly from farmers granaDickens’ comments on America long
16th, from citizens of Jahksott, f6r Some
yard rooster in the hospital dispensary.
ago would injure his reception, Bennett
ages of toe laws relating to municipal
ter 4, act ri\ She quantity marketed since toe new "Why, sir, this hrthe rooster season, and
Du,, amending section 1, chaptejxatlon and toe «l<*t**A of^UpfryiSdrt,)ufl
o publio
instruction. crop was rea*dy to be placed on the market I am going to show that both politicians said: “No; the American people are
of 1881, relating to
nublio 1m
Tne amount of old wheat in toe State
great enough to overlook the errors or
________
convention and
The two houftpq joet
In joint.
Jolnt.conve:
and roosters without heads can live in
impudence of a young man who meant
balloted for United Btotes Senator. Three when the crop of 1883 was ready tobenlaced
on tho market was so small as to lie of sUgnt tliis free country," and he went to work
ballots were taken with the foUowing^ reto sell his wares about Us in England.”
consequence in an estimate of the amount carefully with his fine instruments and
loemoker l°n thelS^efoUovdng biRs
After Dolby got through, however, old
that will yet come into sight
took off the bird’? head just above the
tre considered by sections and ordered to
The total product of he State as es tiBennett remarked;
is this
[reported back to the Senate for final, ocnted in October on the basis of the acreage ears and cautiously gathered up the Dickens, anyway? He is nothing but
, «...
^
« nnlnvi* rtf
reported bv Supervisors,and the average muscles, arteries and veins applied
a reporter. I have got four or five men
yield' per acre furnished by thresuers,was rh< minils to prevent the flow of blood.
f.
* V.
in my office who are better reporters
81,089,4 ‘
Into The neck of the bi]>ed he plaoed a
^60 aste giv?toe Co°un0u thdrightto chett, 9; Burrow* 5; Willit* 4; scattering, 8.
than..faick<
Dickens." The old man was perglass tube— a channel through w hich to
ji the chief of the fire department ,The
The sessions of both was very brief on Jan.
fectly serious about it, too.
pnmittee rose, and the bill were reported 19, and there was no legislationbeyond the
Yitroducefood into the craw— and then
After Mr. Osgood told this story a
[the Senate, and the Senate passed them.
rat the bird into a box covered with a
introduction of a few minor bill* A bill to
1(5:45 the Senate proceeded to a vote for
acre would wq^«
tySf* ior cloth, with a hole in the centre for the gentleman present said: “Do yon
'ited States Senator, with the following equalize freightrates was introduced*by Mr.
remember that at the Dickenji dinner
Neadwes neck to go through. “In
Penningtonin the Senate, and piovides .as
Is, who made
m*
George William Curtis,
the
follows; First, tjint all railway, companies
said, “this
lew hours,” the Doctor
-------__ jpeech there, described Dickens as
within this State shall make a scheduleof h« nine .rate as from ibil) to ikoO, Chicken will walk around with steady bestspe
a reporter all the way through, and
noon session" petitionsnumerously rates for transportation of all classes
, waa
UlllUlg AAUJULA
id post ton fame up in their
of toe st4tp< n brainless agent, without sight, said that the reporter’s faculty in all
___ were presented
from XXV******^
Adrian,
thought or feeling." And sure enough,
instructionin pfib*
d . furnish the Railroad chief in
inaw and Holl
Dt* nml
great literarymen was the foundation
eeffectoofalcohol
loner with oopies, and also of dent
the Doctor wan right. At 5 p. m. the
[schoolH com
of their power? Even in Hawthorne,
toehuraan system Notice was given by
toe proportion
tti chanticleer was walking alxmt the floor.
who became a reporter in garrets and
______ __ Pi ____ pro rata lor
McMahon “ a bill to amend act 24J] of
1876. 'T
(S df tlid dispensary
with. __
no care ou
____
to the opening
irtotion of freight to orrffom ant th
back yards, among the bugs and coblaws of 1891,
in- where and when he could get the
th next
teinabl*’cannot exceed
webs, and rays of light, instead of out
ISiclimojid Whig.
the cities,
thecrourd.”
' ’or thro
imxpou,
„ _____
___ jgh freight,
1 the cities
lea >».<u
and »—**o —
•**^ *i>P *
1 4**? ,>* »*> •*
said Mr. Osgood, 1 could
raropriatipu^orthe inland navigation of or to and from any point on such line having ____ >t exceed 40 per cent of the
The United States stands third
nointo
--- riding Ulntion, leaving 0U per eoufcjOr
jouuty ; remonstrance of numerous wx-
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the signature of President Arthur,

rand Jury returned
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AL NEWS.

members of the Committee on Territories.An adverse report was made on the
bill to establish in
gout soldiers
by three

Sleeker, wif<]
Tom Thumb1

Si

| Friends

GENE

In

Tnayer and

akainst Frank H. Fall, charginghim
r fourth
att mpting to corruptlycontrol the vote »ota I
I rown, a juror in tfib first star-route and “i
if

ed in

tempe:

TUB EAST.

le Hall, at AJljany, N. Y.f in
Vbfth wereihe Ope^aHoosA,Albany County
Bank and numeroua retail stores and offices,
on
was totallydestroyed by fire. The loss is
mi

H

N«

dispatch says

Supreme Cohrt

have

the

louse held a cauou#
agreed to consider the Tariff bill Tuesday,

a band of adventurous Thayer had 15 supporters each, and Co win, Jam ..... ........
Saunders and Ashby 18 each.
.A Boston disover
miners
has discovered dob. gravel deposits
pmced nt-t«WW and the Insurance
patch says; The excitement in. Massachu- prop
.Spencer,the setts continue
itinues over the means resorted to
amounts to #ai>0,tX)0. .The principal street which yield |L60 to the pan,
The PostoffloeAppropriation rblll passed
of Plainville. Ot, was almost demboyed by much-wanted wlthess inthie star-route cases, by the friends
ends oDrSenator Hoar to secute his
H ** Corigfewunan Crapo Tciteruten the Senate,, Jdh. 20, Tyith; ,Qie; jApiririomfat
.toe, two public balls and a numbei; ofr stores lef pEtogfitOn,Out.: last week, for Halifax, re-election.
being ruined. The Ipss is placed at taOO.UOQ, bound for England.
his statement that fraud was employed,and
the redaction of letter poetege
aoar> friends have been able to make but a and the appropriation1of flffVOOO foi
Washington dispatch says that Hoar’s
Oveu $30,000 has been subscribed at
ame defenses
continuance Of the' existing
existing' speciali
special - „„
majl
Providence for an equestrian statue of Gen. the Bey. Dr. Hicks, spiritual adviser of the
FOREIGN.
facilities between Boston, New York ami
Burnnlde...,In the unit brought by Chief assassin Gulteau, has executed a legal InThe dead , walls of Paris were Chicago, : There was unexpectedoppotitish
to Surgeon General
Engineer Melville for the custody of his strumenttransferring
decoratedthe other morning with a mani- to the proposition to reduce postage to 2
Crane
«U
of
his
right
and
title to Guiteau’s
children, a trial has for some days l>oen in
cento on the ptotof botirHenatornEdmunds
“>enu The Judffr gave, body. The paper recites the clause of the festo from Prince Napoleon,arraigning the and Bhertn’an. Thefr oppoBitipndid not
IhcW^yotingeAjhlldren
to their ’mo'ther will by which Otiitbau bequeathedhis body Government,declaring that religion was go sb much to v the • reddetiou ta
a^d directed tliat the eider be sept to college to Dr. Hicks, and it bears evidence of an being attacked!, that the army was decaying, itself, as- ta .the principleof' the enacknowledgment before a Justice of the and claimingthe ’ throne 6f the empire.
at the expense of the father. \
Peace. Surgeon General Crane will not give The document W4k torn down by the police, actment of new legislation in appropriation
hills; but the reduction w«ui«gr#ed to by the
K. S. Newjjold, machine works pro^ any information of the final dispositionof
and the Prince was .‘imprisoned i Tn* large vote 4rf 404o 15. 'The President sent to
the
assassin's
remains
, prietor at Norristown, Pa, and formerly
Chambers indorsed the action of the the Senate the ifollowing nominations:
Ex-Sjenat'ob Spencer sailed from authorities, and voted urgency for a motion Thomas
United States Minister to Mexico, died lateDawson, of Colorado;to be
ly, aged 75i
HaUfazfor Europe in the Polynesian. Just prohibitingthe residencein France or Algeria United States Consul atBaranquilla;John G.
any scions of the French dynasties.
dynasties...., Thomas, of Colorado, to be Register of the
The Pennsylvania 1 anthracite , coal before embarking he gave an interviewer a of
At a fire in a tenement house In Wide
companieshave decided to suspend opera- breezy story about his connection with the street, London, five persons were burned to Land-Office,'and FrederickJ. Leonard,<ff
Colorado, to be Receiver of Public Moneys
ations the last three days in each week star-routeoases, claming to Jiave been .the death and four were Injured..1. .Bismarck is
first to discover the frauds,Which informa- opposed to the return of Germans who have
until further notice.... Harvey Taylor, of
tion he communicated in confidence ro the
been naturalized' in the United States, as
Richfield Springs, N. Y., killed his wife and
PostmasterGeneral, on condition that his they thus become exempt from military
mother-in4aw,and then committed suicido
tome should never be made public m con- service
He was crazy.
.
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lug that the remains answei
human bodies. This makes t)
*»>• the disaster, not lees than eeventy-fc
The action of Gen. Sharpe, Governor

riTer, in Alaska,

.

.

the

..improvessloi
He is able to Bll up ln'bed, but his mindl
thM H.
H^f^Pa
Convention at Dos Moines FeU
that
B. Payne and Amaninnt granting Congress power to provide bv not yet recovered, and he asks oontiquj
7, to determineupon their future policy.
sa Stone, of Cleveland, resigned from the
appropriate legislation for the legal enforce- how he came to bebrulsed. He is under]
In the Senatorial ballot at. Lansing, ment of foe obligationof .contracts entered impression that his wife is to Louisville
directory of the Lake Shore road because
Vanderbilt forced the issue of about 17,000,- Mich., Jan. 20, Ferry had 40 votes aud Stout into by any State in the Union. The 'remain- iting her sister. Experts appointedby
der of the day was devoted, in^oommittee county authorities
000 In
finis
in bonds to nay for the Nickel-Plate

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
T wr.

number

an indiot-

j^^j^J^^gj^veetigeU.
«uy

...Men the necl
steps apd is asristod by Senator

,

M

nection with the trlala

; Two ballots were taken for Unit
Btate8*8enator"
by Wembraica Leg
oh ‘J 0$, ^ithdut any choice. Tin
;

tog. The second

ballot differed but slight

ss^ateKSMs

i

Wilson, 26- COle, 16; Dunnell, 10; Hq
bard, ft; Ktodredp*; Funner, 4; Davisl
Wakefield, 2; scattering,
The Republii
caucus of the Colorado Legislaturetried
successfullyto agree upon a man for 8
stim Plfldn led with Wvotes on the first 1
lot, Tabor with 24 oh the third, and Boi
Jed the field with 23 on the ninth, tenth
eleventh ballots; ' The1 Democrats of
New Jersey Legislature nominated Sem
John B. McPherson for re-election on
first ballot The Republicancaucus
to compliment George A. Hobart by i
their votes for
44

;.

&

Japan is about to adopt the American
asbingtoi
tice of the Territory of Wiashingto
)n. The
National
Board
of
Trade,
at its
system
of
railroad
building,
and
has
organA dispatch from Weeksville, Mon*
House, in committee ____
of the
whole, con.tedrlgo)
session in Washington, adopted a resolution ized a onion steamship company, with a
tana, says: Billy the Kid, the notorious
sumed the day in debate on the Naval Ap*
tough and robber, was apprehended by in favor of the abolition of all intemal- capital of #8,000, 000,’ to develop the trade of preiirihtioubul,n 1 ^ 1
A dispatch from Weeksville, Me
the empire. .Thomas Higgins and Michael
Hr. Bayard presenteda petition Jn the
vigilante*,and in attempting to escape was revenue taxes^except those on tobqggQ |gd Fiinn were
tana territory,says tiiataband of vigilant
~ at Galway, -Irelapd,for
toed at as he ran from hte captors to the
complicity in,
murder of the Huddys. Senate, Jan. 22, for a law to prevent din* proceeded to thfc settlement ofi the Thor
river. At another volley he sank from sight board, after a lively discussion,adopted a Public Executioner Marwood officiated. crimination by railways. Mr. Logan intro*
son river, and cleared the place of rou
The body was not recovered.Three others resolutionfavoring the immediate abroga- They both walked firmly to the galduced a bill requiring telegraph companies They then went forward to Sand Pc__
of his stripe were taken a mile from tion of the Hawaiiantreaty. .Arthur Pres- lows, and died without a struggle.
to receive and transmit dispatches from atty where they found two taen, nicknaml
town,
notified if ' they re- ton (colored), aged 21, was hanged at Belair,
rderhig his mistress Charles
Local workmen refused to erect a other line withput favor. Mr. Platt sub- “Dick, the Barber," and the ot*
turned the some fate would await them .... McL, for mure
Flames which broke out in the furniture Shaw, a colored boy, was executed at scaffold for the executionof Poff and Bar- mitted an act for the extension pf the fredi “Ohio Sam." These they seized
Washingtonfor killing his sister, a year ago.
delivery system in postofflcea The Tariff hanged
separate trees...
rett, who were hanged at Tralee, Ireland, bill consumed the remainderof the session, Carson (Nev.y telegram states that a
for the murder of Thomas Brown. Mar- the chief debate being bn the lumber duty. of mounted and masked men rode uc
POLITICAL.
wood, the executioner,
>ner,took
_ k carpenters from In the House, Mr.' Rosecrans Introduced a
of ^CTce^e^OMo^w as^ almost wiped out
It is announced from Washington Dublin to construct
the scaffold Upon the bill empowering journalisticWriters to prothat President Arthur has decided to call an
arrival of Marwood at limerick,en route cure copyrights and receive protection aftcontents were consumed.
extra
session of Congress immediately after to Tralee,the police had great difficulty in er the publication of articles. A joint reso- shot dead bv the leader. Two Creek In'
Mb. Qebhabdt, of Langtry notoriety,
protecting him from the crowd at the railstan
who were standing
near were also murde
March 1 to dispose of revenue questions, way depot — C. Cooper Hall A Cd. London
in cold blood. The road-agents theii rot
made a scene in a St Louis hotel with ^rebelievingthat no conclusion will be reached
merchantsand bankers, have failed for #2,grant pei
the store of everything valuable,and
porter who had burlesqued him In the col- on the pending bill
000, OUft
children of Kit Carson, now living
in pover- to Silver Pe&R, where they
liv
umns of a local paper. The man of the
ty at Las Vega*
' ,1
to the principal store and
The Republican Senatorialcaucus of
Prince Kbapotkine was sentenced
cedded fa plunder ** it The pi
the Colorado Legislatureballoted nine times
at Lyons to five years.' imprisonmentand
etor and one of his clerks drew tt
on the 16th inst, Pitkin closingwith 19 votes, fined 2,000 francs for inciting to anarchy. A
revolvers and opened fire on the highi
HORRIBLE EXPLOSION.
Gebhardt....Zerelda
Garrison,who figured
men, killing two of them. The fire wasi
Tabor 15, Hamill 12 and Bowen 6. The Mass- number of others received very heavy pen)uu, has
in the abduction sensation at 8t Lot
turned, and the
Senate balloted five times lor alties. the decision of the Judges causing a
been taken East by her unde, to achusetts
fell dead with bullet-holes through
on the 16th inst The fifth ballot tumult in the court-room....In the Italian
be treated at an asylum for nervous Senator
A
California
Po(wder
Manufactory
hearts. The toad-ageuts cleaned the
gave Long 22 votes. Hoar' 15 and Cnipo Senate, Depretis said emigration to South
diseasea Two physiciansof St Louis 2. The House balloted but once, the
out and mnfie their escape unrecognized.
publish a card stating that defects in the result being 108 for Hoar, 10 for Crapo, 27 America had proved very successful, as laborBursts and Scatters Death and
San Frap cisco dispatch says it
ers
found
work
there,
but
an
exodus
to
North
development of her facultiesmhke her at for Long. 79 for Bowerman, 1 for Adams and
now ascertainedthat the numl
times irresponsiblefor her actions. .The 1 for Butler. A ballot for Senator in the Ne- America was not to be recomraeutled....
< r ' Destruction.
of Chinamen killed by the
steamer Josephine, with twenty passengers braska Legislature gave Morton 18 votes, At Maiden, Holland, three explosions ocpowder explosion was fthirty..!
And a full load of freight, exploded her Saunders 18, Thayer 10, Millard8, Connor 8 curred In the gunpowder manufactory,
At MontpUo Station, on the Central Pac
wrecking
most
of
the
houses
in
the
town
boiler in Port Susan bay, on the
Pacific,
and
‘
About Fifty Chinamen and One Cau- road, .1,66miles west of Ogden, Utah, a hi
and Mandereon 7, the rest of 183 votes being
and damaging some in adjoining yillagi
several lives were lost
scattered upon twenty-seven candidates. In
of mounted and masked men seized
carian Sent Flying to Eternity.
section man, waited for the eastbound
Col. A. B. Cunningham, the St. the IllinoisSenate Cullora received 80 The Joss of life is placed at forty.... T
Marquis of Hurtington, the BritishWar Secpress, and upo:
upon Its arrival side-tracked
Louis reporter who wrote up Freddie Geb- votes for Senator and Palmer 2IX In the retary, iuu speech in London, declared that
engine. Their attack on thee expres
House each candidate had 75 votes, three
[Telegram from Berkeley, Call
hardt and the Langtry In the Globe-Demo- Republicans refusing to name ihetr choice. home rule could neyer be permitted in Irewas frustratedbj
iv the agent,
id after i
The mixing-house and six packing-houses
land, and scouted the idea that the Governcrat, for which Freddie called him a liar and In the Michigan Senate Ferry received
ty sfiot
thirty
sfiots had been exchangedthe rob
ment should find funds to establish a peas- of the giant-powder works at Point Clement, fled. No one was killed or injured.,
a scoundrel, sent a challenge toGebhardt 14 votes for Kehntor and Stout-18, with 5
which the latter, it is alleged, was scattering. The House gave Ferry 45 and ant proprietary.
near West Berkeley, exploded at 4 this aft- The machine-shopand pattern-rooms ofe
about
accept, but,
the Stout 88,. with ' 17 scattering. The
ernoon- The shocks of seven explosions Great Western ManufacturingCompaq!
earnest pleadings of “the Lily,” wisely con- Senatorial ballot in the Minnesota
Leavenworthlyere burned, causing a loa
XLYHTH CONGRESS.
were felt in this towa One white man, the #75,000. The workmen thrown out of
“ is the better part of Senate gave Windom 28 votes, Wilson 9, Duneluded that disc]
discretion
valor. Cunninghamis an ex-Confederate nell 4, Cole 5. scattering.rx In the House WinThe Tariff bill was consideredat great foreman, named Conk, and between nloyment numbef 850 . .A Deputy She
cavalry officer,is and refuted to be a dead dom had 47 votes, Wilson 24, Dunned 0,
has taken possessionof the wholei
length in the Senate on the 16th. Mr. Logan forty ahd fifty Chinese are known to
shot
grocery house of Fay A Conkey, of Chid
scattering15l John E Kenna^vho represents
lortedfavorably the bill to authorize the have been blown to atoms. Nearly the against whom Judgments have been
reported
in the House the Third district of West V rDuring the performance in the Grand gimo, received the Democraticcaucus nom- sole of the Baton Rouge arsenal and entire plant was destroyedby fire, which tained for #218,181. Their total liabilit
are believed to be #350,000.
Opera House at Milwaukee the other even- inationfor Senator.
grounds. Mr. Dawes reported a measure for began immediately after the explosion. The
ing a calcium-lightmachine exploded, fatalOne Farrell, an informer, has gn
In resigningthe Secretaryshipof the the allotment of lands in severalty to the superintendent was thrown a long distance,
out was non
rnysiclans went down
not nun.
hurt Phvsicians
Ottawa,Indiana Mr. Hill made a favorable but
ly injuring two “supers ” and wounding three
evidence
against several men at Dut
Republican National Committee, & W Dorreport on the House bill to modify the from Berkeley and West Berkeley The fire
others. The audience became panic-stricken
sey states that for three months he has been postal money-order system. The Is still raging. A large magazine, contain- charged with conspiracy to murder,
for a moment, but regained confidence upon
ing over 200 tons, is still safe About eight stated that an inside ring intheFex
seeing no traces of fire It is stated that one compelled to remain in a darkenedroom on House of Representativespassed the
account of his eyes,... The Senatorialelec- bill for the removal of causes from'Btate to tons exploded. The dwelling-houses on the Society was known as the Assassination
ofthei
16 principal exits of the house at the time
east side of the hill are safe, but all the glass ciety, who took it upon themselves to
of the accident was found to be locked.... tion in the Arkansas General Assembly re- Federal courta A joint resolution was is shattered.
sulted
In
the
re-election
of
United
States
move obnoxious officials.
ifflclals. He detailed
EHhu Palmer, a Bt Louis printer, having
H. Garland, who received
tempts to murder ex-SecretaryFor
met his wife in Tenth street, in that city, Senator
and pointed out the parties implicate!
dragged her into on alley, shot her in the every vote cast, except three Green- pay the State of Massachusetts#280,100 for
s«ng.
to the assault on Juror Field .]
neck and then killed himself.He claimed backers, who voted for Rufus K. expenditures for coast defense during the
Garland, a brother of the Senator. The war was defeated. Joseph E. Taylor was raging, and more explosions are expected A Paris dispatch says that great excltemi
that she had become an inmate of a brothel
momentarily. The scene in the vicinity is
He was a nephew of Gen. John M. Palmer. caucus of the Republican members bad de- sworn In from the Sixteenthdistrictof terrible. Bodies can be seen lying nearthe continues in France over the repot
.The prohibitory amendment to the con- cided to tender tne votes complimentary to Ohio.
bill was reported for the mine of fire, but the men dare not rescue Legitimist rising in La Vendee. The G
ernment will submit bills against the prel
stitution of Iowa, adopted by the popular ex-CongressmanLogan H. Boo)t«, but he erection
don
of
a library building on
on any them for fear of their own lives. The as- tenders to the throne, and modifying th]
vote last June, has been declared to urged that they be given to Senator Gor- of the Government reservations,
reservations,
to sistant superintendent is missing, and press law, to the Chamber of Deputies. Thj
be invalid by the Supreme Court bt the land, which was done Hon. Win. P. Frve be selectedby a commission,the entire cost is supposed
killed. The names of the Orleans Princes have bees
was chosen as his own successor in the SenState, on the ground that the journal of the
not to exceed #l,500,00ftMr. Hammond, of superintendentwas not at the works.
stricken from the army list. . .Eight
lower house of the Legislaturefails to show ate from Maine, and Senator Isham G. Har- Georgia, from the Committee on Judiciary,
A workman named Oscar Forguffskvwas were drowned by tire foundering of
any record of the passage of the amendment ris was re-electedby the Tennessee Legislapulled from the ruins, soon after the ex- Forwarto off Lisboa
by that body; and, furthermore, that the ture.
plosion, seriouslyhurt Seven Chinese have
amendment differed in form and substance
The IllinoisLegislature, in joint
been taken from the debris, all badly hurt
from the measure passed by the Senate. .
THE MARKETS.
All the houses in a radius of half a mile are
Thomas
J.
Majors,
the contingent member,
session,
elected
Gov.
Shelby
M.
Culloin
The IllinoisCentral railroad has declared a
completely shattered. The doors and
is responsible for the misinformation which
semi-animal dividend of 4 per cent, payable United States Senator, to succeed David
NEW YORK.
induced the committee to make the windows of the dwelling houses of the BEKVCT ...........................
March 1.
« 5.00 '<* 6.4*
Davis, CuUonr receiving 107 votes, and all report of April 1, , 1882. in his favor; employes on , the opposite hill were
Hoos._ ..........
6.2) W 0.70
blown
fix
and
most
of
the
^occupants
The weather throughout the West the Democrats (05; voting for John
that he was aided therein by 8. J. Alexander,
Cotton. ...............
w & .10*
dashed
to
the
flobr.
tSheds
and
bams
were
Palmer.
The
North
Carolina
Legislature
reSecretary of State, of Nebraska; Pat O.
Flour— SuDerflna ............... 3.45 A 8.85
and Northwest on the 18th, 19th and 20th
elected Senator Matt W. Ransom; Senator Hawes, contingentmember to the Forty- laid fiat The buildings of the Judson Whbat-No. 1 White. ............ U3
of January was Intenselyoold, the mercufy
works, on the side of the hill where the
Plumb was chosen as his own successor by
N<x 3 Rea ............... 1.14 & LIT
In some sections ranging between twenty the Kansas Legislature;and Senator Sauls- fourth Congress; Dr. P. Schnenck, and blasting powder is manufactured, were Corn-No. 2.* .................... 68 & .69
George H. Roberts, the Attornev General of
and thirty below. At Omaha some of the brtry was returned for another six years’
thrown over, and the tofll will probably Oats— No. ....................... 47 & .to
Nebraska; and the testimony of W. R. Davis,
18.50 018.75
have to be tebuilt The cguse of the first PORK— Mess../.. ........
public schools were dosed. Railway traffic term bv the Delaware Legislature....''
of Nebraska,Majors’ private secretary, is
was much impeded by snow accumulating A second ballot for Senator in the Maisachu- false. The report recommends the adoption explosion in the mixing house is yet un- Labd..* ........... ......... ..... 1OJ40 .11
CHICAGO.
xn the cuts, in some Instances trains being
known. The other explosion followed in Beevks — Good to Fancy
Steers., 5.40 0 6.25
of a resolution requiring the Clerk of the the space of two minutes, .
abandoned. A great mow-storm prevailed
Cows and Heifers ...... 8.00 0 4.05
printed copy of this report
House to furnish a prin
in Ontario during the same time
'alling
Medium to Fair ........ 4.75 0 5.25
and evidence to each of "the following
Hoas ........ ...........
4.51) 0 6.80
The, Milwaukee Fire.
The (Juincy House, one of the Iat# tion*. . .Ten ballots were taken In the Re- officers: The District Attorney of the DispuhUoan Senatorial caucus at Denver, the
White Winter Ex. 6.25 0 5. W
A Milwaukee despatch of Jan. 17, says, FLOUH-Fancv
trict of Colombia,,the Attorney General of
ost hotels In Quincy, III, was almost entire- latest givhigyi Pijtkln 21, Taylor 16,
Good to Choice Spr’gEx. 4.75 0 6.00
...... l.oo 0 1.03
and ' Hal* the United States, and the Governor of Ne- The fifth day’s search through the ruins of Wheat— No. 2 Scrimr
ly destroyed by fire the other morning. Al_ Hamill 11,
No. 2 Bed Winter. ...... 1.0' 0 1.03
though there were nearly 100 people In the lott t.m.The Minnesota Legislature braska, “that they may take such action as the burned Newhall House for the remains Corn— No. ..... & ..........
M & .m
they may deem suitable to the gravity of the
building when the fire was discovered, there indulged in two ballots for Senator, without
...... »7 0 .ue
pf the victims of .the mighty conflagration Oats— No. ..... .........
wrong
committed
by
the persons whose
a result, Windom’s strength falling off sev.................. 66 ,4 .67
was no loss of life, owing to the promptness
ended with the discovery of the fragments RlE— No. 2.
vofcea....Inthe Michigan Legislature conduct is in this conclusionset forth.
.and’ rare
re presence of mind of the eral
of eleven bodies, making a total of Bablet— No;2...,....; ...........so ** .hi
there was one ballot for Senator without The report exonerates Representative Val- thirty-nine found
clerks, and
res.
„
employe
foundsinpe“
‘
The loss
the work Butter— ChoiceCreamery. ..... 34 0 .37
about *oo,uw.
150,000.
Flaihes swept away any changes; Ferry’s vote was the same as entine, of Nebraska;from any knowledge was begun. The hotel safe was dug Eoos— Fresn..... ................. 26 0 .27
mnmc
• names
Pork— Mess. .....
...... 17.00 017.25
on the preceding day, 5ft
br complioiQr in the fraud.
o
a block of stores at Moorhead, Minn. , causout and the doo s pried open, but neither
..... .. ..A loss of #175,000 was
The RepublicanNational
Mr. Edmunds introduced a bill In the Sen- the hotel register, nor any book or paper of
.........
rbett amlMc- met in Washington last week. John A.
slightestimportance in showing who Wheat— Na ...................
• 1.01 0 1.03
L Mafc ate, on Jan. 17, to provide>for a commission the
wari in the hotel when it was imrued.
Corn—
Nd
2 ................
....... «6 (»
land. Ore....
was
urned,
tin, of Kansas, was elected Secretary in to investigaterailroad transportation. The brought to light Some excitementwas Oatb-No. ...... ............ ... .37 0 .«
.59 .fi»
place of 8. W. Dorsey. After prolongedden bill having been
.74 0 .75
bate it was resolved that the basis of repreexplained how #186.000
.................
....... 17.28. 017..’»Q
was destroyed by toe.
sentation In national conventionsbe two
a expended1In fast-mail facilities.
lam. .7.'. .v.
......... 10)40 .iom
terrible
fife
He
was
Jailed
and
a
strong
bt.
5 -;
BT.
TUe Tariff bill consumed the remainder, of
A Milwaukek dispatch of Jan. 20
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says: “Evidence accumulates against Sch oiler. who, it is alleged, fired Jhe Newhall

House.

It* has been ascertained that he
secreted some of his stock oMlnuors and
removed seven sets of billiard balls
.before the tiro occurred The prisoner was
returned to the Milwaukee jnll w-ntorOuv.
and no pile is permittedto see him. An)ther iKHlv has bp«p .vifenM 'mm t.itt)wee
ruins, making a total of forty-six., lie
lives kwt are now figured at fifty-nine.^

the session. In

t*'

^

l

^

of,

House. Mr. Halford pre-

Tennessee

Some items

in thej^ariff bill were considered.

the resolutioncalling for Certain information
in regard
telegraphlines bunt by the

checks on the order of t£e
1

countersigned

W

•ray

SSlrSibs

Mr. Robeson explained the jnrovi- from theniine of tho NowhoU Houm yerter, Balloting for United States Senator rtonsof the Naval Appropriation bill The
day^d lt lolMUoTod foor bodiM
in the Colorado Republican caucus was continued on Jan. IV without result The last
.

si

,

i

OATS-No.

.
2

0
0
0

........
,

WH^T-Na

1.04 9

I
I
I

l."5

fevr;r.

alleged that Soheller attempted- the destrucit I .«
tion of the house by a gas explosion some
•*
17.50 017.75
days before the fire. A Milwaukee dispatch
Laed ......
...........
.W540 .10
of Jan. 18 says: “Five bodies were recovered
TOLEDO.
ation hill, settingaside, #185,000 for fast-mail yesterday making a total of forty-three, Wheat— Na I Red ............. . 1.04 0 i.
service, waa.agreed to by the Senate Jan. 1&

)000 against certain
I

whbis charged with firing the Newhall House, was
the oilier
night
as the
ot]
retooved from the jail to the House of Correction, and then taken by special train to
Waukesha, to avert a lynching. It is now
Soheller;

.

1.04 0 1.05
......... ... .4S
.50
...............39
.40
Rra>. •• • •••••*•• fc* ...............
.60
.61
Pork— Mess ..... .................17.00 017.2J
Labd. ............ ................
4UJ40 .10)|
.

George

.
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THE
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,tbeL

sented a memorial for the ertablishraeut
of railway omnmu nidationwith’ Central and
>! The Senatorial contest was settled in
bouth America. GUariesT. Doxey was Kworn
•the Massachusetts Legislature on fen. 18, by
in for the Ninth Indiana district, and J. T.
the’ election of Mr; Hoax. Mr. Crapo Caine is delegate from Utah. A joint resolution was passed for a new mixed commishis frieqdsto vote for Mr. Hpar,
sion on Venezuela claims, to sit at Washingwho was elected by' '148 votes to
‘ 88 for ton. 1 A memorial was presented for the reBowerman, the Democraticcandidate. tention of high dntles bn tin plate.
Several Qth<
An amendment to the Postofflce Appropriwicn tne {senatorial problem. Senator Ferry

:

m

......

DE¥«6»r*

^^NaiwiiU;

.... 4.65 0

••••••••••

- Hl fILV 108
«••••••••••••••••••••

••

n^iLANipoija

17.50 017.7

LIBERTY,’PA **
5.75

52

5.00

«

m

‘0

'

tion 4, act 118, of 1877, relative to mining
companies. Mr. Howell: For construe-',
of " sidewalks
townships.
Mr. White: Joint resolution relative to the

in

for the man of his choice,
Edwin Willits, and he therefore

WALTER SCOTT.
departmentas marketed by fanner* since
Aug. 1 is 6,885,837 bushels, but, as reports
have been received from only almut one- RcintnfteenMfl of the Author of th« Waverly.
half the elevators and mills, it is perhaiw
It is well remembered that the death
fair to assume that there has been twice
this amount, or, ip round numliers, 13,000,- list of 1882 wait one of file richest and
000 bushels,marketed in the State.
most remarkable ever known, and Sii
To recapitulate:
Walter’s name was entitled to stand at
Bushels. BmheK
Total wheat crop of 1*81
*l,CsO,4l5 the head of the dark column, though
Amount used for seed ......... l.llS.o®
perhaps some will assert that Goethe
Amount required to supply
was file greatest genius then called
farmers, etc..;.-. .....
VII, W0
away— but the great German never
Amount marketed since
1.WH ........................
spoke to the millions as Scott spoke to
them. He was. too, a far older man

voted for Willits. He Was the only man who
left Ferry. This withdrawal reduced Ferry
(ollatii
Governor’s salary. The Speaker announced to 52 votes Stout got his full 5U. and the
£8 the Committed on Labor InterestsRepre- anti-Ferryvotes were lor different persons,
sentativesCook, Pldnney, Duns tan, Blacker having adhered to their originaldescatter. Only two
CITY. MI0H10AN.
and Brant
rant The joirit resolutioninstructing termination
baUots were taken, and the result
was the same on the leading candidates.
The Governor sent to the Senate the followpassed
Mr.
Hopl
STATE .CAPITAL.
place on the Committee on Electionsin favor ing appointments: John H. BisselL of De4,
troit, fish Commissioner;John Heffrou, Inof Mr. Parker, taking the lattor’eplooeupon
Senatorial Contest— Tha First Bill—
spector
of State House of Correction: James
the Committee on State Library. The
Blair, of Grand Rapids, Member of the Board
Odds ftnd Ends. M
House,
[From Oar Own OorresponfcntJ
Uni(tea States Senator, with the following of Control of the Boys’ Reform School, vice
Remainder.., ............. 1!.4M,H5 than Scott. Goethe wgs almost 83
Edwin Fuhle, declined; Lyman D. Norris, of
result: Ferry, 45? Stout, 87; scattering, la
Lansiho, Jan. 13, 188a
These figures Indicatethat, to addition to
Grand Rapids, Regent of Uie University,vice
years old when he left the earth,
Several petitions were presented in the (Congressman-elect Cutcheon, resigned
M the business transactedduring: the
the amount requiredby those .supplieddiwhorora Scott departed yhen he had
rectly
from
farmers*
bin*,
nearly
11,500,000
Senate, Jan 17, asking the enactment of a
^ weeks of a legislative session is usually
The session of the Legislature on Jaa 20, bushels of the crop of 1882 are yet In farm- only reached to a little more than a
law requiring instruct! #n upon the effect*
e unimportantkind, one who thinks to
was exceedingly short In the Senate only ers’ hands There mad data on jvblohW) b*ae month beyond the age of 6l years.
of dc^d tb' ./be given in the primary tjro bills were introduced These were of- an intelligent estimate as to Vliat portion of
e very full or even
became 61 on the l&th day of August,
m such material as presents 11
Buttara, fered by Mr. Koon, and are intended to pro- this amount is marketable wheat The only •1832; and on the thirty-seventhday
® schools, BlUn Wtoduoed: ty
3u>
figures
obtainable
bearing
on
the
question
l1 for the appointment of ooraiulHSigned
nod sur- vide for the taking of the census and statisfly doings of such
are in the crop report fqr August^ i These thereafter he died. “About half-past
vivors; by Mr. Huerton, a joint
jotnt resolution.
rcsol
tics of Michigan and to repeal all existing
one, and It
king the Michigan delegation hi Congress lows on the subject and to authorise show that more thab tl\Sto0$0 bushels one p. m., on the 21st of September,
wheat
been badly damwho try to
> oppose an increaseoftthe duty on quinine
Apdrew Howell’s ^GeneralLaws of Mlchi- aged* and much of it, made .wprthlas*. hy rain [1882] Sir Walter breathed his last, in
rts lind the task a
<W>.
and Peruvian bark; ud»o, a bill regulating gan" to be received as evidence in
in the ••urlv part ef that month. No incon- the presence of all his children. It waa
the practice of. medicine in Michigan;bv
election oar
siderableamount of this damaged wheat Wh* a beShtiful dav— so warm that every
Mr. rcunington, for the protection of railmr far occupied
one theme
doubtless used for seed, and much move of window was wide-open,and all so perway employes at switches and frogs; by Mr.
it is likely to be placed on the market and
longer
ta.itae.ml
fectly still, that the sound of all others
:Muhon, amending seotiouB 8 and V, act 'M\ laws: of J. W. Donovan, a citlxen of Wayne,
disposed of at some price, though M nb'rtCtoe
Ion of the Rep
members of both of 1881, relative t» highwkya Bills pissed: offering
ipost deliciousto the ear, the ripple of
_ to prepare a book on the township “tcept for
•I'
v
the RepubUoats have a dear donate bill 4, amending section 2724, com- laws, to consistof 500 pages, and to soil .the
It u a matter of regret that we are oom- the Tweed over its pebbles,was dispiled laws, relative to marriage.Senate same at |1 a volume, provided the Legis- polled
Blled to estimate any ponton of the tinctly audible as we knelt around the
pjorlty.of thirty on joint ballot,it la con.
bill 6, amending sections 4738 and 47fW, re- lature would purchase 6,000 copies of the
wheat marketed In the effort to mike
4
j Senator
led on all hands that a ~
Republican
iutive to divorce. Senate bill %, making an bdok. Bills were introduced: By Mr. Keith, this important factor in all estimates bed, and his eldest eon kissed and
impropriation
for
the
care
und
preservation
be elected, unless,the Republicans
Incorporating New Buffalo; by Mr. Clark, of the quantity
hand absolutely closed his eyes." Thus wrote Mr. Lockluntarily throw away the Opportunity they of the soldiers’ and sailors’ monument, at amending section 1,671 compiled laws, reliable the departmenthad a right to hart, who was Sir Walter’sson-in-law,
.Detroit .Senate bill 3, amending section24, relative to the title to floating logs; by Mr.
expect the effective co-opejration
of dealer*, and an eye-witness of what he wrote,
3*5
ty. ’Of1
or late yean
rty.
yew it
i^has been considered act 140 of 1860, relating to river improve- Palmer, for the protection of hotel- and that It has not Wen accorded by' so
a nomination by a RepublicanLOgtsla- ment oompaniea In the House, petitions keepers;
Mr. Snyder, amending large a number oan tie accounted for only and who himself died in 1864. All of
caucus was equivalent to an election, were received and referred (or instruction seodoo 1, article 155, of 1873, relat- on the supposition that they failed to under- Scott’s childrensoon passed away. . Hie
case of Senator Chandler, eight years in schools as to effectsof alcohol, for the ing to services of process on Insurance stand, and therefore to appreciate,the pur- unmarried daughter, Anne Scott, died
submissionto people of a prohibitory con- companies The Committeeon Elections pose of the department Now that this is in 1838; and his daughter Sophia, Mrs.
, being the only exception for many
Tills time the case is not stitutional amendment The JudiciaryCom- were authorized to send for persons and made apparent, it is hoped that in the future
Lockhart, in 1837. His eldest son, the
rly so clear, and while Senator Thomas mittee reported in favor of Joint resolution papers^ The concurrentresolutionoffered they will promptly, on the first of each
second Sir Walter Scott, died in 1847,
increaseui
of vivYoiuui
Governor’s salary to
w uiuroaBc
m/ (jy
jcj-gnon
lor
a
comnnuee
to
mvesugaie
month,
furnish
accurate
statements
of
the
Ferry was, on the night of the relating to
by Mr. Frencnfor committeeto Investigate
charges against the Fish Commissioners quantity purchased of farmers during the at sea, when on his way to England from
instant, nominatedat a Republican 83,UU0; against the bill to repeal sections
Th* hRiinf.ing
icus.it was not a canons of all the Be- 1U and 20 of the act for assessmentof was nHnntorl
ballotingfor Senator at- preceding month. If they will do this one India. His other son, Charles Scott,
adopted, The
property and collection of taxes; and tracted le«
ans, twenty-fivemembers of thatparty
Ie« attentionthan
than thie previous day. of the omef elements of uncertainty will be
was attached to the British special misagainst the bill for annual re- Tbdre were twenty-two absenteesamong eliminated from future estimates.
ig either to attend or take part in the
Tehera in
sion in Persia, and died at Teheran,
port
divorce statistics (tabled). the members, Judiciouslypaired so as not
s, so that Mr. Ferry will not only not
ive the solid vote of his own party, but Bills were introduced in the House as to jeopardize the result Only one
1841. The second Sir Walter sleeps at
Health In Michigan.
follows: By Mr. Clark, to protect and pre- ballot was taken resultingas followst Byron
i the positive assurance of quite a number
Dryburgh, his* father’s buriabplace.
Ithe absentees that he can never have their serve State ditches; by Mr. Wright, to pro- G. Stout, SUj Thomas W. Ferry, 40; Benton
Reports
to
the
State
Board
of
Health,
th him expired the baronetcy,couWith
These facts make the situation a very vide for the appointment of a commissionto Hanchett, 6; Julius C. Burrows, 6; Edwin
r one, which can. only be untangled prepare and report bills for the repeal or for Willits. 5; Byron M. Cutcheon,2; Edward a
Lansing, by observers of diseases in ferred by George IV., as no child ever
one and perhaps many ballots have the amendment of all obsolete, inoperative, Lacey, 2; John T. Rich, 2; Perry Hannah, 2;
was born unto him. No descendant of
different parts of the State show causes
m taken. As the tint ballot must be had ambiguous* contradictoryor conflicting
the Author of Waverly, of the name,
public acts of the Legislature of this State,
1 each house on the 16th inst , and as such
of sicknessduring the week ending Jan. has existed for almost 36 years.. When
> ballot will not in all probability
result to prescribe their duties and provide for
13, 1883, as follows. Number of observ- Scott died, he was the first novelist in
election, balloting for United States their compensation; by Mr. Blacker, to proor by the Michigan Logislature will tect the rlghts'oflaborers:by Mr. Black, to
the world and the position he then held
ers heard from 60
\
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MICHIGAN CROP REPORT FOR JANUARY.

has not been forfeited in fifty years. It
has more than once been said, by warm
admirers of his, that he should have
For this report returns have been received Diseasesin Order of Greatest
to
died ten years earlier — and the aaserAres ol Prevalence.
the
of
from 828 correspondents, representing 649
tion is not without some show of reason:
townshlpsi Five hundred and twenty of
for though he published but one novel
these returns are from 887 townships in the
in 1822, his fame was at the height at
southern four tiers of counties.
89
•that time, in consequence of his variety
49
1 Rheumatism.
44
78
The final estimates Indicate that in 1883 2 Bronchitis...
and number of novels published be41
70
s Neuralgia.... ••• •••• SSSSSS
clover seed yielded slightly less than one
tween the last days of 1819 and the
a*
68
4 Tonslliti*....;
3*
63
yuan mij.
5 Consumption ot lungs.
close of May, 1822, namely, "Ivanhoe,’’
tators; House joint resolution 2, requesting and one-halfbushels per acre. Horses,
as
65
6 Intermittent fever .....
Phe first bill to be introdneed in the Sen- Michigan Senators and Representatives in cattle, sheep and swine are evidently in fine
“The Monastery,”™*Abbot,” “Kenil31
62
1
Pneumonia..
b was to amend the laws relative to marCongress to vote against the removal of the condition. In answer to the question, “Has 8 Innuenza ...
90
60
worth," “The Pirate." and “The Forige. It is to fit the case of the white wom- internal-revenue
tax on liquor and to21
35
9 Diarrhea
tum's of Nigel.” With the exceptions
wheat,
during
December,
suffered
injury
who recently married the colored barber
two . houses met
20
33
10 Diphtheria ...... ••%#•••
Detroit, about which so much was done
of “The Monastery,"— and that is a very
17
28
joint convention and balloted from unv cause?" 668 correspondents answer, 11 Krynlpelu ............
d said, and similar cases. •
16
27
good work— the novels named aro of
for Senator. The roll of Senators was called •Ye*" The price of all grades of wheat was 12 Remittent fever ......
MORE LEGISLATIVEOFFICERS.
16
27
13 Bcarlet fever ..........
first, and it was ascertained that every Sen- a trifle higher on the 1st of January than on
the very highest rank; and how well
23
14.
14 Measles ......... .....
Mnce our last the appointmentsof L M.
ator was present Each Senator, upon hav- the fltat of the previous month.
18
\U> Typho-malarialfever
11
they were supported W* their predeces11 or, as Journal Clerk, and E G. DonaldIn
the
southern
four
tiers
of
counties
the
ing his named called, rose in his place and
15
9
is Typhoid fever (enteric)...,
n. as Corresponding Clerk, of the House;
sors,
beginning with “Waverley" and
ground
was
fairly
well
protected
by
snow
expressedthe name of the candidatehe
9
15
17 Membranouscroup
W. Holden, Harry K. Read and James P.
closing with the third series ©/“Tales
13
8
voted
for. The followingla the result: during most of the month of December, but 18 Whoopinu-couKh...
iwiett, as Committee Clerks, in the Senate;
in the eastern,some of the centraland some ][> Inflammationof bowels....
8
13
of My Landlord,”(“TheBride of Lamd Hal Parker, William H. Miller, Fred Ferry, 14: Byron G. Stout, 13: Cutcheon, 1; of the southerncounties of these tiers it 20 Dysenterv.
6
8
Htockbriage.1; Hanchett 2; Upson, L The
mermoor," and “The Legend of Montdricb, John A. Watson and Theodore R.
3
S'
Ji Cholera morbus.
was
much
’better
protected
during
the
Representatives then balloted, with the fol5
mptn, as Committee Clerks,in the House,
3
nerperal fever....
rose,") it is not necessary to enlarge
earlier than during the
the lattor
latter '
part of the 22 Pnc
lowing result: Ferry, 45; Stout, 87; Stock- month. On the 1st of January the depth 23 Pharyngitis ........
3
2
ve been made
upon. “Peverilof the Peak” appeared
3
2
bridge, 4; Hannah, 1; Moffat, 1; Willits, 1; ranged from a hundredthof an inch to more 24 Choler i Infantum.
ODDS AND ENDS.
in 1823, and so did "Quentin Durward,"
lot a single blH has yet passed either Herr, 2; Burrows. 1; Upson, 1; Hanchett, 3; than three inches in the eastern, central and
Beside
those
tabulated
above
the
fol
and so did “8t. Romman’s Well;" but
and may not until the Senatorial Cooley, 1; Palmer, 1; Joy, L
southern coon ties, and
___ „from
____ ___
four to five
JH
Ion is over.
Petitionswere presented in t£ie Senate, on inches in the western counties— Kent, Ot- lowing-named diseases were reported only the second-named is comiffonlyalSx-Judge Reilly,of Detroit? who was deeach by one regular observer: Inflam- lowe4 to rank with tho best novels,
Jan 18, for the incorporation of the city of tawa, Allegan and Van Boren.
d for
>r Circuit Judge at the late election
Reports have been received of tha'auanti- mation of brain, cerobro-spiualmenin*
though in pur opinion both the others
St
Ignace;
foiy
Instruction
in
sohools
os
to
a small majority,has filed with the Senv of wheat marketed by fanners during the
his request for a recount of the votes In the effects of alcohol The Pennington Frog month of December at 289 elevator* and getis, small-gox, chicken-pox, , sore- are tales of great excellence. Nor can
e district,on the ground •of allegedfraud
uthern four throat and asffima.
nprqff
we see any falling
off in mo
most of his
bill was reported without recommendation mills. Of these, 245 are in the sou
d error. The matter has been, referred to
and ordered printed and recommittedto the tiers, of counties,which is about one-half of
For the week ending Jan. 13, 1883, lato«t works— in "Redgauntlet,or Tales
o J udiciaryCoranifttee. '
Cqmmlttee on Railroads. The Committee the whole number of elevatorsand mills In ,the reports indicate that diphtheria, neu- of Crusaders," or in “Woodstock,"or
Gov. Begole has anything but a pleasant on Liquor Traffic reported favorably on the
ralgia, rheumatismand scarlet fever hi* in "The Fair Maid of Perth," or in
sk on hand. Of course the Republicans
Renubut
do joint resolution requestingMichigan Sena>t sympathize with him, while both parties
hreased,and that consninptionconsider- “Anne of Geierstein." Scott was by no
189,51
tors and Representatives in Congress to vote
imposing the opposition are displeased at
against the removal of the internal-revenue southern tier of counties,400,920 bushel* ta ably decreased in area of prevalence.
means a very old man at tho time of hia
e way in which fie has divided bis official
in the third
taxes on liouor and tobaocu Bills were In- the second tier, 203,378 bushels in
At
the
Btate .Capitol the prevailing death, and probably no one would have
itrouoge. so all parties are finding fault
th'tier,
tier, and
troduced: To amend sections4,368, 4,366 and tier, 345,059 bushels in the fourth
Lth him before he has been half a month
wtods, during the week ending Jan. 13, thought of associating the decline in his
4,400, compiled laws of 1871, relating totitlea 124,011 bushels in the counties north of the
office. ‘Uneasy lies the head that wears
southern
four
tiers.
At
thirty-five
elevators
were southeast, and, compared with writingswith the fact of a decline in hia
to lauds of the heirs of deceased persons;
Observer.
fortunes, had it not been the common
to provide for the incorporationof co-oper- and mills, or 11 per cent of the whole num- the preceding week, the temperature
ative and mutual benefit associations, and to ber from which report* have been received, was slightly lower, the absolute and notion that the one thing goes with the
Legislative Proceeding*.
there
was
ho
wheat
marketed
during
the
repeal chapter W, pomiuiodlaws of 1871. In
relative humidity and the^ day ozone other.
month
The Legislaturehad a brief and unproflt- the House, the Auditor General submitted a
The
total number of bushel* reported less. There w as no diff&ence in the
report in reference to advertisingtax sales,
>le session on the evening of Jaa 15 In
marketed in the five months, August- Decem- average night ozone.
The Reporter to Literature.
giving a list of the _
papers
_
in toe various
ber, is 6,585,337.*
te Senate, bills were Introduced to amend
counties,and the amount paid them. He
Including
reports
by
regular
observMr. Osgood, the Boston publisher,
The quantity of wheat remaining in farmetion 1, acts of 1881, fpr the protectionand had no informationconcerning the circulaers’ hands can be approximatedby deduct- ers and by others, diphtheria was resaid that when Mr. Dickens wanted to
tion of the papers mentioned. ‘He believes
ing the amount of wheat used for seed and
Reservationof game; providing for the apmethod now practiced of adver- the amount marketed from the total prod- ported present during the week ending come to read in America, a few years
pintment of receiver# l|i
sales the best method.” uct, plus the amount of old wheat, brought Jan. 13, and since, at twenty-one places, before his death, he was very sensitive
g foreclosures;to chan
were
introduced as follows: By over, a fair allowance being made for tht scarlet fever at seventeen places and about the reception he would nave after
ith to the Fourteenth "5*
le Twenty-seven
Mr. Brant, to regulate the duties of steno- amount consumed by those supplied direct- measles at fourteen places. H mall-pox
Circuit; . to provide for tml orm
his lampooning the country in 1842. Bo
graphers; by Mr. Harkness, amending sec- ly frota farmers’ bina To approximatethe
t rate* on railroad* In Michigan. In the
was reported at Detroit, Jan. 13.
he sent his agent, Dr. Dolby, ahead,
amount that may yet be offered on the
_____ i, bills were introduced as follows; By
louse
Henry B. Baker, 8ec?v.
who called on Fields & Osgood and
market, which is perhaps of more import[r. Coots, for tho annual report of divorce
asked them to take the agent to the
ance,
It
is
necessary
to
consider:
latisticH;by Mr. Cwk, for tho protectioujof.
L The quantity of old wheat on hand at
ameudiue the law relative to tran- property by warehousemen: by Mr. Blacker,
iborers— amending
newspaper office^ in Boston and New
Where
Wu
the
PeUtMint
amending act 950 of 1881, relating to the the time the newerop waareadytobe placed
sripts from Justices of the Peace;
liquor trafflo; by Mr. Howe, repealing act on the
Lancaster, what on earth are York. Among other places he waa
erham, relating to the property of
"ty.1
l«of,1876.
relating to the punishment of
:i
The
total
quantity
of
the
new
crop.
;
ing?”
said a reporter to the phy- carried to fiio office of James G.
icletiesand repealing chapter 32,
Rbaffby Mr. Snyder, amending section 4570,
a
The
quantity
required
for
seed.
'
the city almshouse, as that Bqnnett, the founder of the Herald.
tatutes of
: ; , _
©bmpiled laws, relative to the sale of real
4; The quantity that will bo ronuired durThe old man listened to the questions
Petitions were presented Ip the 8enhte on- estate by admtnlxtrttton; by Mr. Darragh, ing the year bv that portion of the copula- gentleman was found administering a
"Dr. Dolby put. When he was asked if
big
dose
of
qhloroform
to
an
old
barnrepealing
section
TO,
act
8L
of
1878,
establo 16th, from citizens of Jackson, ft* Rome
tion supplied directlyfrom farmers’ granaby Mr. La ries;
yard rooster in the hospital dispensary. Dickens' comments on America long
hangesof the laws relatingto municipal Itsning a State Board of Healti; by
ter 4, act
5i The quantity marketed since the new “Why, sir, this is* the rooster season, and ago would injure his reception, Bennett
zxation and the
nstruction. crop was ready to be placed on the market
said: “No; the American popple are
t convention and
Tne amount of old wheat in the State I am going to show that both politicians meat enough to overlook the errors or
rotn divers personi^fotchanged in their
tom
and
roosters
without
heads
can
live
in
when
the
crop
of
1882
wo*
ready
to
be
placed
i
The
donate
went
Into
cbnnnifcteo
of
balloted for United States Senator. Three
lames.
on tho market was so small as to be of slight tliis froe country,"and he went to work impudence of a young man who meant
pe whole on the general order* Senator
i were taken with the following re[hoemoker in the chair.
The following bills sult: First ballot
‘ r, Th«
) Byron G. Stout, 50; T. consequence in an estimate of the amount carefully with his fine instruments and to sell his wares about us in England."
rere considered by sections and ordered to
enton Hanchett, 7; J. 1C. that will yet come into sight
W. Ferry. 56; Beaton
After Dolby got through, however, old
The total product of -he State a* esti- took off the bird’s head just above the Bennett remarked: “ Who is this
e reported
reporteu back
dock w>
uie r>enuw}
le
to the
Senate for final ao- Burrow*, 5; Edwinn Willits,
Willits, 5; soattering,d
ears and cautionsly gathered up the
solar v of
ion: To.pay each Circuit Judge a
---Second ballot: Btirat f»0; Ferry, 53; Han- mated in Oo tol>er oq the basis of the acreage
as reported bv Hupervifora.and the average muscles, arteries and veins applied Dickens, anyway? He is nothing but
2,500 a year, beginning with the 1st of Jan
che^S^BniiOt^C;
ett. 8; Burrows^ WUlltl^If’soSlwl^
Wimts^4; ’
ary nCxt;'to amend the charter of Battle
Third ballot; Stout, 50: Ferry, 53; Hin- yield per acre furnished by thieauers,wa* r hi locals to prevent the flow of blood. a reporter. I have got four or five men
keek so as to give the Council thd right to ohett.
in my office who are better reporters
3tt, 9; Burrows,
Burrows,5; Willits, 4; scattering, 8 31 ,086,445
Correspondents’ estimates show that, the Into the neck of the bi])ed he placed a
lect the chief of the fire department The
The sessions of both was very brief on Jan. B&euge seeded in 1882 i» about 67 per cent glass tube— a channel through which to than .Dickens."The old man was perommittee rose, and the bill were reported
16, and thdre was no legislationbeyond the
of the acreage seeded in .1881, of about introduce food into the craw— and then fectly serious about it, too.
[o the Senate, and the Senate passed them.
After Mr. Osgood told this story a
introduction of a few minor bills. A bill to 1.67MK0. One and oaq-half bushels p<* put the bird into a box covered with a
\t 10:45 the Senate proceeded to a vote for
[Jnited States Senator, with the following equalize freightrates was introduced by Mr. acre would require 4,512,6U> buihtla 'for
gentleman
present said: “Do you
cloth, with a hole in the centre for the
For
Thos.
Ferry, 14; for Byron G. Pennington0) the Senate, and piovides .as seed.
____
____ W.
rilJpWVM;
remember that attheDickenp dinner
heiufl&s
neck
to
go
through.
“In
a
The pop
ir JJqu
18; for Byron M. Cutcheon, 3;
for
B
>.forJ
follow*:First, that all railway companies
wf2?,a5 lew hours," the Doctor said, “this George William Curtis, who made the
tt—
on Hanchett, 2; for Choa Upson, h At the
within this State shall moke a scheduleof I* the
the
same
e
,r^e
rate
as.
from
1870
l&70
to
speech there, described Dickens as
itions numerously rates for transportation of all classes of
item
. loon session
thicken will walk around witii steady
a reporter all tho way through, and
ming from Adrian, freight, and post tho fame. up In their
ngned were presen
stop, a brainless agent, without sight,
mginaw' and Holl
instructionin pub* freight d^pOK and . furnish the Railroad
thought or feeling. " And sure enough, said that the reporter’s faculty in all
ties In Ml
lie schoolsconi
eff ects of alcohol
Commissioner with
great literary men was the foundation
ht of
the Doctor was right. Af 6 p. m. the
nx the human system. Notice was given by
all
of
their power? Even in Hawthorne,
tiie propo
Hr. McMahon of a bill to amend act 943 of
chanticleer was walking abotit the floor
villages in cnunuciei
1870. The population
who became a reporter in garrets and
he laws of 18$ l, relating to the^ipenlng
MtdSolJiflfthA
dispensary
with
ho
cate
as
_.e State, estimatedfrom
>f temporary highways, , Ja.tlm
uv-troigh
where and when he could get the next back yards, among the bugs and cobtainabla, cannot exceed
I petition was
warding to the distance txan*- lation of the cities.^
webs, and rays of light, instead of out
m&l—Rkhnwnd Whig.
tepenrisors
. Y ......
charged for through freight, tion of the cities and vlll
among the cro^d."
ot or to and from anv
point on such
any pointon
such linee having
not exoeed 40 per cent of
“ Well,” said Mr. Osgood, “ I could
The United States stands third on
viding Ulallon, leaving 0O per
5 of road; old provi<
a com
not
help feeling that the strong points
tbA-fitotitions
off-this act
the
list
of
beer-drinking
countries,
the
ante,
average being about two and a half Of Dickens were, as a reporter, closely
011
gallons for each inliabitant.Belgium observing the dialect and behavior of
stands first on the list.'Little beer is con- men. To me, the “ Pickwick Papers" reIidnuL wlrirtv main the moat delightfnd thing
aches your readers. If upon compari a Joint convention to be held on the
Te ballots taken by the two houses sons; by Mr. Cook, to amend act 16 of 1881,
Lurately on the 16th. no' choice has been relative
subjects for dissection
fade, a Joint convention must therefore be
for
advancement
science;
lid at 12 m. of each day until a choice is
by Mr. Cook, joint resolutioninstructingthe
kched. From the present outlook It seems Slate Printer to send copies of all bills, eta,
plain that ah election will hardly be to publishersof weekly papers. kBills
kched without at least several ballots bei ng passed : House bill 8, to provide punishment
ken. Until this question is finallydisposed for assault with deadly or dangerousweapI no great amount of legislation, need be
fckedfor
o expected.
for or
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

Did you ever think, asks

how many male and

ROGERS, Editor.

H,

were required

to bring

Paris paper,

a

female ancestors

you

W.C.MELIS

Into the world ?

was necessary that you should
SAltBOAT, Jangart 27,1883. have a father and mother— that makes two
human beings. Each of them must also
Last Saturday the United States Senate
have had a father and mother— that makes
passed the postofllcebill, the principal pro
fdur human beings. Each of those four
ialona of which is that reducing letter
must have a father and mother— that
postage to two cents, to take effect July
For
makes eight hutpan beings. So on we
1st, 1888.
must go back for fifty six generations,
First, it

CLOSING OUT!!

which brings us only

Reprksutative Perham of

Ottawa,

to the time

the next thirty days, we will
out ” our entire stock of

DEALER IN

close

14

of Jesus

Christ. The calculationthus resulting

has Introduced a bill to quite the title to

shows that 186^35,01 7,489^584,976 births

DRY GOODS,

in Ottawa and Muskegon
must have taken place in order to bring
counties known as the Detroit A Milwau
you into the world!— you, who read these
kee Railroad land grants; Tin case is lines.
certain lands

Cares Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

Pimples and Face
'ace

Grubs.
______
Blotches, Boils, Tnmots, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rhsum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dirtiness,
Loss of Appetite, Jaundice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indi-

^-consisting of-*-

one of the kind that has been unsettled

many yean.

for

Al&ough

*

HOSIERY,

BRAND HAVEN ITEMS

several legisla-

tures have superficially looked the matter
over,

is very little

it

understood. Repre-

sentative Perham will endeavor to make
clear.r-£toi)m

it

At

DRESS GOODS,
a quarter past one o’clock last

civil

Wuhfngton street, waa discovbe on fire by Mr. L. Van Drezesf

Kiel, on

war the legislatureof who keeps the City Ho*tel

this State provided a state bounty of $100 gave Immediate alarm

each

for all

men who should

the the

enlist in

Michigan qonlingent after February

1861
the

Thurs-

day morning the furnUure store of Albert
ered to

DoniNQthe

0,

upWOOLEN FLANNELS,
COTTON FLANNELS,

oppoeit^ne

HATS and CAPS,

$100. It

fire department,and

FOSTER,MIlBURg 4 CO, Prop's,Beftlt, N.V.

in leas than six

minntes full streams of water were turned

is

that a blinding snow storm was raging at

Gen. Rtdhardson,a

the time and the temperaturebelow zero.

that little

-fbr this reason that

democratic senator, has introduced a
which

will either give the boys the

bill

The

fire was soon

subdued, but

bounty, tents of the building were

or vouchsafeto them an explanationthat Inflamable nature, they
will let thorn

know why

they do not get

it.

sumed. The

Mow

Chance far Bargains.

it the

who

choose for a friend one

would urge you

PUTTEN

G. VAN
Holland, Jsd. 25th, 1883.

choose a friend that you

a highly

were mostly

oaa be made
In six months

con-

roof and the back part of the

MS

front is standing, and forma a curions ice

ined to Kiel’s bnilding where

First

Onelnxiati,(X, N. Y. City, :
Jacfceonvme,UL, Omaha, Web.

Cook and

Ward Grocery House

Heating Stoves.
FOR COAL AND WOOD.

COR. EIGHT A FISH STREETS,

originated.
w

Mr. Kiel’s loss

is

step up in your friendships, you need not

a large stock of

goods in

the store on

I

and is preparedto serve the public wilh ever

Dissolution Notice.

which

thing that pertains to a first-class

standard and there is only $1,600 insurance, and $1,000
VTOTICB is hereby given that the linn of J.
stand by it. Too need not want for com- on the building. The firemen suffered se- IV Van Patten A Co., known at the Holland
Batter TnbAlo., conaistingofJacob Van Patten,
panionship;only see that the society is verely by the cold, their clothing being Jr.. Adrian Van Putten, William Venhnlaen,and
kept high and pure. Keep a strict watch completelycovered with ice in a few min- John Venhnisen,by mutual consent of a!l the copartners is this day dissolved.William and John
at all the doors, and what a blessed thing utes after they commenced operations,in venhuizen retiringfrom the firm.
step

the attention of

4 CHARTS

considerable, he having

you cannot

one single inch to gain. If

it

to call

he has purchasedthe

WPS

For 88 page catalogue,free,
address H. C. TUSnBOH,

have low- damaged by water, but the fire was con-

ered your standard of purity and right

The undersigneddesires

the people of Holland and vicinityto the fact that

selling

thread grotto. The dry goods store of ex mayor
character. Never Safford,next adjoining, was considerably
feel you

SONS.

as the con-

of’

to puli out a single

from the warp of

PROM

a

building tumbled, although hung, the

Nkver

etc.

and telephonedfor

There were many enlistments, but on the burning building, notwithstanding,

men never got

J

also sell the calibratedand well-

known

coal

stove.

5

down. Raise your

even amid outwardly ad-

it will be to live

verse circumstances.

act so

much

world’s exhibitionwhich
at

JACOB

Amsterdampromisesto

s

mouth of our harbor

..... The

VAN PUTTEN, JR.,

ADRIAN VAN PUTTEN,
WILLIAM VENHUIZEN,.
JOHN VENHUIZEN. •

ng as to seriouslyinterfere with their
movements

The Holland
opens next May

Holland, Web., Jan. 1.188S.

ice collected on their cloth-

48-4t.

GROCEET

a

be one of the most interestingof the series wind and

some days

strong ice boat to

open

GIVE ME A CALL.

the

I

have on hand a large quantity of

Hercules Powder.

*

people are always on the lookout
for changes
c'
...
to increase their
Don’t forget the place No. 192, Eighth street,
earnings, and in time become cor. Fish.
wealthy:those who do not 1m
F. DEN UYL.

of easterly

“ALADDIN”

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

completelyblockaded with ice at pre-

sent, an<l it will take

Store

WISE

which

is

used so successfully in blasting

and removing the largest STUMPS.

iproye their opportunitiesreThe “Artie,” Goodrich’s
Holland, Mich.. April 2t, 1882. Ifc-ly.
main in poverty. We offer a
to which belong the exhibits heretofore ce boat, is in port* and will have a good great chance to make money. We want many
men, women, boys and girls to work for ns in their
held in London, New York, Paris, Vienna opportunity to show her ice breaking
own localities.Any one can do the work properly
REPAIRING AT LOWEST PRICES.
and Philadelphia.Holland gave to Amer- qualities ..... Mr. John Eilander, a Hoi- from the first start. The basinets will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveontfita
ica many of its ideas of governmentand ander, was arrested last week, ou a charge famished free. No one who engagesfails to make
J also keep Coal, which I sell for
money rapidly. Yon can devote yonr whole time
the name of the United States came from of bigamy. He was brought before Justo the work, or only your spare momenta. Pall in
the Lowest Market Prices,
that of the United Netherlands. Dutch tice Pagelson and bound over to the formation and all that Is needed sent free. Address
BTIN80N A CO., Portland, Maine. 48-ly
W. C. MELI8.
money has been liberally invested in Circuit Court for trial. ^Silander was for
Holland, Sept 38, 1883. 84-tf
American securities ever since the time merly a resident of Holland, where he
of the revolutionarywar, when John separated from his first wife. Last sum
not, lift Is sweeping by, go and
dare before yoa die, something
Adams raised a large loan in Holland, and mer he married a young girl at Grand
mighty and snblime leave behind to conqaer time.” 60 a
at this day numerous American railroads Haven by whom he has one child.
week in yoar own town. $5 outbottomed on funds that came from the Hence this little unpleasantness ..... Mr.
fit free. No risk. Everything
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
ew. Capital not required. We will ftiraithyon
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
thrifty people of Holland through' the J. P. De Coalers, an old and well known
everything.Many are making fortunes.Ladles
round, viz:
moke as much as men, dnd boys and girl* make
bankers of Amsterdam. It is now urged residentof Ventura, wag arrested last week
great pay. Reader, if yon want bnslneaa at which
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long.
with good reason that a liberal fthow of by Deputy U. 8. Marshal Vaupell.forsell
yoa can make great pay all the time, write for
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
particulars to H. HALLETT A CO., Portland,
American htw material and manufacturers tog tobacco without having paid a special
Elm Slave Bolta, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.'
at the forthcomingexhibition will do much tax. He was bound over for trisl^t the
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
to instruct the citizens of Holland as to the U. 8. Court at Grand Rapids by U. 8.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inchea long.
of displays of the products of all nations, passage again.

ATTENTION

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

natural and commercial resources of this

country,

and

A. Br&yman’s

Commissioner Pagelson.

Pine Heading Bolta, 20 inchea long.
For making contractsor further in- I have received a
formation apply to Filter’s Stave Factory. of all kinds of
ED. VER 8CHURE, 8upt.

to inspire confidence in

American investments of
land is not only the

all

Gifts.— The best thing- to give your

kinds. Hoi

most densely popu- enemy

lated country in Europe, but the richestin

is forgiveness; to

your opponent

Van

or to G.

tolerance; to a friend, your heart; to your

proportionto the number of inhabitants. child, a good example; to your father,deHolland gave a generous subsidy to en ference; to your mother, conduct that will

EC.

courage contribution to our centennial ex- make her’ proud of you; to yourself,
respect; to all men, charity.
hibit, and the agent of the Amsterdam exhibition, who is

now

in

New

considerableadvantageto uses a

Howells, in the Midwinter (February)
I

Century,

csl

law

for teaching tha

on the human brain, etc., originate! with
the Woman’s National Christian Temperance union, and the general plan of the
is especiallyin

ment of that society

as the “de-

partment for the introduction of acientflc
instruction In schools and colleges,”of

which Mn. Mary A. Hunt, of Boston.

la

superintendent, aid Mrs. O. C. Alford sec-

retary.

If

4

in

not

be

operation

ing s new interestas it nears the conciu-

•ton. The short story of tha number

humorouslyfanciful

tale,

“The

Stockton, entitled
gage.”

attention in this

is

by Frank

a

R.

Spectral Mort-

it

of

The

A week made at home by the indnarrioos.Best basinets now before the pabllc., Cap!
Ital not needed. We will start yon. Men.
women, boys and girls wanted
everywhereto work for as. Now
isthatlme. Yon can work In spare time, or give
you whole time to the basinets. No other bastness will pay yon nearly as well No one can Ml
te make enormous pay. by engaging at oiice.

$72

IT

tJ^rS

Money made

.....

TRUE A

the

pttyi

district board shall specify the
Mudles to be pursued la the schools of the
district;[provided always that provision
sbsli be made for instructing all pupils In
every school in physiology and hygiene
which shell give specisl prominenceto the
effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants and
narcotics upon the human system].

Also

to

amend

—

HEARSE

,Up.

CO.,
If

H.

2b-tf

ne8mtEiropjuEeMU-Dr.I,B,

Sispioi’i

SpedleMciit.

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
Fains in
Back or Side
and dlseaaea
that lead to
ory.

is

i

-

If

wonderful

____

SIMPSON MEDICINE

*>ldln Hollandbv D. B.

1882.

Rensselaer's study of “American Etchers,”

—

not checked, pave the way toon earhr death. It

treotmentTwrite for pmnphlet, which will be
Wrtl,f<>',hra“4

J. B.

—

positive sad effectoolremedy for all NervDiseases la aveiyatageof life— young or old,
isle or female. Sack as Impotency,Prostration,
" Strength, lose of Vitality,Defective Mem paired Brain Power, and diseases from
-----,
<*n unnatural waits of life
thei whole system
syi
It Is a

Insanity

another, are Interestedin the development
of American art. These are Mrs. Van

Mines

CO.,

sent free, with fullparticnlars.

mail on

WBBL
mebM____
MraSShfe^WDraSw oo.,

A
.

Guaranteed.

•

‘Jure
annuo,
Buffalo, N.Y.
«. a .
Bold in Holland by D. H. Meenfl.
Bt-ly

FALL AND WINTER. 1883.

MILLINERY AND

and Btyis CharlotteAdam's antertalnihg

section IV, chapter 138, account of the life of “Artists’ Models In

New York.” Other illustrated articles in
the same number are George W. Cable's
shall oot pais a satisfactoryex- second historical paper on “The Creoles
- orthography, reading, writin the Amertcftn Revolution,”and Frank
.•wgrephy, arithmetic, and
lari of teanhiag. and after H. Cushiog’s second chapter of “My AdOf the United States ventures in Zunl”
the 1st - in “Topic# of ibe Xime/’tha evil wiya

certificate shall be granted to

Ladies’

any

gf

and
promln-

furnishing Goods.

Gloves, Collars, Laces,

DI

Ruches, Conets, Bufltles Hoop Skirts, flair

universal
Beaver, Ulater
iswr viumj,
Clotb, black
ujuuk anu
and uuioreu
colored,
Dolmans, Fur lined Circulars.
i

A
American
i

criticism ;

“Law-miking at

Al-

which
|

loais Urllf.

full

attortment of the latest Bats,
Plottiea,Dreaa *

Feathers, and

In bracken coo tan tbs

>

sat

J

BOONE.

AGENTS WANTED!! Oonsnmpt’n
and
an early

one way or

1-1

TO HfcBVOPS SUFFERERS.

piemres, and appeal directly to a large
of randera who, in

ten.

than any party in this city.

able for the number and Excellenceof the

number

Walsh’s Drag Store.
Holland, Mlek.,D
, Dee. 14,

as cheap, If not cheaper

_

Goods
uooas nro
are cheerfully
caeenun; shown, oa I atm to pkaoe

my patrons.Don’t
bo*

fut,

42-

served In every style at all hpan.

in this

purposes, which I will famish

so as to read:

But do

near Eighth,

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral
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by
frontlipleoeshould t>e a portrait of George
this society,and the passage of which was
William Curtia, an autobiographical
largely due to the effqrtt of Mrs. Hnnt and
sketch of the well-known essayist and
her friends. The bill Introduced by Mr.
publiolat being contributed by 8.B. ConLa Du iu this legislature proposes to
ant, bf “Harper's Weekly*
amend the school laws so as to read as
Two of the illustrated article! are notice1
very successfully

BOONE.

PHOTO ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
CHECKER, CHESS BOARDS,
POCKET BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,
MUSICAL BOXES, ETC.
Cigars, Tobaccos, Candies A Nuts.

Reason.**}!His readers will

disappointed.Mrs. Burnett's

large and well selected stock
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curiosityto see the opening chapters of

“Through One Admiaistiition”is develop-

charge of the depart-
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purpose and literary qualities of

Modern Instance.” Mr. Howella’s audience has been held up to a high notch of

youth of Michigan the effects of alcohol
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The Grand Haven
Have you survived the recent blizzard?
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all

wear
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the bottom of the ther

Itmometers indicated from 7 to IP
mao

pleasantlookin the expectancy
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If you want to “take something” ii cold

weather to keep warm, drink a glass of hot
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ctorm is over and our business

of a rush of trade.

Wednesday afternoon.
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IMS Sabbath. We reckon the “blizzard” of Ealamaaoo.
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will be suitably
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Reformed Church

To-day at 1 o'clock tha Hollaxd Colony
Fanners and Fruitgrowera’ Association
had eoanking todo yth this.
Tn Xplaeopal ffodal whiok w® to have will maet in the office of A. Vkseher,
In Ike large markete, wheat la raisbg
been held to-night, at the resldeaoe of Dr. Eaq. Ckas. W.Garfleld, Sec’y of the Bute
in price, but as yH there ku been no ad*
D.Mf Gee, has been postponeduntil Satur- Pcmologteal Society, will bo premet and

vanoe made in the prise paid in this

city.

Slavic® in Ones EpiscopalChurch at
the usual lours on hHnerrow morning
and evaulug. Bar. I. Bice Taylor,

day evening,
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recant “cold aup” has not, as far
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any malarial damage to our coming
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the ensuing
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Alice Lockwood, Cora quested. By

Marshall,

of the Detroit Stove Werim,

order of

J. Q.

Vax Putten, Fbrsman.

Warrantedto exoeO anything else to the market
for economy and beeaty ; regulatee easier, barn* its
fuel deeaer and distributee the heat more evenly

,

W*. Vekbeee, P. M.
Religious service* for to-morrow:

fruit crop.
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First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—

M ah ages Kimball, of the Chicago sod
lasrThuisdartrenlag Um thermometer
Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at
registered10 dag- below aero at 9 o’clock, Wait Mich. R'y., baa announced hit inten9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m.
and at 8 o’clock Friday morning 15 deg. tion of having |70.000 worth of freight
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
below. This is the coldest temperature cart constructed at the Munkegon Car and
10:80 a. m., sndljgOp. m. Preaching by
Engine Works. He proposes td Increase
recorded this winter.
the feator, Rev. Thomu Walker Jones.
the shippingfacilities of the road.
Wn can the attention of our readers this
Sunday School at 11:45. Weekly prayer
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. .Hudsonbad- logs for so early in the season
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hall the

the cheapest cooking stove to

ftasa

an

as-

sortment of ranges never before represented lathis

town. We

respectfullyInvite purchasers to

com-

pare merits and prices ©four goods with any other
the city.
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of
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hud end Intend
oA sites at «0 times.

Nails oa
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keep up oar stock

to
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Holland, Mich.

FENCE WIRE,
Barbed aad plait of Ave diflhreot kinds, ten per
cut below Graad.BepIdeprices at

_
R.

RANTERS A SONS.

Etdusite Salt here for the
Patent Wire.
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HEROLD,

Eighth Stxxxt, Holland, Mich.
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travelling correspondent

unanimoof vote of the District aty the
annual meeting, last September,.... lx
addition to all the other good things,
QEHT8' FURHI8HIM0 00008,
ww have a livw Lodge of Odd Fellows here
known u Hudsonvllle Lodge, No. 846, Notioos, Hosiery, Woolen Tans'
with 88 members fndalill growing. They
are aqaetim® hailed among adjoining
Lodges u the “Saw MUl Lodge.” The
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Mich.. Sept 1,1880.
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badly
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CALL AND SEE US.

8. WYNHOFF, Otto Breyman

.
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end elegant stock of FINS Ladles sad
(Gentleman'sI hoes, Gaiters and SI ppers,

Allerte

DRY GOODS, Jewelry.

menctnfi!Monday morning.

Tax

.

of the
Grand
Rapids
Dmemto*,
visited
onr
city
late last Sntnidqr night Hr ike shape of a
laat
week,
tad
the
following
paragraph
brisk snowfall, accompaniedby a driving
wind. This continued almost uninter- appeared In tbemext iasoe of the Jtemoorwt*
rupted for three diyi. The lowest temper- ’The city of wooden shoes, churches,
ature recordedwaa 11 degreea below zero, schools, and a college, located at the head
which was on Monday morning. The of Black lake, six mike from Lake Micblpnenger trains on the Chicago and West gas, is growing gradnally in wealth and of the pnwat ton, M'H. K. Hadwa,
Mich. R'y were all delayed. The freight pppnialion. New boHdhigs hare and there n. O.i W* Whlp|)K- Jr., v. e.i O.U
•it lobe teen all over the town, and bust- trsdtrhll), KSi AatowSdaw, P.Si
trains won ail eeoeeUed. The
Rapids train’* left here on Monday mornamong the tradesmen Is fair at least. L M. Wolf, TWi; Jtam Rlchu
log at 8-JO with two engines and a snow- The “Macatawa Putt association”are
I d i J<*»TIbb«. aa
plow, and went as -far as Muskegon and making arrangwuns m maka thair park,
1 to and overlooking Lake K.9., W. W. Menu. L.S. to K.O.(
then came back, having been “stack”
---- trl., B. 8. »o V. a ..... r. •
mm six mike down
AU the

Uneh.i

sel-

iadeft-

nlte time in the totals, hot the geode to select
from

tost

I

over the whole country, struck this city

thli city Are

No

u

L 8CHIPH0R8T,

;

“balinjr bliiMrd” which

ecting Horn a paper to Allan order at

Schepers.

We would reepectfullyInform the dtiaens of this
and vicinity,that we •hall endeavor to merit
the patronageof all the old customers ud as
members are being added
futu they many new one* as but see At to patronise us|
get “ old enough.” " Ye Grangers ” are

.

h

also take the lead and representold and reli-

—

coming spring. We hope they
CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.
nsical and Literary entertainments, will will succeed, u a hall Is needed at this place
given in Lyceum Hall on Tuesday u much u any one thing, on leu it be a
evening, January 80, by the Arabella grist-mill.It seems to me that some enteranrely overbalanceonr tottering intelleci
Root Concert Oo. This company comes prising man, or firm, with a little capital DR.
$^ep it and give It to onr helra when
well recommendedus concert company, might do well here, u the £nly thing we
are
Graduateof the University of Leldra. will be proand there it no reeaoB why it should not have in that line ia a feed mill run by onr ^rod^eU
* Veil ‘boors of the day or night, to atwad
Out neighbor, the editor of the De Hoi- be well patronised. Miss Root ia a so- good oatnred and obliging townsman,
ito.
lander, U taking onr name in vain, at
prano singer and song- writer of some note, Andrew Edaon, who ia doing Well and
least we should say so from the look* of it:
MB. A. HUIBniaA, PrescriptionClerk emwhile Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Booe are well giving good satisfaction... '.Our old time ployed by the old Arm will sUU continue lu onr
“cmDhnptwo illri nvq xbtOd *H. C. N.’ known to the peopjx of this State u the P. M., H. A. Hudson, in a flour and oil employ.
Dm nboTmhi armnhfsf ban mode bias®.”
champion oornetisth. The other artists businesson the G. R. and I. north, is
8CPEPER8 A 8CH1PHOR8T.
This is too bad Ben. we did not expect
Holulmd, Mich., August 81, 1888. 80-ly
are Clara Morrty; the dlstlngulahedSolo doing well. We see his portly form
that yon would be so cruel, howeyer, we
Harpist and Pianiste, and Mr. Frederic aronnd borne occulonally. . .C. H. Phelps
will endeavor to collectsome money from
Rogg, the gifted young Basao Prornndo. still manages the ticket and telegraph
our delinquent snbecribers, and in that
Let the people of this city show their business for the Chicago A West Michigan
event, we will make it all right, or we wijl;
We have a fine school
appreciation of the effortsthat have been R’y at this place.
buy a double action, combination,dictionmade by the committee in charge of the of about sixty-five scholars,under, the
ISZaSCTK STJiXETs
ary, when we hope to be able to undercourse to procure first-classentertainment,charge of Prof. O. K. Hoyt, who k now
stand yon. Please don’t give us any
We have added e complete etoolgof
by attending this concert Reserved aeata well advanced on hk second year with us,
more of the same kind ontil onr "book”
for saM at Breyman’t Jewelry Store, com- being retained tbk year upon the almost
first

We

able Companies that warranttheir work.

.

making great preparationsfor building a

type

x

Cooking Stoves

BOOTS & SHOES

C. carries away the lumber and

two hours of per- vilk Grange, No. 119, H. E. Hudson,
sistent labor, on the part of neighbors, to Muter, Is in a prosperous condition.
restorelife and animation In the little There are about sixty members, and new
hlld. The

la Parlor Wood Stovea we have a large variety
of every kind, repreeeotiBgseveral aeriesof the
Detroit tad other prominentworks. In this line
we bald several second-handstores which cu be
bed very cheep, la

DRUG STORE.

mill,

ly frozen, and it required

also enable ns to edlarge onr paper to a
9x4,

The

WARD

tb* logs, when he don't forget it.

In the English Dictionary to express

wife were visiting,

have several cheaper Gradee.

to

A

bk

four o’clock the house of M. H. Howell,

city,

We elu

for

In pnraaanee aad by virtue of a deeree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa,In chancery, made in the above entitled cause oa the
Mr. Editor:— Thinking that perhaps thirtiethday of January,A. D. 1579. Notice ia
be.eby given that oa the
a few lines from this place might be of Twwaty-ffntday ofFoVrwary,A- Dinterest to your
readers, I venture at one o'clock la the afternoon, at the front door
of the Coart Hooee, la the City of Grand Haven,
to send a few jottings of the doings in and I, the aubaertber. a Circuit ?ourt Commissioner
aronnd onr little bnrg. Curry
Bennett in and for aald Court?, will .11 at public auiton
to the hlgheet bidder, the lands and premiaea detheir mUl one day last week, but scribed ia said decree, via: All that ref 'n p>ce
or parcel of ianA situatedin the town of . obinton,
g to the severe storm
raging, in thecountyof Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
ave been obliged to suspend operations and described as follows,to-wlt: the north west
quarter of i-e north-east quarter of SectionNo.
or the present They wUl no doubt start Hlx (6) in xown No. Seven (7) North of*Benee
Fifteen (15) Weet and containing according to the
p again
soon
the storm abates, United States survev, forty ecree of lead, be the
tb,
usual, our genial friend James Mine more or less.
Dated the 6th day of January,A. D. 1885.
Richards In charge of Jhe levers, and
CflAS. X. SOULS,
CircuitCourt Commissioner lu and for tha County
right*
Charley Under- ' of Ottawa, Michigan.
bill, on the carriage,
Mr. Benntftt Anno Vuscau, Solicitorto Person.

that la detrimental to private character, or
that

££!»::: H

•••%eeo

'TATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court
) the Ocmnij ot Ottawa, In chancery.

hired man. The occnpa^t of the house planing mill, and box factory,semithe contempt that honest-minded people consisted of an aged eop$tt, (ill parents occasionally, with E. P. Hoyt in the fire
feel for thoee individualswho make It a of Mr. Howell, and an Infant; Howell room, D. Cannlngham head sawyer, while

words

eeee

u

Firry, 48; Hanchett,8; Willetta, 9; P.

Hannah, 16; M.
Sunday night a babe of Mr.
Lathrop,1.
Qeorge Dolman diedJ The next morning

Ow
Oh

.

the seats free.

u

failed. The aecond ballot wu : Stout, 46;

la

u entirely aewderigafa Parlor Coal
mauhtag'thelatest stytoe to ftimltere.

many

taken on Thursday afternoon,

thing, and aell U cheap.
•

United State* Sen

that we have been able to obtain,

bureaus, bedsteads,chairs,

to purchase as

TMtSemMCskeeL60

.....

tors.

John Doureema will cell at auction, at

sod 80 bushels

m.

Reformed Church, (Ohnreh Edifice)

HUD80NVILLE ITEMS.
rrjr.v"

extended to all
at

T«UetCrea»....... UOO CstsnkCws ..... 75
DeeMMss. .......... 50 Plaster ........... 25
IrinhriGhtoSOcJIAO
Up Stive ........... 25

Grace Episcopal Church— Services at
ARXND VIB8CBXR,
I. MaraiUe, Secretary and Treasurer; AO a. m., and 7:80 p. m. Rev. J. Rice
Complainant.
ylor, officiating.
R. Van Zwaluwenburg,J. D. Bloemen,
JAMX8 M. JOHNSON.
Defendant..
A. P. Stegfnga, G. J. Van Zoeren. E.
Sprik, L. Vredeveld, Jaa Brandt, Direc-

unusual Interest. A. cordial invi

Next Wednesday

D.

same evening pfeaident; Gellls Wabeke, Vice President;

the

the Rev.

installation of

are being

Counties, as elected at a recent meeting

Thursday afternoon, held, are as follows:

next

o'clock. On

Walker Jones,

mwt 1^

Stoves,

,

„

>0N0*e

Insurance Co., of Ottawa and Allegan

ThiCUuIi

JpfcamreeMfetellsriiM

m.
Holland Cbrlstian Ref. Church— Servtoea at 9^0 a. m., and 9 pi m.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
irreacr co.,
George, Putor. Services at 10^0 a. m.,
14 Went 14th BUNow Tork.
andT^Op. m. Sunday school at 19 m.
SubJecU: Morning, “ Redeeming the Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Miob.
Time.” Erenldg, “The New Birth.”
Chancery Sale.

$108; balance in the treasury$19.87, of

Reformed Church (chapel), by this amount $11.17 will be sent
the members of his ooDgngation. Fully Board of Foreign Missions.

wen

“The New Ideel”
which le

Total, $199.87. Disbursed during the year —Services at 9:80 a. m., and 9 p.

the First

900 persons

p.

First

we fcu*

'

sP-SSSK
rirmcr.
^

Broek, Putor. Services at 9:80, a. m.,

u

,

•jssMBtass"'

m. AU an

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

stock of Flano«ls,Hosiery,Hats, and Gaps, Church Sunday School That part relatate, at alarmingly low Agorae. Give them
ing to the financesshould have read
a

^

welcome.

Hope

report of the Sec' y and Treasurer, of

Beeldee the above
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mzwBXi

p
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FEEQ,
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HYDE

UP

bt bob

Vow Rome

TREE.

'BIBOfOX

Van.

folks think do

snoh person was on board. Here was a moment, marm,” and he dodged
around the corner and into a dry-goods
one point in my favor.
But very shortly this one point was store. In a few minutes he returned,
opposed by two others of a very start- and, pressing a small bundle into the
poor woman’s hand, disappeared with
halt in the forenoon I the air of a man who* has done a kind

had a large, red face and a heavy black
beard.
As the train eame upon the bridge

’poMum rtf-

rai1’

Talk ’bout It In de paOer*
bucks 1 ’Coon iraock >>Mum dean aky hlfh.
In ole-time allpp’rycapers.
leer

’Coon

’Coon

is

Brer Coon,

be

OGEM

HORROR.

The Oimbria Sent to the Bottom

of the North Sea by va
alighted~andwent forward to the ien-*s
ement\of gine. There upon the brass plate on tamed a pair of embroidered silk stockite side was the No. 12. ?;Ah the enof fire
‘,gineer leaned from the window I was ings—ftm lYanc^^lironjfle, fi
Three
Hundred
Penom
Xuowii
stunned Ao recognise the man in ttio
Tjtiitfl'l
,R<
dream, the red face and black beard. ’i> *
r»viM-j
U
I went back to my seat in a maze of
U'AvrVbW .ills.'
ohi’i iTjt n/T
wonder and- dread. ‘ My ino^dMity'
The Victims Newlj .iU TmslM. Artl.
Many
Killed
or
Bunwi
to
Death
by
a
was coring otot ahmiyifingete’iendsr' *
...
Just as the train was abont to start,
^BrilwafAMUent fat €41ifbllria.r
a carriage drove f urioualy np, tp the
.i.i
.
t »*» ^»»{
station and a Jate passenger was aviat4( M J ,!t '•.im •»*)/'/
Horrible
S^nes
Witnessed
at
the
Jy
ed aboard ohe of the forward coirs as
hi
the wheels began to,4fibVe. It whs a
[Cable Dispatch

horse and

.

ro.

dan

the

fipM

went

One day. In

BrorTossum

tH

;

«*h

^

hewwhatToeansi Mf,

|

1

•an;
’

1

.i

En welt he mont laff; tell yer why,
In plain words— don’tyer loe* emj

ll«>nnpnr^ y-gy

nize
away** Affirst
preparations

*

light gray color, and

her

figure that of

letere&.

•!

•

The'HamburgjAm

W

stra

'Coon ate dem 'slmmons all hisse’frHls monf np In er pt
He laff till he mos* ont

,,

bAai dlshMedtu cottsldn,

“NorthW

topi of the

the

hfealast;
iast Friday.

Hundreds

overland expreis on'th6 Southern Faqiflo found watery graves The Cimbrifc ‘left
'
_ time
I was thoroughly tin- railroadstripped nehr here to take On an ex- •Hamburg with twegty-lftfee cabjn jpassenDe hn
lowala
nervbd. I dared not go forward and tra engine to ttrist In pulling iff a 'grade of 'tferi,r3G2steerage (mainly (Jerman artisans)^
De “Christ
cato
endeavor to catch a glimpse Of the girl’s 1‘iO feet to the mile While making the and a crew numbering fifi She grounded In
turn
face. I feared to See- the. faq* of my chungqhyfoiBe means the /train, consisting the'HM, but Was taken of! WtthorittWmjige
'exas Siftings.
suppo
dream. I threw mytSlf back .into the of express, mail and baggage cars, two and started on her voyage Thursday'afterthe otkeishe
corner of my seat and fell into a moody sleepers, one.ooachand a smoker, became/ nooa Friday morning, j in a - thick
,
rtverie. But, meantime, T gathered Ifree arid started t<
of Fate.
to run full speed down .the fog off Borkdin, Ihe “came . In collisface. I star
frorii tlie conversationof two passengers
The
had
taken pn
pff, ion with' the Yfedmer Bnlton,1’khd
grade.
Tne
air-brakes
naa been
oeen lasen
Pf
in the seat before me that we were to
and /‘thd mon ^ho ihpuld have been tend sustained such seVete injuries that it
cross the Stack river before noon, on a
Ing ; hand-brSkes' #«re Away from their became apparentshe must sink almost at
InT’.oiilBliop.thatr#
once. The officers did all iutheirpowerto
attendihg
mvitch- rescue the imperiled passengers. Without a
A»Tf T»7 Woe h«} taoken ttto ;
Und^fia on either posts,
tfnbelief not less absolute than the faing the extra engine, and the Other moment’s loss of time life-beltswere dis•side began to look strangelyfamiliar.
naticism which establishedthe 'inquisirelightinghis extinguished lamp. The train tributed and the order given to lower the
I caught glimpses of hills in the dis- gathered {headway quickly and was soon boatH This, however, tm consequence of
tion or lighted the fires of Smithfield.
tance that seemed not new to me. A dashing down the grade at the rate of a the vessel keeling over on her side, was
and looked' around* The light was
difficult on one side and
moment later, as the train passed mile a minute. l' At a sharp curve In the found to be very
Mjssilbleon thAiother. As the
bmtftgi brightly as before. The boifc
absolutelyinriR
road
the
coach
and
smoker,
which
-were
through a cutting and came in eight of*
officer was still engaged cutting the
ahead, broke their coupling and separated
the riircr, I started up in terror. I be- from1 the rest of the train, making the turn sham loose,
so there should be as much
x>se, so
own oonsoienoe. Snoh a skeptical fapossible tor people to cling to
)'od as
os pt
held the landscape of my dream. The eafoly; , The sleeper and the maU,' express driftwood
natic was I at the date of the events I
whenn the inevil
inevitable foumTfering
should
oo. , . ,
t
wide, deep current, the hazy IpUs, the and ^baggage cars were dashed against, a
am abont to relaty. I was President of,
then thronui back and rolled cur,- the Vessel with a plnnge went dewm
mgh
dmvna tifteon-footcmbankmrint The lamps He seized hold of a spar, butt; aa; several
Other passengers clung to it, was obliged
ami
tl stoves at once set fire to the wreck,
be nntroe. , I was
vnaaa^anA ifta
to let go,
to a boat This wat
X ana
and sWnm
sW
which
was
instantly
In
a
blaze.
‘
Harry
Cofithe ken of my five senses. ,, I was a fui of the vessels, and the distant tpwn
bat it riMS neither wi
with super.^i^
super*
nora, the news agent, who was sleeping in was sans/Kiuentlypicked un by the. Theta.
rious enemy of dreams, omens, pie-,
with the dun vapors rising into the air
the baggage-car, was awaken edby the move- The Second officer steered the Theta to Cuxfear nor the slightest faith. Here,
sentiment^,ghosts and spirits.I was
— I had seen them all before.
ment of tmie car, amt afoused James Wood- havon. Seventeen other persons have been
not likely, therefore, to have been mis- thougMpiJMr
I was now prepared for the full real- hull. tte baegagemastftf,'just as the car saved bv the stetmer Diam&nt, from the
Wesser light-house, making fifty-six thua
led by superstitiouscredulity or^perization of my dream. The last thread made the jump. - The roof of> the oar split far known to have been rescued The numopen,
throwing
both
men
out
severely
verse imagination in regard to the cirof unbelief had broken. I sprang out bruised. Connors, while lying on the ground ber of lives lost is estimated
800.
I Vat MXfully
' a. o
ness and detail that it might readily be
cumstances.
'
upon the platform as the train ran upon unable to render any assistance,saw the The passengers were mostly' emigrants froi
supposed to be a forewarning.That it
Eastern Prussia Among them were six
the trestles,and waited breathlessly for train entirely enveloped in flames,heard the
I was living in bachelor lodgings in a would prove to be nothing of the sort
shrieks of the dying victims,and saw them American Indians,who had been on exhibiquiet street in :ther upper part of the I was perfectly convinced.I would the crash I knew was coming.
vainly endeavoring to struggle from the tion in Berlin for some tithe A survivor
The
train
ran
on
smoothly
until
it
burning ruins.- Porter Ashe and his wife mokes the following statement:
I went little into booietv and had write down the circumstances, and,
city.
RIP
‘The weather was clear and damp up to
few friends. 1 spent
nt most of my eveh
even- when the event had proven them wholly reached the center of the bridge, then occupied a lone drawing-roomof one of the 1 :i5 o'clock,* says the survivor, “but a heavy
sleepersand were awakened by the crash.
ings, consequently^in the seclnjidnof false, nee the whole as a knockdown ar- there was a hideous jar, an explosion,
They succeededin getting ont without in-' fog them set In, which continued and inThe engines of Jhe
leased in density.
*
my room, with no company but ,my gument against all faith in any fore- a chaos of shouts, 'shrieks and crashes, jury, but of the sixteen other occupantsof (fimbria
were kept at full speed until 1:30,
the car not one is
- *
•
believed
to
have
escaped
and
I
found
myself
in
the
water
swimbooks. |
<
warnings whatsoever.
In the meantime the occupants of the and- at half Speed till 2, after whiob they
One anthmn ev6ning I reached home
On further investigationI confessed ming for life.
coach which kept on the down grade fwo- were kept at slow speed About ten minat a lat • hout, but, feeling no desire to that
In an instant I remembered the con- ceeded in stopping it, thus saving the lives utes past 3 the whistle ot another steamer
at I was somewhat perplexed. I
clusion of my dream. I turned about, of some forty occupants of that and the was heard, and the engines of the (fimbria
sleep, I lighted my lamp and hat down found that there was suclfaTailroac
were stopped Instantly. The Sultan’s green
by the table tor the purpose of finish- Northern New Yrifo ind Canada, and and there, within a dozen feet of me smoking-car. They immediately walked Mghfc was not observed until she was only
back to the scene of the accident,but found
ing a volnmel had, been reading. It that the cars were of the color seen in floated the figure in gray, with her only the smoldering ruins of the train and 1W feet off from the Cimbpi* The latter
was a dissertation on a favorite subject n>y dream. I found, ftirthennore, on long hair spread ont upon the water the four who had escaped with their lives was struck abaft the bulkhead, on the port
side, keeled over to starboard,and speedily
of mine— namely: the physical canses conversation with a person who had and her beautiful eyes turned toward lying bruised and‘ bleeding in the darkness,
shivering
in
the
piercing
cold
night
air
and
of dreams and appalritions,the author traveled over the route, that the road me in terrified apperfl. My dream had
As soon as the Hamburg-Americon Comrendering assistanceto each other. Word
tracing all spectral apparitionsto illns- crossed the Block river on a trestle- not told me whether I was to escape or
was sent here at once and assistancesoon pany received intelligenceof the dreadful
ions brought about by disordered nerv- bridge, and that, viewed up the river, die in the attempt to rescue the girL arrived As soon as possible medical attend- disaster they took prompt measuresto rescue the shipwrecked passengers. The
ous functions! ‘ I was de® ly interested,
dscape would appear about as I But I never thought of that. I swam ance was sent from Sumner and Bakersfield, steamer Hansa and four largest available
and
subsequently
from
Los
Angelea
Search
and read on steadily until after mid- had seen
a r '
toward her, and, passing my arm about
vessels at Cuxlmven were dispatched to
for the dead soon showed twenty-one had
I was by no means convinced, how- her struck ont toward, the shore.
ji
perished Effivenwere burned beyond all search for the missing boats. The West India steamer Bavaria alfiqjleftduring the
Suddenly and without any warning ever. I might have heard of the railIt was a long and desperate, struggle, recognition, only headlessbodies and charred
night with similar object Up to 11 o’clock
my light flickered and went ogt. For a road in question and forgottenthe fact. The river
er was wide and the current limbs being found Of the body of Mra Sunday night nothing had been heard from
moment the roo'm was in. intense dark- The color' 'of th# daVa was such as is swift. I could make little progress Downey omy the head and bust remained, the vessels out scouring the ocean.
and these were recognized by her jewelry.
The steamer Sultan* has arrived on th«
ness. I had drawn the curtain before common to railroads. The landscape with my inert burden. I struggled on,
ithered
Elbo. The officers and crew absolutelytethe windows, and the fire in the grate may have borne only a general re- growing Weaker and weaker with every
fuse to give any information concerning the
had died down long before. JnSt os I semblance to' Ihe Black riter; Ino e- stroke. Presently I saw a boat pulling
collision. The Captain has submitted a
rival of a relief-trainfrom Los Angeles,
was on t be pofyfc of impatientlyrising over, my descriptionof the one seen fo toward ns. I uttered a shout, and was
were sent to that city. Of the dead the statement to the British Consul, but this la
to relight my lamp. I was nailed to my my dream comd
answered. In another moment my colored porter, Wright, was crush- d; Ex- inaccessibleIhe Sultan has a large hole in
bow seven feet above the water line
chair
a strange phenomenon. only a few salient
companion was drawn into the vessel, press MessengerCharlesPierson had his head her
The Cnnbria was an iron vessel, built at
shattered;
five
were
burnt,
but
were
reAgainst the opposite wall of my room a w ater,- a distant fomi,
and, utterly overpome by my terrible
Greenock, Scotland, In 1867. She had six
cognizable. viz.: Miss Mamie E. Squires,
faint glow of light began to appear. In bridge, common to a hundred other re- efforts, I sank back into the water intransverse,water-tightbulkheads, and three
Mrs. H. 0. Oliver, Mrs. Downey, M. Wethered
ihape it was like the circular patch gious in tjie country.
sensible.
and Mrs. James Cassell Two unknown, Iron decks. Her length was 329^ feet on
water-line, her breadth of beam forty
which is throA'n' by a camera upon a
When I awoke to consciousness,I bat supposed to l>e discharged soldiers, the
Moreover; 1 could Imaagine nojffcason
feet two inches, her depth of hold thirtywere
found
‘dead,
but
were
not
burnt
One
screen. It continued Ip' increases'in Why I should jfcwel over the route. was lying in bed, and aome one .was
other body, that of a large man, was found three feet, and her gross measurement 2,964
brilliancy until the whole room was in a rMy parents live in Northern New York, bending over me. It was a woman, and
badly chari-ed. It is supposed to be the reThe Cimbria is the. third steamer lost by
glare of light equal to noonday. It was but in visiting them my course would she was weeping; I could feel, her, tears mains of Col. Lurrabee,cx-Congressman
the Hamburg-Amerlcan line within the last
from
Wisconsia
Gov.
Downey
says
that
as if a circular window had been cut in be at least 100 miles east of the Black fallincr noon mv
iv forehead
toreneac as she
.
Larral>ee was on the train, and he has been few
the wall, admitting the full power of river.
Survivors say the last moments of the sinkbrushed back my damp hair. Presently missing since the accident The remaining
the sun.
ing Clmbria were terrible. The air was
The winter passed by with no re- the mist cleared away from my sight, eleven are still unidentified.
The wounded are Mrs. Capt J. K. Brown filled with the agonized shrieks of doomed
For anjnstant surprise held an dumb; newal of mv strange dream and the oc- and I recognized the young girl 'whom
passengers. After the steamship had plunged
and motionless; then I arose nfid, go- currence of no circumstancesbearing I had rescued — the girl I had seen in and daughter Ida, Lee Waterhouse, Mrs. A. to the bottom hundreds floated around for
L
Waterhouse and two children, JohnT.
ing to the wall, placed my hanfr'upori upon it, and the whole matter passed my dream.
Cassell ex-Gov. Thomas Downey, James a short rime until benumbed by the toy
the patch of light. I observed that my out of my memory.
She uttered a cry of joy when she Woodall. F. W. Dougherty. Mrs. P. C. Hatch, waters, and then sank to rise no more. They
say that after having left the Clmbria their
hand oast no shadow, and that, thereOne jnorning I receive^a telegram saw that my eyes were open. She Mrs. 11 Hatch, the maid of Mrs. Porter Ashe, boat was capsized,and they sought shelter
R
C. R ms, Stephen Coffin. J. W. Scarls, and
fore, the light conid not come from be- from htune to the effect that my father seized my hand and pressed it conCapt T. H Thatcher. Thd mall included in the:rigging of the fated steamship.They
remained in this position, ten hours, freezhind me. Puzzled, but by no means had been taken dangerouslyill And vulsively. * ‘ ‘
"
r / 'one pouch of registeredletters for St Louis.
ing from cold, and expecting every moment
alarmed, I went back to my chair, that Ids physiciandespaired of his
Ma,
and
100
small
packages
of
registered
“Thank heaven!” she said, “yon will
to he their last
letters for other places.
calmly resolved to_watch the matter to life.
live."
The women and children on board the
its cone union.
was, I was no infidel in
Clmbria were first placed in boats. All of
“Yes,” said I, with a feeble smile,
the survivors praise the conduct of the CapFor a moment the light remained the mStter df family affection.I made “since it is of importance to you.”
The Intelligence of Turtles*
tain and crew of the Clmbria,who never
dear and steady; then a slight mist my preparations in haste and todk the
“I should never he happy again,” she
In an interestingletter to Science moved from their posts, and did everything
seemed to overspread it. Out of this night train for my fathers home. On sobl)ed, “if you were to die, after what Gonxip on the habits of American testu- in the power of man to save life
mist, by slow de reea, a picture was arriving at Utica I learned that ft you have done for me.1
dinata, Dr. C. C. Abbott gives some themselves were ingulfedIn the waves.
evolved. There wa* a wide, deep river, freshet had washed ont the track of the
Being still veijr
)ry 'ill,
in, -Jfef
yet anxious to notes of personal observation: “lam They affirmed that while they were in the
ing the lights of the Sultan were dearly
crossed by a railroad bridge, in the regular line, and that I should be com- reach mjr
rtV father,
father I resolved to get on at inclined to believe that all turtles have,
fie, and that their cries for help must
, foreground. I could see here and thsye
pelled to take a branch road a score of once. Finding
toe determined to pro- more or less, the faculty of emitting have been heard on board the Sultan, which,
ndingfi
a vt ssei drifting idly with the tide; for miles further west.
ceed, my young
youngffriend insisted upon distinct sounds. It is not to be won- instead of coming to their rescue, steamed
it api>eared to be a still, warm day. In
My dream now occurred to me. I accompanying
ying me the short distance I dered at that our turtles should have away.
A rising young German writer, LeoHaberthe distance the hills looked bine and was traveling near the region I had had to go.
. It is
is needlessto relate the
voices, for they are by no means sing- man,
_____
for his excelof Vienna, well known
kno1
hazy. There were white blonds in the dreamed of. Ohou aomfont had forced details of the remainder of my journey; gish, indolent creatures as is supposed lent description of Rossian life, and the
sky, and at a distance the smoke from a me nearer to it than I hail any reason bow, when I arrived, I found my fathei1 by those who have only observed them Bisters Roomer, professional singers, and
well known as theM8uablan Nightingales,”
In a fair way'of recovery;or how, in the indifferentlyor from afar off. I have
who had recently been performing in Berlin,
the air!
natural course of events, I fell in lote frequentlyreeu them get up a “square perished Berlin suffered severely by the
I conid note and memorize every detail
cumstanceswould bring about the ful- with my beautiful nurse.
'
fight” over some delicate,, morsel, as a disaster. Six families lost their bread—the color of the wooden trrietle of the fillment of my vision. - * o r r,
When. I returned
led to
to thq
the ci!
city with my dead fish or drowned squirrel; and, winners. A majorityof the passengers were
railroad bridge ; the shape and nmpber of
oring the night the -train halted at young wife,, my frieBdq,q»coyeredthat again, while peering over the side of poor Prussian, Hungarianand Russianreasants.
There were also on board fourteen
the signal-1
ge town on the line and the
1 had left my skepticismin the depths my boat iqto the clear depths below, I French sailors,
ora, who
who had only taken passage
inent
gers wei
jpf the Black river. I dissolved my have watched the spotted turtles, two at Havre Of the women on board the Camcopnedtion*with th e “ Aht^Supers itiou and three together, go through a variety bria only three were saved’ *
The.Bultan was seized and her officers imupon a material rainsVhich ffad destroyed the xracr ox Society, ” ifot Without ‘ ‘cohridbrable of erratic movements,stfdngly suggestopen window, loo!
prisoned by the German authorities at Ham4rth and Aster, the regular lino had also thrown dowp jeering, whickT could -afford to receive* ive of play. Even the solitary land tor- burg.
landscape of real
..i-uluuui-.i '.D-ni-Utou.-ly, a weak spot a bridge
I noted, too, part
bridge oil
on “the
the branch.
now continoetl that there ora toises wul, when they meet, gently
i1
Dear the .Centex,of the bridge* The
touch their noses together, and go , The Bank Directors of Cape Ann. 5
bed of the retfUeented tohavhwi
tohav£wsrprid,
Years ago, when there were not so
through
suggesting
HUXlMlgu other
yjiiuvi.movements
IIIUVCLU'
and several bleeperswere decayed and that I was very much, starred tp read fe the dear vrife whore wexwaaieq to the expressiug of ideas
many banks, here Qu,'€apeAnn asinow*
t»
loos ned. I even said, nnsonscionsly :
sayte toi' toys<flf by the irresistiblehand Indeed, I have never.«
seen, any animal a young man who had- just gone into
‘There will, be A terrible aeoidentat hod, seen in my dream, “Northern New
as high as, or higher i
In the scale off de- business wished to got hia, note disthak point some day.”
.Wfatoi; York and Canada railroad.” I counted
velopment than fishes, that did not pos-* counted, and - in order to make a sure
In-Mis'
While I was gaping at the apparition
M88 means of conimunicationof ideas to thing of
of fi he interviewed the directors
A (fodtrowt Nevada Miner*
with sensations impossible to describe,
tfand each told him it would
I observed the smoke of an approach^
b^gU^ght. lOoiag to the bank on the
ha\e big, generduk heartA jdneeVeu*ing tram. It rushed swiftly around a
morning After the directors had met,
Ahese animals.
<ram and upon the bridge, ytt, una; hand was forcing me to the fttifllftnenfc ing' one /of them, whs wre finishing .up
the cashier informed him very blandly
Hie Black Walnut Supply.
that nothing had been done for him. At
ing of
The supply of walnut to diminishing the next meeting of the directors, just
fast. It is said by lumbermen that as,v they were -beginning business, the
I resolved to, investigate ,
and in walked1 the yu
still further, and satisfy m;
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STRANGE REMINISCENCE.

Personal!— To Men Only!
poorest of Irish parents; H. B. Claflin,
who now pays his confidential clerk Thr Voltaic Belt ,00.. Marshall, Mich.,
The Esmpe of m Well-Known ex-Armj $25,000 a year, was a Vermont school will send Dr. Dye’s Celebrated ElectroVoltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
Surgeon from m UnforoMoa Danger.
teacher; Leonard Jerome was an for thirty days to men (young or old) who
[Baltimore American.]
itinerant printer "Henry Villard was a are
oru anil'
afflicted with nervous debility,lost viIfasrt. Editors: '
and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
reporter ; Jch*" G. Jffdore ran away talltysi
speedy
. aqd complete restoration of health
I seldom appear publicly in print, but the
'and nun
manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
facta connected with my experience whioh”
No risk Is incurred,as thirty days’ trial Is alfollow are no atriking,and bear so doael/
,
.
apon the experiende of others, that ventef Mlae
ure to reproduce them entire;
.Keene came to
UT tins
this co
coim try from EnIs (three tt)
times the man he wy before he beia pocket .'Cyrus gon using WeUs' Health Renewszl ft
gland .with t^O-'inl his
DonItDi IE__________
in tbk House. “Bough on RaU."
McCormick was a miller’s hoy; Rufus
Bummer had been eicewively hot and everyCleara out ruts, mice, roaches,
aches, bed-bugs,
bed-bugi 16a
Hatch
Njap'.by
“
body was complaining of being exhausted
8a8s;H
Jay
Gould
was
a!
cowboy
on
a
and feeling tired ItwoA not an infrequent
Imagine for a moment tflo thousands upon
occurrence to have patients ask for some- rugged farm of Delaware county; thousands of bottles of Carbollne,the deothing to relieve .this weary, sensation, Sidney Dillon was an errand boy on uorizeu
dorized petroleum hair
nair renewer, annually
and that I. should also part
the
.New
York.,
Central* William H. sold, and the fact that not s idnglo complaint
10 3
oWbe same 'Universal'losdtade <* weakn
has boeft received flora all these thousands
Vanderbilt at‘30 was Commodore Van- and you may have some idea of its good
did not alartn me. 1 aupjjoaed.that ov
work and exposure hM produced a tempo- der bilt’s thriftlesssoar trying in vain to qualities.
rary physicalprostration;therefore I made get a living on a Staten Island farm,
Ladies or gentaoutof work fuxnishtd with
a trip to St Paul, Minn., thinking that a rest
of %few weeks in a cooler climate would' while his father freely alhided to him steady,lucrative employment at home; Send
soon reinvigornteme. Little did I dream, in common conversationas a “fool.”— 8-cent stamp, for particulars, to Agents'Furnishing Go., P. O. Box No. 1006, Topeka, Kan.
however, what waa in store for me. After New YorkLeUer.
getting settled in my new quarters I took a
- Rheuimubm Quickly Cured !-8end s*»mp
short walk every day, and patientlyawaited
Mat the good work begun by 8t. Jacobs for free prescription. K K. Helpuenstine, Washa return of strength,but In spite of all my
ington, D. C.
efforts I seemed to be losing strength; and Oil continue until rheumatism and neural.....
v '
even any slight exercise became laborious gia have been banished from the earth—
Ladies A children’s boots A shoes can’t run
and tiresome.During this time I had fre- Albany, N. Y., Press and Knickerbocker. over if Lyon’s Patent Reel 8ti ffenera are used
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Women in the English Mills.
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AXLE GREASE.

tinffiN,
'

Neuralgia,Sciatica, Lumbago,
-/Af—
Soreness,shortness of breath and palpitation
Mcrr*
of the heart My feet and hands would be saking the mill wliile their family is inBackache,
SorMcn of the Chest,
RHEUMATISM CURED.
Uke Ice one day and burn >vith heat the next
. Our best phyritfan*agree that outwardapplications
Bout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell*
creasing, until, indeed, the number of
( had no desire for food, and what I did eat disnever cure rheumatism.The beat oil* and Unimenta
little
children
—
who
must
not
be
left
a!
ings wad Sprains, Burns and
tressed me; my sleep was distressedwith the
only alleviate the pains. Kheumatinn ia S constltufrequent desire to urinate. The quantity of together without some one to take care tional affliction,originatingin impure and dlnonlered
Scalds, General Bodily
fluid passed would at one time be small and
of them— should be so large as to make blood. Hoo<1’m Sarsaparilla ia the proper remedy, bePains,
at another quite profuse.Then for days I
cauae In purifying the blood it correctsthe acidity In
would be perf ctly free from thi» desire and it as cheap to stay at home as to pay a which rhenmiU.rabeginsto act.
Tooth,
Ear
and,
Headache, Frosted
nothing seemed to be the matter; neverthe- substitute, and their only hope of reKKMAKKABLK CASK Of A SEA CAPTAIN.
Feet and Ears, and all other
less my debilitygradually Increased My lease is from some of the older children
Capt Mitchell, of the barque Anloln* Sola, New York
IT you suffer from -itlier Nanai Of
eyelids were puffed out; my bowels were lieing able to supply their mother’s
Pains and Aches,
anil Havana trade, came home in May. 18®. entirely
Bronchial Catarrh f and will send
abernately torpid and too active, the urine
Vo
to Preparation on earth equals Sr. Jacobs On
your address, n physician In regular
would be clear some days, on others it would place. I could name more than one belplem with rhoum attain.He went to the mountains aa a safe, sure, simple and cheap External
with his wife, at whose requestCapt. Mitchell made use
Stmtdjr
nedy. A trial entailshut the comparatively
practice for more than 30 years, will mail
be of high color and ‘deposita brick-dust case where the aggregate yearly earn
triflingoutlay of 60 Cents, and every on* suffering
sediment, and at still others there would be ings of the family are nearer £300 than
you, FREE, valuable informationconwith pain can have cheap and positive proof of lu
a whitish appearance and a thin grersy £200. Still, the mother trudges off to
cerning Home Treatment, Address
.
from bin flr-t trying Hood’a Santaparilla Ida iheumati-on
scum would rise to the top. The pains in
Directions in Sevan Languages. *
B.W.BBALL, M.D.. Nprlnr field, Oblo.
gone, and lie nulled In rommstml of hi* veiMil a well
my head back, chest, joints, bowels and the mill daily along with her husband WitM
man. Hi* wife writes : ‘My huaband Ih 48 yean* ot ago, 80LD BT ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS ‘
bones were horrible in the extreme. I went and her grown-up sons and daughters. and hi* health ia now better than it has been for some
IH 1TBDI0IHB.
In vain from place to place and consulted The mill is the unfailingresort for em- time ; he ha* gained «cveril pounds iftwelght."If any
Club 1:1 or
with to Inquire more particularly they can addressMrs.
the best medical authorities the country
be Mlttuul
ployment,
and
is much preferred by the M. L. Mitchell. R»l Monroe street, Brooklyn. N. 'i.
11 vestment l _ ^ _
_____
affords; I would have a chill one day and a
Baltimore, M<LtU. §. J*
AN
OLD
DRUGUI8T
8
EXPERIENCE.
_____ ineauiorinakti.ir regular iiinnt
burning fever the next I suffered ex- female section of the community to donrufltatrout lnvMtmenUof|Uifu$uuuoriu<>re dt-alluglh
I am employed In the Chicago N. D. Powtoffloe aa a
cruciatingly with a numbness of my feet mestic service, on account of the greater carrier.During onr late wat niwII I have anffrix-dfrom einWVFm. |12 * d»r at home easily made. Coatly
and bands, and at the base of the brain and freedom and better pay, for a smart nnwcularrheumatism.I wa* advined to try Hood’a # I a outfit free. Address Tuck A Co., Augusta, Maiuo.
Harwaparilla.I did ao, and now I am entirely cured.
vvaa my
aaajr njxuuAUdB,
ou times
bllUUO Uiy
between
shoulders; at
my UlUMO
limbs
am an old druggistmyaelf.having had nearlytwenty U A ID Hnnd oostal for IU’*t‘d Catalog.HULL’S Jlub. Renpru aent wt-ekly. Dividends psld monthly,
and body would bloat and physicians said I young weaver or spinner is soon expert Iyearn’
experience. James V. A. PitouorooT.
-lubia paldihareholdm tank ibeir money in itvfli*fn
1 A
I If Hair Store, 38 A 40 Monroe Chicago.
was asuffering from the drops}’ and could not enough to earn I8s or 21s per week, bepast three roontba, atlll leaving original omotinfinaklnf
HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA.
money InOtib. or irturnetlon deinniul.Hharea, fliirach.
recover.
side having her evenings and Sundays
Sold by Druggist*,|l ; six for |S. Made only by C. L
Kiplanator}circularsrent free. Hcliahlecunttpoudsnli
Howloonld be so blind to the terrible all to herself. Talk of money-hunters HOOD k CO., Apothecaries,Lowell.Mas*.
wanted evenrwliere.Addrraa |L E. Kxni»*llA CoM
trouble that wo$ devouring me, I do not
Com’n
m ft m La Salle BL, Chicago, lu.
know; but there are thousands to-day who in the better classes of society, the
Cure That Cold.
whea
1 tor mm i uun.n mean were./ to tup luvm mr
are suffering from the same cause and are “lass" with the sturdy frame and tlve
Stlm* and fncnUavotbsm return again. I neon a radiDo not snifferyour lunga to become diaeaaedby alas Ignorant of its nature as I was. My akin deft hand to earn big wages, like the
cal cure. I have mads the tllMase of KITS, KriLKPSY
lowing a cold to continue without an effort to cure it
*T FALLINGBICtMKSSaIlf- long •lady. I warrantny
was the color of marble at one time, and boy with the cake, will have many
remedy to cure the woret eaaoa. Because othars bars
Thousandshave died premature deaths,the victims
I!
then again It would be like saffron, and this
feUMita no reason ft* not now reeMrlnge cere. Sti.du
of Consumption, by simply neglectinga cold.
friends,
anxious
to
be
placed
on
even
a
enc« for a tnatleoand a Froo Bottl* of my Infallible
terrible restlessness,and I might bay wildSamady. Gl»e Kipr**aand Post Offlea. It oo»u yon
Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balaam for the Lungs will cure Golds,
ness, was followed by a dull, heavy, drowsy more familiarfooting.
haMilag tor a trial, and I will ears you.
Coughs and Consumptionsurer and quicker than any
Add te«a flj. H. 0. ROOT, ill Pearl It, New York.
sensation. I was wasted to a mere skeleton
other remedy. Though slow, la sure if persistedIn
except when the dropsical bloat occurred.
Gone! Inflammatoiy rheumatism, cured accordingto directions.
I tried all the celebratedmin ral waters of
a novel list of cash dittos for thMirgTwTfrta of
ThltH.T.SIneir,S20 Offfera
by St Jacobs Oil. Ira Brown.— CAicapo
words that can be formed from the letter- composing
this country and Europe; all kinds of .jnedlHenry's CarbolicHalve
Tribune.
the name of ‘THE PHAIIUE FARMER.* Every comcine and all kinds of doctora Still no help
la the bent Salve for Cut*. Braises, Korea,Ulcers, Salt
quiet,haiulwnteand durable. Sent petitor, however, roust become a subscriber tn tM
came. I lay at my hotel in Philadelphia,
paper for one year at the regutar price of *3.00 pw
Rheum. Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains, Corns and
The
Right
Sort
year In advanee. For full rules uul' regulatioiu*,kt ud
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. Freckles and Pimples.
where I was temporarily sojourning, given
for s copy of the I’ralricl anuer, which will be sent to
Get
Henris
Carbolic
Salvs,
aa
all
othera
are
counter
.an to die by friends and physicians alike,
Opposition incites the ambitious man
when there providentiallycame into my
1M Monroe Ht.. (Chicago,
hands a little pamphlet, which I carefully to new efforts. Large birds rise against To allow VIrll- Powe»-to ebb slowly,imperceptiread, and from whicn I got a view of my the wind not with it. A fine ship bly away, Is madness ; check it with that never-failing
ctilar. with testimonials.fi-M. Ask
remedy, Allen's Brain Food. |1 ; I for |5.— At. drugreal condition, which no 'other agency makes little progress in a dead calm.
0. Parns ft Go. 47 Third a v, Chicago
had revealed Acting on its advice, stiff breeze purifies the atmosphere, gists and at Allen'a Pharmacy. 815 First ave., N. Y.
had
water analysed at once,
and, to my surprise, albumen and tube costs supplying life-giving principles. Man
70S THSEB MONTES.
were found in large quantitiesA skillful never shows his latent force until oppo- $66
The new volume (nlnefeen) of
Tlalfow Improvfi
physician was sent for and apprised of the sition faces his darling schemes. HardDlMORIBT'a iLU’mtATIfl
I0MKCI llMTIfM
Mohthit MAOAsma for 1HB8 la
fact He said I had Bright'sDisease, and ship is the native soil of manhood and
WANTED tor the Beet and Faateat-fleUthe beat and the cheapest FuniljMafaslns
published,
that death waa certain. My friends imporrial Books and Bible* Pricesreduced 9
printed on the flneattinted paper, size BIT x11M
atiobax. PtmusHiMu Co., Chicago,DL
tuned me to take a remedy which had won 8 }lf -reliance. He who cannot abide the
nchee. The three numbers now reedy of volume
a great reputation for the euro of all forma storm without flinching, or fight for the
of kidney diseases, and I thereforelaid aside right against the legions in opposition,
gmt m tm trial. BaM
my prejudice and commenced its use. At
is not made of the stuff that commands
first my stomach rejectedit and I had to use
day end for the houiehold. Ia demand by ovary
iw 0* 108 Baftfelsh It GUmms
small quantities; but after the first five days success. Fair-weather men (those who
family. 144 Illustration*. 6 Photo PIstM and 4 Oil
Pictures. W. JENNINGS DEMOREST, Publisher,
my stomach retained full doses. This was prosper only in the sunshine and under
NOVEL CONTEST.
17 East 14th Street, New York. Single copies,
one year ago last October, and my improve- a cloudless sky) must resign the leaderTwenty Outs; yssrly subscription,Two Dollars.
ment was rapid and permanent I have regained fifty of the sixty-fire pounds of flesh ship to those of sterner qualities,whom
opposition strengthens,and whom the
I lost during my illness,and I feel as well
AJfiEAT SAVINA TO FARMERS!
to-day as I ever did, and I can unreservedly sight of the foe only nerves to brave
THE
state that my life was saved by Warners
and noble
v
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, the remedy I
used.
Mb. F. L Oanet, of Madison, Ind, writes:
It may seem strange that I, being a physician and an ex-army surgeon, did not *1 was completelybroken up with rheuhave the water analyzed before; but such matism, and was also sufferingfrom indii mcv RJIam learn TelkobaPHT here and
IwICn we will give you a situation.
Is the fact I had the symptoms of every gestion and piles My aunt, Mrs. Whalen,
Circulars
free. VALENTINEBROS., Janesville, Wls.
other disease, and I did not suspect that my living in Louisville, wrote, advising me to
kidneys were in the least particular out try Dr. Guysott's Yellow Dock and Sarsapa(WeYMOUTH’SPATE ST.)
For information and Mapa of £*° Ph^A^^kom;H- weekly,
of order; ’ and here is Just where I was rilla. I did so. I also bathed my joints with
Arkansa* .-nd
UO Monroe
Chicago, III.
vinegar and salt This treatment relieved
_________ JIneTknnS,
in the greatestdanger, and where most peo4tt Clark 8... Ch.tmro
me of all suffering.1'
ple who read this article are in danger. I
find that I am only one of thousands who
Procured
are suffering from kidney disorder* which,
NO PA’
• The Fellows Who Are In the Way.
neglected,surely terminatein Bright’sdisThe greatest obstacle to the cultivation
ease. I also know that physiciansmay treat
Awarded "Pint Order of Merit*
these disordersfor months without knowing of the mutual understandingand good
clearly what the trouble is, and, even after
at MelbourneExhibition, I860.
will that should prevail between AmerWaa awarded the Pint Pfialu
DU SmI I, (U
icans and Englishmen is the critical
at the International
Rxblbltios
;
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sad sight at Atlanta.
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cut down mow or stack
tocutooRH*TALIU tor fted, O)
to cut PEAT, and has no egori
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to cut
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world
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malady.
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tJUSfMt. HisstrsuS pries list

class in
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thein: while to the thousandsto whom I
have lectured upon the laws of health and
hygiene I commend this letter most cordially, andwarn-them to beware of the Insidious nature of a disease over which physicians confess they have no control,and
which, in one form or another,Is carrying
more people to untimely graves than* any
other
J. M. Poster, M. D.
Baltimore, Md, W Saratoga street.
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THRESHERS-

both countries, who are so well
describedin thaf felicitous phrase in
vulsions, apoplexy, vertigo, paralysis, spinal
“The Bachelor of the Albany,” as of
meningitis, blood and premio poisoning,
“vast ahd varied misinformation,
of brilletc, etc.
Words, of course, fall to express my thanks iant incapacity and of great moral reto H.H. Warner A Co., of Rochester, N Y., quirements.”—
York Mail and
for giving the world such a needed and cervictim they disguise Its
cause attributingit to heart disease, conicipiess
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I had ‘
several
above a
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hour after taking the first doss my Hoarseness commenced to. leaVO me. In twentyfour hours mv voice was quite clear and

Not a Softer.

dash a black boss makes
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after
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Respectfully,
•’ J
G W. Warren, Conductor,
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a rock,
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JpB wont pretty heavily into the boll btulnesB, and the venture was a complete sueThis reraintjB us that Punuafi > PAflvlebs Coim Extra rttiB is anotner kucccsh,and
that It give* more comfort to the world than
Job’s bolls did. Hemember the name, then,
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NO DROUGHT*. MO ffitfBCT PENT*.
NO IIURBlCANFfi. WHIKLWINDra OR
OTHER DltMTRUCTIYKPHENOMENA.

weeds, he will remedy therefor will gladden the heart.
rub out the hook or part the line' with- Posi lively sold by all drugginta. Wholesale,
out muoli. trouble; and this by some Lord, StoutenbnrghA Co;, Chicago.
— ........ .
i
anglers is erroneouslycalled “sulking.”
Thb shark is worshipedby some of the
But that the black bass ever sulks in dwellerttMong the African ootit' ^ Mcmbert
the manner ascribed to, the salmpu, by of the bar should make a note of th^ls.
settling sullenly on the bottom, I posihow Joskh rim„, of Cheitively deny.— American Angler.
,

e

laada of great fertility.Fradoelag all varieties of Grata. Fralt and Graeeee la wonder.
fkl abundancet aa taexbaantlMeeapply af
Cedi Fields and ether mineral
deposits t cheap and galek traaaportatiea by
railreadeand river aavlgratlentdirect earn,
merer with all Farta af the warld, owing to
lie

ce»

glei; lack skill,

the beet field fer Kmlgrenta-Tln.i

& Tlmbert

breaking water and violently shaking
his head to endeavor to dislodge the
hook in this manner. He will always,
iways, if
u
rock or

cient

Offfera

lid. egeable aad healthy eHaatet cheap

natural, and the cold nearly cured It Is the
best remedy I ever
j
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Thia space la reserved for the
Christian Temperance Union.
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Whisky is

Inifltt.

treat

a legitimatebosinees,because

the law recognises it

inch. But none the

and

Prices!!

licenses It as

a bad dansame
law that licensesit would not always keep
its hand on Its throat,ready in every hour

LADIES AND MISSES’ HOODS

less it Is

gerous, treacherous business, or the

Nice Satin Crown Hoods, price

to ag-

of public peril to bold it powerless

Hoods

price $1.50, will be sold for $1.25;
lH»nrm

toil

would

you to
a mount

sweep away mist, bnt by ascending

you may

,

not enable

altogether.So it is
with our moral improvement; we wrestle
overlook

It

have no hold upon us

SudUpon Him.

Don’t he

who on

the

cross prayed for his cruel tormentors,

wu

'the

fioW lelfieboown

ascended in

moral atmosphere.

to a higher

\

we

if

^

which could

fiercely with a vicious habit,

spirit

exhaled by

of the Muter,

a poor

woman

be

sold for 20 cents.

AND DOLMANS.

Large assortment which will be sold

cou"'

of $1.00, will.be sold for

75 cents; Child’s Hoods, price 25 cents, will

LADIES’ CLOAKS

A Wkepwv, MUsna.

Hoods,

$2, will be sold for $1.50; Good.

gravate that peril.

at a large discount for cash.

whom.Canon

of

Wilberforcetells this anecdote:
"Not long ago there wu In my parish
one of the bravest, purest and brightest of
the wives of the

assortment of Beaver and other overcoats, and a full line of
Clothing will be sold at greatly reduced prices.

Ar nice

workingmen I ever saw.

All through her married life she bad been

praying for bearing with and forgiving the

man who had sworn to

love

and

A large stock of Artie Overshoes, and numerous other articles will

cherish

her.

"A

be greatly reduced in price.

upon
years of cruelty by raising his foot and
kicking her savagely, and three hours
after she had gone, ‘where the wicked
short time ago he At his seal

These bargains are for Thirty days only.

cease from troubling, and the weary are at

E.

rest."

“The last words she spoke were whis-

my own

pered into

“They laid the

little form of her

is so

CHICAGO, ROCL

A Fine Eit.
When

the proprietorsof Burdock Blood

Bitters put this renowned medicine on the

market they

hit it

exactly. They hit dys-

pepsia, iftiigestion,

and

liver

and kidney

complaintsa hard blow, from which they
will never recover.

The Height of Folly.
To wait until you are in bed with disease
you may not got over for months, is the
height of

folly,

when you might be easily
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THE

West

turely-borninfant by her side, and her
one more victim to the arch-fiend Rum.’’
— Youth' $ Companion.

________

Calls the attentionof traveler!to tha centralposition of iu lino, connecting the Eaat and the

prema-

four other little ones followed to the grave

_

_

ear— 'Don’t be hard

upon him when I am gone. He
kind when he doesn’t drink.’

by the ahorteat route, and oanrins passengers,
without chanea of oars.between Chicago and Kansu City, Council Blulfs, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and Bu Paul It connects in Union
Depots with all ths principal linca of road between
the Atlantia and the PacificOceana. IU equipment la unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Moat Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Boclining Chair Cara, Pullman’s Prettiest Palace Sleeping Oars, and the Beet
Line of Dining Cars In the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri Elver Pointe. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

i

DRY GOODS

S

H.

“dealerIn-

- or detailedinformation,gat
era of the

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Grocerlee.— always of the Freshest and Purest,
bnt also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Pro vlalons,
Etc.

Etc.,

the Mapa and Fold-

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

^

STEKETEE&B0S,

C.

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or address
ft.
E. 8T. JOHN,
Vloe-Pra. * Oenl M'f'r, Qeal Tkt * Pass. Agt.

CABLE,

CHICAGO.

Also a very large and assorted stock of

DRY GOODS PRINCIPAU+UNE
I

IWhlch wet ntend to keep as complete as possl
embracing all the I teat and best made fabric#

ole

Tilt

And

Crockery, Stone & Glassware. im, New

Mexico,
tana and Texas.

Eft?*

body and

mind on some one pursuit Burdock
Bitters have their specialty as a

com

Holland, Oct.

ughtJunninr

Is bound to yise.

Joseph,

Artaona,

veaton,

Jewelry,

12th,

O.

A BOS.
86-1 j

iTfi,: Ski?'

Crowd down and

that it is

Stone ia the Bl*dr?b«r-Large Stones RwnaoYed by Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy.

one of the best remedies

for aches, sprains, and pains that has ever

From Uu

ble game ever suggested for the fair sex.

if

however, young ladies

game, in

their

enthusiasm,

neglect all the principles of health, and
indulge in the exercise to excess. This
brings on sick headache,billiousness, ex-

haustion,and general weakness,which
cun only be removed by Swayne’s

One

trial Is sufficient to

Pills.

convince the most

incredulous.

A

120.00 Bible

mk

Reward*

We

son

will

give $30.00

gold to the per-

[(30

;

MACHIMECO’

•SEWING
s

york

PARKER'S
HAIR

);

A perfect dress*

Should two or more correct
answers be received, the reward will be
divided. The money will be forwarded to
the winner February 15th, 1888. Per
sons tying for the reward must send 80
cents In silver (no postage stamps taken)

l&Ssfc
Removes

10th, 1888.

their

answer, for which they will

ff

Meyers, Brouwer

ward and the oorreet answer will be published. This may be worth $80.00
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TRAM MARK

&

The Gfeat Bn-

HEREFORD MTTIE
COTSWOLD SHEEP
Men and Women
not only ftve monBERKSHIRE SWIHE. eyYoung
bnt valuable time
the fnttre by attending the
Rapids BuMness College, wnere they will
Bckchir, Will Co., Illiw^h, Grand
receivesThorough, Quickening, Practical educain

COAL! COAL!

emu an4

aWuty ftaam. with

iINCER
MdM

Solves the

lead to Ini
tare Grave.

amts.

TONIC

tint Nmr litexiatia
! Tbisdelidotradoinbinaiioa
of Cinger. Duchu.
Mandrake. Stillmgia. and many other of the best
I vegetable remedies known, cures all disorders of
| dm bowels, stomad
stomach,liver, kidneys and lungs, & is

ssara
matare Old

II

JSS-SSS

difficultproblem. It invigoratesbody

Hi

many

aftakwl bi|k Can (wHIut.

If you are smffertng fiom Female Complaints,
Nervousness,Wakeiiitnets, RheumatismI>y*P«Psia. age or any disease or infirmity, take Prrker s
Ginger Tonic. It wiH etrengthenbnin and body
and givt yntt new fife and vigor, • •
r> O L Xj A. Yt
Paid for anythinginjurious found in Ginger Tonic

,

arfffmind without Intoxicating, and has

M

lOO

s

Journal.

—-—dealer* in—

firm of . L. Hed strong, of
Buffalo, N.

now
No/l

¥., are

pared to deliver

»-ta.
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possible prices.

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

coal

Orders will

be promptly filled.

Drugs, Medicines,

pre-

immediately, for the lowest

Apply at

Having purchased the
"good win* of
will

T.

entire stock and

E. Annie ft Co„ we

endeavor to merit, by fair treatment

end booeet competition,a share 4f tha

the

Hardware store

Melis, or to

of

Wm,

John De

C.
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Stonein the Bladder is a very dangerous ailment; the U. 8.
of a dlabnt many most remarkablecares have of late been Canada.
comfort.
wrought by •‘Kennady’aFavorite Remedy”—the
Hwxuni,
»,
Invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondont,N. Y. Anabout
Hates
of
other strikingcase la now added to the Hat. Mr.
Fare. Sin-pin*Car*,'1
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Maas., states in a letter
etc . cii--erfn.lvgiven by
to Dr. Kennedy that be bad been troubledwith
bladder complaint for 14 years, and bad consnited T. J
MERIDEN, CONN.
PERCEVAL LOWELL
at different times seven physicians;
hot nothing Id Flee Preft d Qen'l Manager, Qen. Pan. Aat?
beyond temporary allayment of the pain had been
Chicago.
Chicago* IU.
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr.
Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Soandmg him the
doctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Lawler should drat try the “Favorite Remedv,”so aa,
if possible,to avoid an operktion. And bore It the
remarkableresult: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
Ladle*' Scissors and Ink Erasers.
and am doing nicely now. If yon would like to
Makoallatylesof
see the stones I will send them to yon,” Thlsletter bears date “Dalton. Maas., Feb. 6th," and Is
signed “Peter Lawler. *' The atones, which are so
We ibow cut of Patent AdJnetableQaQl
Action Reeervolr Fee
lariroas to warrant for “Kennedy’s Favorite Reme*Th« Aomet" and will meU Munplegioeaoareceiptof ft
dy” the claim that it ia the most anccessfol specific forStone yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kennedy’s poaseealon.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
states that the “FavoriteRemedy" at the tame
time enred him of a ttnborn case of Rbenmatism ;
and it la a fact that In all affectionsarising ont of
dlsorderofthellveror nrtnaryergans it Is a searching remedv and works marvdlouB benefits. It la
inltaelf almost a medic! ne chest. Order it of yonr
Bamafi ass Iveamg ot
druggist.Price $1.00 a bottle.
at all
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EXCHANGE.

In this life must have a specialty; that is,
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timely use of this pure medicine.— Ctoierwr.

must concentrate the
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‘‘ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

Indianapolis and Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
_A11 Through Paeeengers Travel on Fast Express
Trains.
Tickets for asle at allprinoipal Ticket Offices la
tha United Statesand Canada.
Baggage checkedthrough and rates of fara always aa low aa competitors that offer leae advaa-

cured during (he early symptoms by AM
Parker^s Ginger tonic. We have known
sickly families made the healthiest,by a

OH.

NEW

GROCERY

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, haa recently been opened between Bichmond,
Nortoik, Newport News. Chattanooga, Atla*u, Augusta, Naahville.Louisville,
Lexington, Cineinnatl,

At

ZK^RIRIISrCr'rOlSr,

vJ.

hilly

Compounded.
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Holland, Mich., April l»th. 11-lv

